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THE PRESENT SITUATION AND FORECASTS OF SEMICONDUCTOR
ELEMENTS PERFORMANCE WITHIN THE MICROWAVE RANGE, 1970 - 1985

Bertil Peterson

	

Research Institute of National Defen-e	 1`41

Introduction

The main purpose of this report is to give an explorative 	 /5*
forecast for active semiconductor performance and characteristics
within the microwave range around the year 1985. starting with
the available information in the scientific literature, various
attempts have. been made to find the outermost, physical limits for
each component's function. When this has not been possible, more
empirical evaluation methods have been used. Starting with recog-
nized trends in development, the forecasted values are shown at a
sufficient distance toward their "absolute" maximum values.

Since a technical forecast should be based on both theoretical
models and earlier development history, every semiconductor device
discussed here is characterized in a brief description of its mode
of operation and its development up until 1970. The descriptions
are at times more complete than would have been necessary solely for
the purposes of forecasting, but this is due to the fact that the
report is also hoped to be of use as a reference book covering the
many new active semiconductor components which have been introduced
during the 1960's. In the reference section after each chapter, the
sources of more detailed descriptions of the respective semiconduc-
tor components are given. With this addition, the report will be
of use to a significantly larger readership than that which is only
interested in the forecasting aspects.

Due to the large scope of this report's subject matter, it is
impossible for one author to have practical experience with all the
discussed semiconductor devices or to have mastered the necessary
theoretical background. Therefore, it is hoped that the forecasts
presented here will form a basis for an inquiry of a number of
specialties on their views on the future of semiconductor devices.
If a sufficient number respond, it is planned that a revision and	 16
synthesis will later be published as an appendix to tnis report.
It is hoped that this somewhat preliminary effort will develop into
a better-organized final product.

Short Summary of the Development of Active Semiconductor Devices
in the Microwave Range

Natural polycrystalline semiconductors were used within radio

i

* Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
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technology as Jet?ctors at a very early stage. The electron vacuum
tube, which a` low frequencies yielded better detector and mixer
results, was invented around 1925. As a result of this, the devel-
opment of the crystal diode was temporarily halted. Around 1940,
the rapidly growing interest in radar and microwave techniques
again put the crystal diode in a position of importance. In par-
ticular, the diode was far superior to the converter tube as a mixer
in a superheterodyne receiver in the microwave range.

During the subsequent development of semiconductor technology,
silico:: and germanium crystals were produced with much greater
purity, and around 1943, it was discovered that extremely small
additions or impurities could increase the qualities of the semi-
conductor. These technological improvements made possible the ex-
tremely significant invention of the transistor in 1948. At the
beginning of the 1950'x, methods for producing single crystal semi.-
conductors of Nigh purity through a combination of zone refining
and the growth junction technique were improved. Diffusion re-
placed alloyage as a method for introducing impurities and, around
1960, planar and epitaxial processes were discovered. These per-
mitted the inexpensive mass production of semiconductor elements
with improved properties and with greater reproductability. Be-
cause of the refinement of semiconductor technology, a number of
semiconductor diodes with new and interesting characteristics began
to appear around 1958.

The first to appear were the tunnel diode and the varactor,
both of which could be used in low-noise amplifiers. It appears
that the very rapid development of these amplifiers was inspired
by the discovery of the maser in 1956. The maser's function was l7
based upon simple quantum mechanical processes and yielded a still
unsurpassed low-noise amplification. The major disadvantage was
that the semiconductive maser needed to be cooled in liquid helium,
and because of the desire to find a mechanism which could give low-
noise amplification without cooling, the parametric amplifier,
which was based on the non-linear reactance in a ferrite, was devel-
oped. Just two years later, the first feasible tunnel diode am-
plifiers and varactor diode parametric amplifiers were constructed.

The varactor diode made possible
tive frequency multipliers, breakers,
and phase shifters. At the beginning
functions were greatly improved by two
pin diode as a high-frequency breaker
SR diode (step recovery) for frequency
multiplication factor.

Because of advances in epitaxial and planar
new mixing diodes, Both with low flicker effect,
,rhey were the backward diode, which was developed
diode, and the Schottky-barrier diode (Sb-diode)

I

the construction of e
reversing switches, 1
of the 1960's, these
new types of diodes;
for high current, and
multiplications with
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were introduced.
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metal semiconductor overlay.

Around 1963, a new phase of microwave generation began.
Theoretical work during the period 1958-1962 had shown the possi-
bilities of direct conversion of direct current to high-frequency
power in pn diodes, in certain homogeneous semiconductors and in
connection with tunneling through an isolated layer between two
superconductive electrodes. Oscillations in homogeneous GaAs led
to the development of the Gunn diode, which was named after its
inventor. The Gunn diode soon received competition from the
avalanche or ATT diode oscillators. (ATT is an abbreviation of
"avalanche transit time.") In 1966, a variant of the Gunn diode
was invented, called the LSA diode (from "limited space-charge
accumulation"), which was characterized by the abil-Lty to produce
very high peak power. Still another type of avalanche diode
oscillator was introduced in 1967. Named the TRAPATT diode os-
cillator (from "trapped plasma avalanche triggered transit"), it
was characterized by very high conversion efficiency and re-
liability at lower frequencies than the ATT diode. The supercon- /8
ductive oscillator, which is based on the Josephson effect, pro-
duces a very low power output and, therefore, has yet to become
technically significant. The Josephson effect should, however, be
exceptionally valuable in .:ombination with basic electrical measure-
ment techniques and continued research within the millimeter and
sub-millimeter range.

New construction methods and improved photolithographical
techniques led in 1964 to the production of transistors operating
within the microwave range and as a natural result, to the devel-
opment of attendant circuitry for amplifier and oscillator junctions
produced in miniaturized form on the semiconductor substratum
from which the transistor is produced. This began the development
of integrated circuit technology in the microwave range and that
development continued very rapidly. These same techniques proved
to be useful for connections from electrical to acoustical micro-
wave energy in the form of surface waves, and for conduction of
these waves in a crystal. This led to new interest in the already-
known interaction between sound elements and electrons in homo-
geneous crystals. The surface waves created new possibilities for
the so-called phononamplifier and the adherent methods for signal
manipulation.

During the 1960's, the ever-increasing need for commucl.ications
bandwidths has led to a broad research effort, partly within the
optical region in connection with the development of the laser,
and partly within the millimeter wave length region where all the
earlier mentioned negative resistance diodes except for the os-
cillators have an even greater application in circulation-connected
amplifiers. Highly developed techniques are necessary for the
manufacture of semiconductor devices in the millimeter wave length
range and toward the end of the 1960's, several new methods have
been developed, of which ion implantation and p lectron resistance

3
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are the most important. Ion implantation involves the producing
of extremely well-controlled pn-overlays with regard to Moth the
concentration of impurities and their location. The use of electron
resist and electron beam exposure processing in connection with the
production of various semiconductor and electrode patterns yield: 	 /Q
much higher results than the normal photoresistance process.

This short history is presented schematically in Figure 1.

The most recent developments within semiconductor technology,
as in many other areas, is characterized in general by the even
greater utilization of very advanced numerical control methods.
Thus, the semiconductor device, upon which modern data processing
technology is based, has to a high degree begun to work toward
its own development.

4
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FIGURE 1: The development of active semiconductor devices for the microwave /10
range.
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Generation and Power Amplification

The High Frequency Transistor

The first transistor, a point contact type, was constructed /11
in 1948 at Bell through the work of Bardeen, Brattain, and
Shockley. The enormous significance that this event had for the
development of semiconductors was soon demonstrated. In the mean-
time sixteen years passed before the transistor became usable with-
in the microwave range. Several "milestones" in the development
history of the transistor can be worth mentioning: in 1951 the
junction transistor was produced; in 1955 the development of the
interdigital transistor began; in 1957 the maser transistor was
produced.; in 1959 planar techniques (with oxide masking) began
and in 1960 the production of active junctions through the
epitaxial. process was started; during 1963 and 1964 the "overlay"
transistor 1 , which made operations possible within the micro-
wave ranee, was developed; in 1965 the first transistor capsule
with channeled junctions, which produced lower parasitic reactions;
in 1967 masking and photoresist processes were refined.

For a low level class A amplifier with a junction transistor
(see for example 2,3 ):

The power amplification G = ( fmaxf)2.

where fmax = V;"r
bCcf  ^+ 

N arC 
= maximum oscillation frequency

 b c
rb = the base's dispersion resistance.
Cc = pn capacitance.
ao = power gain at low frequencies.
fT = 1/2Trte,, = the frequency at which the power gain = 1 in a

continuous p coupling.
teC = the signal delay time in the emitter-collector.

(f a is the frequency at which the power gain a =	 °f a1 ¢ j^; r2
C1

For a silicon transistor f is 1.2 f T , and for a germanium tran-
sistor with bias it is 2 fT.)

Using the foregoing, we find: 	 /12

1 _ 1
f	 = ,

.max	 4	
If cte.:

This formula is also a good approximation for class C power
amplifiers.

6
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In constructing a high-frequency transistor it is necessary
to maximize fmax• Therefore, rbCc should be as small as possible.
Cc is minimized by allowing the depletion region to stretch over
all of the collector junctions (approximately 1 u thick), while
rb is minimized by the appropriate formation of the emitter-base
electrodes. These commonly take the form of two groups o- ."
parallel, adjacent "fingers." It should be observed that the
lengthening of the base (and emitter) electrodes increases Cc
while at the same time r b decreases, so that f ax remains constant.
The lengthening meanwhile brings about improved heat dissipation,
increased current and therefore higher output.

S

{

The delay time, tec should also be minimized. This is
determined mainly by the electrification time of the emitter
capacitance Ce and the transit time through the base and the
completion region in the collector. The former is proportionate
to Ce but inversely proportionate to the emitter current. There-
fore the highest possible emitter current is desired from the
smallest emitter surface, or since the current originates mainly
from the edge of the emitter, the largest possible length of the
emitter's edge to its surface. The transit time through the base
is minimized by reducing the thickness of the base as much as
possible without increasing r b , normally down to 0.3 u. The
transit time through the collector's depletion region is not
minimized since it is advantageous to minimize Cc by increasing
the width of the depletion region, as was previously mentioned.
The main improvements during the last years have been brought
about by minimizing teC.

A power transistor must be able to withstand high potentials
between the emitter and the collector without having avalanche
breakdown occur. (This must also be true of the base and the
collector, depending upon which junction is used; junctions with 	 /13
common bases are becoming more common and have several advantages.)
High resistance in the collector-epitaxial junction yields a
high breakdown potential, but creates disadvantages in the form
of increased collector losses and increases the base junction
thickness as current increases. This reduces fT.

Excepting the previously discussed f T , load resistance rLp
influences the parallel circuit at the point of output and the
corresponding input resistance r e s influences the acceptor circuit.
This occurs according to the following formula [2]:

G = 

(f T/f) 2RLp

'Res

rL is fixed by the desired power output value, ((potential
collector amplitude ) 2 /2rLp). = T/t, equal to the signal
amplification, should be high. Res becomes small when the
transistor's surface is large, i.e., the output power is high.
But the emitter inductance Le increases the input resistance by

7
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a value of 2ufTLe. This counteracts the decreasing of Res , and
therefore Le decreases amplification. Naturally, Res can not be
made too small, since practical difficulties emerge in transform-
ing it to impedance in the signal source.

^f

Efficiency is also significant in a power transistor. It is
proportionate to RUTo/RI,p, where RUTp is the parallel resistance in
the transistor's output admittance.

In the case of small signals, RUT
p -
	 , but with increasing

power, Cc increases to a maximum value of 
mtCc 2Ccb , where Ccb is

the capacitance with the direct potential (overlay potential) Vcbo•
Therefore, Ccbmust be minimized for uaximum efficiency. C cb is
composed of two partial capacitances, that between the collector
and the base surface directly above the emitter electrodes (Cci),
and that between the collector and the base surface between the
emitter electrodes (Cc%,). In general, and particularly with a
junction transistor, Cry i^; much larger than C c i. Decreasing the
base surface between theemitter electrodes would therefore be
particularly effective as a means of decreasing Cc..

It has been found empirically that efficiency can be written /14
as :t = log fmax/f [4]. At low frequencies, this has a constant
value of approximately 800 (in class C) and within the lower micro-
wave range this approaches 60%.

The most important points in constructing a high-frequency
power transistor can be summarized as follows:

3. The formation of the np electrodes is of fundamental. im-
portance for obtaining high power at high frequencies. To
produce the necessary current, the emitter's edge should be as
long as possible in relation to its surface. Hi gh current, in
its 'turn, produces high power output and a maximization of the
amplification-bandwidth product. The base electrode is designed
so that the base current is diffused as evenly as possible. In
other words, the diffusion resistance in the base is minimized.

2. The base layer is made as thin as possible without in-
creasing dispersion resistance. In this way, the amplifi-
cation-bandwidth product is maximized.

3. The collector-base capacitance is minimized as much as
possible in order to increase the available amplification and
efficiency. (By decreasing Cc, f T and G are decreased, while
VB and the highest level of power are increased.

i. The nn and np breakdown potential must be large for a
high level of high-frequency power. This normally requires
a compromise between increased resistance capacitance and de-
creased efficiency and maximum frequency.

8
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5. The active semiconductor chip is to be mounted so that
heat dissipates as effectively as possible and lead-iii re-
sistance and inductance are as small as possible. In par-
ticular, the emitter inductance must he as small as possible
in a power transistor so that amplification is not decreased. 	

A

There are two transistor constrictions which more or less meet
the above requirements. They are the interdigitel transistor [5] 	 /15
and the overlay transistor [1].

In the first, the
emitter takes the form
of several strips which
are separated by inter-
spersed space contacts
(see figure 1).	 In the
overlay transistor, many
small emitter regions are
diffused into aneq surrounded
by the doped base contact
region (see figure 2). The
emitters are connected in
parallel and with the base
region. In this way, the
electron configuration
becomes very similar to
that in the interdigital
transistor. The number of
small emitter regions is
often. in, the around 100.
High-frequency power tran-
sistors are always made of
silicon by the planar me-
thod with npn epitaxial
junctions.
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The Development of the Power Transistor

The development of the power transistor can be shown	 /16
graphically in the form of power frequency curves with the year
of invention as the parameter. With the! help of [ 66,7,8 and 91,
among others, the improvements in transistor performance which
have been reached between the years 1958 and 1969 are shown in
this manner in figure 3. (The curvet are approximate mid-value
curves, representing the best obtained values.) To evaluate the
future development of the (bipolar) transistor the effect of new
technological methods must be appreciated. The expected transi-
tion from conventional photo resist techniques, where the
transistor structure is determined through optical techniques, to
the much more exact electron beam method, used in combination with
electron-sensitive resistance layers, will be extremely signif-
icant. Furthermore, the production of very thin base layers by
means of ion implantation will become possible. Today's current
minimum width of approximately N should through the electron beam
method be reduced to approximately 0.1 a 	 Further reductions will
conflict when the transistor function is dependent on various
dopeiregions, since the distance of the impurity atoms is the
order of 0.01 u. Ion implantation can cause a reduction in the
current minimum base layer of approximately 0.311 by a factor of
0.2, that is to say to approximately 0.06 P. As a basis to the
first major forecast for 1985 it can be said now that the refine-
ment of the transistor structure will yield five times higher
current with unchanged capacitance. The power output at relatively
low frequencies, for example 1 GHz, should then increase five
times from 20 to around 100W. The increased emitter current will
also reduce tee,, but since the size of tee depends mainly on three
factors which have previously been discussed, the decrease in
tee will be less that: five, probably three times. By the same
token, it is seen then that the five-time reduction of the base
thickness will reduce tec by a factor of three. This means that
a total increase in f T by a factor of ten or fmax by a factor of
three should be possible. Therefore, since fmax in 1969 is near
10 GHz, fmax should in 1985 be around 30 GHz. Using these values,
a forecast -urve for 1985 has been drawn in .figure. 3 in such a
way that it has about the same shape as the curve for 1969. It
can be interesting to compare this forecast with several other
published forecasts 1101, which apply to the year 1971, and
according to 1111, which shows a theoretically calculated maximum
limit (see figure 3).

In terms of fmax, according to those mentioned above the
highest obtained values for a bipolar transistor in 1969-1970 is
approximately 10 GHz. This can be compared with a field-effect
transistor of GaAs, produced using refined optical projection
techniques with a width tolerance of 1 ;, . This transistor yielded
fmax	 30 GHz, which corresponds to 3 dB of power amplification
at 17 GHz 1121. Such a transistor is usually reserved for small
signal amplification or very rapid switching functions, while the

10
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bipolar transistor will certainl y tie of use in the generation of /1
higher power. FOLther information on the field-effect transistor
is riven in the section oil 	 transistors.

Pulse operation in the Transistor

Measurements and calculations in [4] show that pulse operations
in high-frequency power transistors for the present produce peak
outputs which lie 2 to 5 times higher than the CW level and that
in the future special pulse transistors will be able to produce
values 10 times higher.

In [13], Johnson has calculated that the transistor's maximum
frequency and power is limited by purely physical principles. If
one ignores the heating of the semiconductor and the formation of
the transistor structure, an absolute limit can be defined on the
basis of how fast energy can be brought to the charge carriers in
the semiconductor.

The masimum value for the transistor's cutoff f requency f T -
1/2TrT will be limited chiefly by the transit tim., for the charges
between the emitter and the collector. This distance can not be
made smaller than Vmax/ER, where Vmax is the breakdown potential
and EB is that field strength which pro %duces breakdown. If the
saturation speed for the charges is written vs, we have "min -
Vmax/EBvs and the maximum value for the cutoff frequency

E B v s

fT71V max
If the material constants E B and v s for Si and Ge are in-

serted, we h?ve Vmax fT - 2 . 10 11 V/s and 10 11 V/s, respectively.

For a transistor to function, Vmax must produce in the
charges all 	 which is greater than that produced thermally.
For silicon, the largest fT with V,,,ax = 1 V becomes:

fTmax - 200 rHz.

i

A comparison of the best available
reveals that the product of their Vmax
lower than the th ,2oietical maximum v:11
regularity in do p ing anti the fact that
of the capacitance cannot be ignored.
limits, it would then be reasona:-le to

high-frequency transistors /19
and fT lies about 5 times
Lie. This is caused by ir-
the electrification time
With regard to technological
set fTmax ' 40 GHz.

Knowing that the current through the transistor can be shown
as	

Qmax	 CcVmax
Imax = T	 T

	min	 min
the followin g; relationV

B
hip, as in ,f13], can be established:

2
ImaxVmax'^o f ^ _ ( 

s
 2 , )
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where Imax is equal to the maximum current through the tran-
sistor (which does not produce undesirable diffusion in the base
junction), and the transistor's output impedance, Xo=1/2nfTCc.

At low frequencies, the power output can be shown as

Pmax	
< {Imax)(Vmax)

°	 2 ?	 7	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS

.'.P	 < ., /fTXo kW with fT in GHz.	
OF POORQUAIY

maxo _

According to [4], the efficiency for a class C transistor
amplifier can be written as

fmax
n = 9.7 log --E-  when f>0. 1 fmax'

When f < 0.1 fmax the constant n = 80%. The output power when
f > 0.1 fmax can then be written

P	 - 5
	

0.7 l^ fmax = 3.5 yo 
fmax .P, 	 g f	 ^ g ff TXo	 f+Xo

Given that fmax = 2fT , which is normally the case with today's /20
high-frec'iuency transistors [4], and that an X o value as small

	

as 0.5 Q can be used, we have	 I

Pmaxo=	 kW for f_< 0.2 fT

and Pmax	
7

- 7 log 
2fT 

kW for f> 0.2 f T , with fT in both cases
f	 f

in GHz.	
T

Calculating P ax as a function of f with f T varying from the
aforementioned "a0solute" maximum value of 40 GHz down to 1 GHz,
produces a family of curves which are approximated by the outer-
most curve in figure 3, marked "Maximum peak power." Therefore,
this curve represents the highest possible values which can be
reached in pulse operation Taith f T optimized at every signal
frequency. One further evaluation of the maximum CW power which
a transistor can produce is now possible when it is taken into
account, as previously discussed, that CW power comes close to
being one-tenth of peak power. The corresponding curve in figure
3 is marked "maximum CW power."

The forecast curve for 1985 which was produced with possible
technical improvements in mind, lies somewhat under the "maximum
CW" curve. The deviation is largest at low and high frequencies.
At low f, it is hardly likely that transistors will be built with
PUT> 1 kW, even if this were possible. It is more likely that the
power output from several transistors in the o.1 - 1.0 kW level
will be combined when special high power is needed (lower im-
pedance). The deviation at high frequencies occurs because the
"maximum CW power" curve is based upon more than-twice as high
a high-limit frequency as the "1985" curve. The significant

13
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technolog ical problems with increasing the cutoff frequency
entails that the "1985" curve must be seen as more likely within 	 }
the upper frequency ranges. As a compromise between the cwo
curves, the lined area above the "1985" curve in figure 3 is
presented as an area of possible results of the year 1985.	 j

A New Tyre of Transistor	 /21

The so-called metal-based transistor could become very sig-
nificant for expanding the transistor's frequency range upward.
As the name implies, the base electrode is formed by a metal
plate which must be very thin, around 100 A in order to pass
through emitter electrons. Furthermore, it must be of absolutely
constant thickness. This construction produces in principle very
low base resistance (apprcximately 80 times lower than in a semi-
conductor) and short transit time through the base. However, the
technological problems with its development have so far been dif-
ficult to overcome. The outlook for this type of transistor is
therefore very uncertain, but it is still worthy of mention here.

i .^k
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The Frequency Multiplier

The nonlinear resistance in point-contact diodes was used 	 /23
at an early stage for the generation of harmonics. Ho ever, the
very high diode losses entailed low efficiency ( < 1/n , where n
stands for the multiplication factor).

Harmonics can also be generated by the nonlinear reactance
which the voltage-produced variable capacitance in a.varactor
yields. Since the varactor is produced so that high-frequency
losses arc small (high cutoff frequency), efficiency in the ge-
neration of harmonicas can be very high.

Since the aim here is to evaluate maximum obtainable power
levels, only frequency doublers will be discussed. These pro-
duce highest efficiency and power output. When a higher multi-
plication factor is needed, a cascade: rectifier circuit with an
appropriate number of doublers will yield the best results.
Naturally, very high n values can be used in conne^_tinn with low
output power and the demand that the size of the multiplier be as
small as possible. n values of 3 and 4 are common with varactors,
while values betweE,i 10 and 20 are common when using so-called SR
(step recovery) diodes. In the case of the latter, for instance,
an output frequency in the X-band is produced with only several
hundred mW output power with a maximum efficiency of 5%.

An attempt to evaluate how thefunction of a frequency doubler
is influenced by the varactor parameters will be made here. This
is based of [1, figure 8.7].	 See figure z.

If a common value for Pdiss ., `IB ► RS , and f c can be found, the
broken lines it figure 4 give the maximum value for f IN (allowable
dissipation) and the corresponding output power PUT.

Instead of using the curve, the maximum f IN for any Pdiss can
be calculated from:

f__ 1	 fCPdia$

PIN mom; yB 2RS dies	 dB	 vc^ ^'

Efficiency, which is a function of fjN/fc, is determined
n.)st simply then from figure 5. 	 (According to [1, figure 8.71
or [2, figure 12].) Therefore, the power output is calculated as:

n
PUT T 1	 Pdiss•

- n

The desired common value for Pdi s, Vg, RS , and f c can be
determined empirically by studying tie varactor data collected in
figure 6.

P ASE I5
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Figure 4.	 Figure 5.
The desired relationship between P d : ss , VB , RG and fc
can be determined empirically from the data in figure 6.

Because of improved heat dissipation, it can be assumed that
by 1985 Pdiss will have increased by a factor of 2 for all VB
values (see "1985" curve in figure 5a). Also, it is assumed that
fc will more than double for all VB values (see "fc 1985" curve
in figure 6b), mainly by reducing the series resistance in half.
(C • remains approximately unchanged so that the input resistance
and the load resistance, both proportional to 1/wINCj , also are
unchanged. According to the shape of f TNmax ► the result will be
a doubling in 1985 ("flNmax" curve in figure 6b). With the aid
of the "1985" curve in figure 6, PUT can now be calculated as a
function of fUT for the year 1985. See table 1.

Table 1. Calculated maximum power output for frequency doublers. 	 /26

fIN tilt fc	 n	 Pdiss Pn Pdiss Necessary PIN

GHz GIiz GHz	 W	 W	 W

1 2 75 0,75 60 180 240

5 10 200 ^,63 30 51 31

10 22u 350 0,60 19 28 47

50 loo 900 0,40 7 4,6 11,6

10n 200 1500 0,30 4 197 5,7

200 400 1500 0,10 1 0,1 1

PASS (or PUT ) is calculated according to [ 1] based on the
following assumptions:

1	 _ 1	 2
C C
`Mn o	 1

1	 1
C	 + C
min	 o
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and that

t c^—macS2xRS
	2aC min RC

which can be restated as 1 « 1	 But C(V) _ -^	 for an
abrupt junction.	 Co	 Cmin	 3 1 - V/ 0.5

With VB = 6V, we obtain C(-6) = 0.28 Co.
,i

According to equation 8.42 in 111, P UT at VB = 6V ; which is
to say that f UT = 100 GHz, is multiplied by a factor of

i.0 r
k	

c^n 
	 —	 `^ !v O, : for min 0.28.

° + 1	 °
`	 Cain

e

At fUT = 2 GHz, this factor k= 0.85.

	

Furthermore, variations in circuit loss with f can be intro-	 /27

duced according to the following:

Figure of merit Q - 6
	

,r-,-/7f (a = depth of pene-
tration) and

stored energy
QO	 " _ los;ed energy per period

This yields the result that the power loss is proportionate
to 3 —T .

With f UT =1	 GHz,	 normally	 no=	 97%	 (see	 [4]) The losses = 3%.
With fUT =	 10 GHz, the losses = 9%.

20	 " " 13%.
"	 100 30%.

200 42%.
"	 400 60`x.

Correction k
With f UT =	 1	 GHz,	 the correction factor 	 no = 0.97	 k =	 0.9

"	 10 0.91 0.8
"	 20	 °` 0.87 0.8

f	 100 0.7 0.5
I	 200 0.6 0.5

"	 400 0.4 0.4
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Approximate
f UT total correction Uncorrected P UT Corrected PUT
GHz factor n c k 14 jd

2 0.9 180 160 j

i0 o.7 51 36
20 0.7 28 20

100 0.35 5 2
200 0.3 2 0.6
400 0.2 0.1 0.02

These corrected power values have been incorporated in 	 /28
figure 7 and are labeled "Calculations for 1985." As was shown
above, this calculation is based on evaluated varactor data for
the year 1985.

It can be interesting to test the same method of calculation
on the basis of known varactor data for the year 1969. (Since
both fzN and fc accordi ng to figure 6B were doubled from 1969 to
1985, tale efficiency remains constant . a ccording to figure 5 des-
pite the doubled frequency. At the same time, according to figure
6A, Pd•ss will double, which in turn will dout^le PUT. The desired
curve or 1969 can be calculated easily by ta';ing half of both
PUT and f UT in the calculations for 1935.) The resulting curve is
shown in figure 7, marked "Calculation for 19 1.9." The typical
Mowers reached in the years 1962, 1967 and 1969 ("state of Irt")
are also shown it figure 7. It is of particular interest now to
determine that the calculations for 1969 yield significantly higher
output powc!' than what is in reality the case. For thic reason
the calculated powers for 1985 should also be too large. A re-
duction of the values calculated for the 1935 curve in proportion
to the difference between the calculated and the actual power
values for 1969 should therefore yield a likely forecast curve,
labeled "Forecast 1935" in figure 7. It has been shown in 121

that the maximum power output in a varactor with an abrupt jLITIC-

tion can be increased by a far-tor of 4 in relation to the maximum
value according to [11, if the varactor is overdriven in the for-
ward bias region. When taking into account the highest allowable
power losses in the varactor, the increase in power which can be
utilized becomes insignificant. The efficiency without overdriving
lies between 10 and 70 ,;^ (as in table 1), and overdriving will
yield 13 to 73*, in other words an increase in power output of
34 to 16,k. In a graduated junction with an n value somewhat under
0.1 (the n value is the exponent which determines the current-
dependent junction capacitance), efficiency can be further in-
creased approximately 5* in comparison }o an abrupt junction..
This corresponds to a 20% increase in power out put. Therefore,
overdriving can produce a 501 increase in the power values of the
forecast curve (shown by the lined area in figure 7). If thermal /30
problems are ignored, the ma-vim.:m peak power according to [11 can
be c-, lculated from:

20
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a) Maximum pulse power n=100%

b) Calculation for 1985
c) Variation with the impedance

level

d) Forecast 1965
e) Calculation for 1969

'I'voical value1969

Area of possible power increases
M through overdriving.

g) Typical value 1962
h) Typical value 3-times 1969

-n GHz

Figure 7.

V2

	

pUT = 0.002 RS	 (for fTN/f c > 0.1).

	

S	 y
Judgi n g from the previously shown varactor data curves and

the assumptions for 1985, varactors with Vg=300 V and R S t-0.2 ohm
can be expected. These field pUT max-1 kW for frequencics great=er
than 5 GHz. By overdriving tnz^ varact-.or, the absolute limit be-
comes,ap3roximately 4 kW. The efficienc y is given by n = 0.39
(fc/fIN)-$.	 (For example, in the X-band n=5% with fc= 35 GHz for
Vg = 300 V.) Difficult transient phenomena resulting from thermal
and other causes can in the meantime be expected to arise with
pulse operation of the frequency multiplier.

The maximum power level in a vasactor, without regard to
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thermal problems, can also be evaluated according to a method
given by De Loach [5]. The calculation is based in terms of the
maximum voltage Vm which can be applied to the varactor's depletion
region L without causing breakdown, and on the shortest time which
is necessary to eliainate the char ges at saturation speed v s and to
create the depletion region. When T= L /v s , one half the period of
the maximura frequency f T , f T = vs/2L.

The calculation yields the following expression for the maxi-
mum oower which (at a 100% efficiency level) can be converted to
the frequency fT:	

2 2	 1
1	 Ecvs	 m

P =	 ( m+ , )
m	

X T f T 4
	 1	 -1	 ORIGINAL PAGE 1S

where	 Ec = ( 2f T/vsao) m = EE (m + 1) 
m	 OF POOR (QUALITY

and	 EE
ao =

m =

X =
T

For silicon, EB=

the field strength which produceG breakdown
an ionization constant
constant

1

21fTCmin

3 . 10 5 V./cm, m= 6 and vs = 10 7 cm/s. /^1
i

At a constant impedance level, P is proportional to fT . '
and if one assumes that the impedance Tevel must increase in oro-
portion to fT 2 , the variation of Pm can be described as f-2.1'7.
(This is approximated as Pm_ fT 2 .) The Move values yiel.3:

j—	 Soo
Pn	 XT ( f,r [GHz] ) [W] .

According to the catalog dat a for varactors, C• = 3 pF is a
typical value with an output frequency of 4 GHz aild 3.3 pF is
typical at 20 GHz. If one assumes that Cj an:? with it the imped-
ance level in the future must remain unchan g ed, two values for Pm
can be calculated from these values: 3 kW at 4 GHz and 60 W at
20 GHz. These points are shown in figure 7 and through them is
drawn the PUT	 f-2 line. The relatively high level of impedance
at 20 GHz have evidentl%, reduced Pm unnecessarily. Therefore, a
line between these two, labeled ."maximum pulse power," has been
chosen as an "absolute" value for PUT'

T'De Use of Multiple Varactors

The maxiumum values derived from single .•aractors, which have
previously been discussed, can natilrally be increased significantly
by the summaticn of the output powers from several varactors in
separate circuits. However, the power level can also be increased
buy using a multiple varactor. In this case, several semiconductor
chips are connected either serially or in parallel, or both in
series and in parallel, in order to obtain the appropriate level of
impedance. The power levels obtained through such a combination
technique is ver y hard to predict. it should, however, be possible

f
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with a multiple varactor consisting of I x 3 or 4 x 4 diodes in a
series-parallel combination. According to the experiments performed
in	 [61, the power output increases approximately quadratically
with the number of serially connected varactors, which means that
t he hypothetical multiple varactor should he ahle to produce at
least 100 times more power: output that a single varactor, 	 assuming
that heat diosipation problems de not set a lower limit. 	 Prelim-	 /32
inary attempts to develop a special capsule for a multiple varactor
have been reported 	 [7].	 This capsule could conduct away heat at
least 20 times :gore eff.ecticely that the normal rower varactor case.
Fut:ura multiple varactors can therefore be expected tn produce	 10
to 100 times higher power levels than what was presented in the pre-
vious forecast curves.

Bandwidth of the Fre uency Multiplier

In commercially available multipliers, 	 the bandwidth rarely
exceeds 5%,	 and only in exceptional cases almost exceeds	 10%.

Calculations by a number of authors 	 (see the summary in	 (21),
have shown that 	 30% bandwidth should be possible-with simple
tuning of the input and output circuits in a doubler, 	 using a
varactor with low parasitic reactance.	 With multiple input and
output circuits,	 66 to 80% bandwidth should be obtained,	 in other
words,	 the octave level or higher.	 The former level has been pro-
duced experimentally r8] 	 in a coupling consisting of a pair of
varactors adapted with 5 circuits and which produced 2 to 4 GHz
(66%)	 with an efficiency level of 50%. 	 Bandwidths mach over an
octave can hardly be expected in thin future,	 but octave bandwidth
should he obtained up to the X-band. with 40% efficiency. 	 Naturally,
efficiency declines with increased bandwidth, 	 so if,	 for example,
the source of the X-band	 is made narrow	 (10%),	 the efficiency
should increase to around 70%, 	 accciding to	 [2,	 p.	 222,	 figure 411.

Noise Characteristics of Frequency Multipli-er5

According to calculations, 	 the noise factor in the frequency
multiplying function of the varactor 	 is highly insignificant ex-
cept for those unavoidable increases produced through frequency j
multiplication.	 The total frequency noise in the multiplie r 's -out-
put is therefore Nearly equal to n times the noise in the input,
where n is the multiplication factor[9].	 In this manner,	 the con-
tribution of FM noise is calculated as af r.ms < 0.1	 Hz at fm =	 1001z
and af rms <	 1	 Hz at fm =	 100 kHz within 1	 kHz band:idth.	 Multipliers /33
are normally used in crystal stabilized,	 cavity stabilized,	 or
varactor-tuned transistor-oscillators and followed by a transistor-
amplifier.	 Because of this,	 it can be appropriate to discuss the
noise additions from various active components and the size of the
noise with various stabilization from the ground oscillator.

A varactor-tuned transistor-oscillator, followed by a

10
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multiplier, typically yields in the X-band Qfrms= 100 Hz for
fm = 1 - 10 kHz (witain i Khz bandwidth). The corresponding
value for a crystal-tuned oscillator with an amplifier before the
multiplier lies around 1 Hz, but when f m > 10 kHz, the frequency
noise begins to rise and when fm= 200 kHz it has increased by a
factor of 10 and at 1 MHz by a factor of 100. This increase in
noise stems from the phase noise in the power amplifier. In a
cavit T -tuned ascillator, ofrms- 10 Hz when f = 1 kHz, but as fm
increases, the noise decreases and at fm = 1(W0 kHz is less than
1 Hz. This shows that a combination of crystal and cavity switching
can produce interesting results[101.

e	 ^

I
Future improvements of an oscillator-multiplier's noise

characteristics can be expected to occur along the following lines:

1. New types of crystals and improved transistors will in-
crease the ground oscillator's frequency significantly and
consequently decrease the required multiplication factor.

2. The noise factor in a power amplifier will be reduced.

3. The use of various feedback-reducing circuits will in-
crease.

It can be guessed that thesa methods will be able to reduce
frequency noise by a factor on the order of 10 and consequently
produce nearly as good noise data as the best klystron oscillators.

Amplitude noise, which was not mentioned above, is much lower
than frequency noise and normally lies about 120 dB under the
signal power.

i
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The Avalanche Diode Oscillator

In 1958, D. Read [1] showed how a semiconductor diode of 	 /35
special construction would be able to function as a microwave os-
cillator. The avalanche breakdown in an abrupt pn junction was
shown to produce a current which lay 90 0 after the applied voltage,
and if the charges were allowed to pass through a drift field of
sufficient length, consisting of an intrinsic semiconductor in which
the charges move at the saturation speed, an additional 90° current
delay was produced. Such a Read diode (pnin or npip) should then
yield a negative resistance atound the transit-time frequency and
as a microwave oscillator produce an efficiency of 30%. However,
this type of diode was difficult to produce and not until 1966 was a
Read diode able to oscillate within the microwave range. One year
earlier [2], X-band oscillations were generated in pulse operations
with a normal pn junction, in which the breakdown and drift-space
regions were combined. This was name the ATT oscillator, after
"Avalanche Transit Time." After optimizing the doping profile and
improving the heat insulation, both pn and pin diodes could generate
CW power between 5 and 50 GHz with approximately 10% efficiency.
Bell later coined the name IMPATT for this oscillator (from "IMPact
Avalanch Transit Time").

A

A new phase in the development of the
lator was begun in 1967. Several researc
high power output and very high efficient
a harmonic to the transit-time frequency.
transit-time frequency within the X-band
resonance circuit produced a pulse operat
watts around 1 GHz with up to 60% efficie
several other ATT diodes, was made of sil
diodes also produced CW oscillations in t
mal" mode (5 W, 0.5 GHz, 43%) [4]. Sever
theoretical explanations for the functior
been offered in 1969 and this has resulte
names for'the oscillator. Bell has, for
"TRAPATT" mode (from "TRApped Plasma Aval
[5,6], and Cornell University has suggest
lanche Resonance Pumped") NO]. The con
various theories is still that a normal t

avalanche diode oscil-
hers at RCA[3 ] observed
y with the generation of
An ATT diode with a

when coupled with a double
ion of several hundred
ncy. This diode, like
icon. Later, germanium
he highly effective "anor-
al partially conflicting
oL the anormal mode have
3 in nearly as many new
example, proposed the
anch Triggered Transit")	 /36
ed "ARP mode" (from Ava-
mon ground between the
ransit-time oscillation, is

presumed to be necessary in order to start the low-frequency
switching between high current-low voltage and high voltage-low
current, which characterizes the TRAPATT mode and produces the
high level of efficiency. Experiments to date show that the effi-
ciency increases with the ratio of the transit-time frequency to
the output frequency, and that a ratio of 2 produces 10% efficiency.
The negative resistance is both the ATT and the TRAPATT mode has
also been used in the construction of circulator-coupled microwave
amplifiers with high output power.
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Power_-Frequency Limits'in Avalanche Diodes

. According to De Loach [101, the absolute power--frequency limit
can be most easily evaluated in a Read-type avalanche diode. The
condition that the avalanche breakdown shall not occur in the drift
region of Length L yields the maximum voltage Vn = E BL. The max-
imum value of the charge which ban be injected in the drift region
is determined by the field strength which on the one edge is E B and
on the other edge must not be less than that field E s .-which gives
the charges the saturation speed v s . The maximum current I M =
dQm/dt = C(6v/sx)(6x/6t) the becomes (using maximum E and minimum
v)'approximately Im = CEBvs, where C is the capacitance in the drift
region. If it is assumed as earlier that the maximum frequency
f = vs/2L (which allows the whole charge to emerge during one--half
oT a period), thenE2v2

PmXCfm _ 4 7 s , where Pm = InjVm , the maximum power which can

be fed into the diode.

Xc	 2 1 C with C = EA.m
Considering that VB varies somewhat with L, and that the impe- /37

dance Level, as earlier presented, should increase pro^ ori^T tonally.to ,^fm , it can be shown that Pm is proportional to fm	=fm2.
In [10], it is predicted for avalanche diodes with common breakdown
and transit-time regions that V. and also I. (since the current
will be produced by both the holes and the electrodes) will double.
This yields

2
P X f 2 = 

EBvs
M c m	 TT

With E =
the absoluK
frequency shi

Pm

300 kV/cmand vs = 10 7 cm/s (
Limit (at 100% efficiency) for
Duld result from the expression

3`106	 [ys ] ,
fm[ GHz] Xc

the value for silicon),
power as a function of

In order to approximate a practical maximum oower limit with
pulse operations, one can use a 10% efficiency level and a diode
capacitance large enough for X c to be near 1., in this case

3.905
Ppeak =

	

	
[w].

_2 [GHz]

A curve constructed from this formula is drawn in figure 9 and
labeled "Maximum peak power. n = 10%, [101."

In [8 1 9], Hofflinger has given a method for calculating the
product of the power ouEput and the load resistance for both the
normal ATT (or transit--time) mode and the ARP mode. His method
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for calculating the transit--time mode is briefly recapitulated =.
here.	 The product of the output power and the load resistance
can be written

P TRL - VB I i RL r,'s
L2;With RL = r evs A

and	 VB = EBL

I	 - JOA /$
y

evs
Jo

y

A L z. N

-	 21T

we obtain`'

2PUTRL - hrjD	 x
v	 Es 2	 B

(	 )	 x 1

V2u f2 !

scaling material frequency
factor factor factor

In the above expressions, the following are: "-

e = the semiconductor's dielectric constant (10~12As/Vcm
for Si)

vs= the saturation speed of the charges	 (1(3 7 cm/s)
L = the thickness of the active semiconductor junction'
A = the cross-sectional surface of the active semiconduc-

tor junction
= an ionization parameter defined from the expression

for the ionization speed a W aoe xEl and therefore
_	 (da/dE) /a	 cm/v

EB= the average field strength at breakdown
Jo= the current density },: >=':_;;
r.= the normalized load impedance :-
j = the normalized current density
o	 - the transit-time angle.

Both calculations and measurements show that a relatively high
negative resistance combined with maximum efficiency is obtained:`
when the transit-time angle is 2 radians.	 The avalanche resonance
frequency w indicates that the avalanche area's equivalent paral-
lel reactance is infinitely large and that the negative resistance
is maximized, should also lie near the transit-time frequency. with
the following expressions for wA:

WA =
2.7v

s XJo = w 2 TYeL
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and

o - was -2
'

evswe obtainJo	1.5 XL	 In other words, j is ,a constant equal to /39,
1 r .3

Hofflinger shows that EB = f (L) and a = f ( EB ) .	 For a parti--
cular transit-time angle, f vrill determine L, L will determine EB,
and EB will determine A.	 The ratio EB/1t will, therefore, represent
a certain frequency dependence.	 All the factors in the product
PUTRL are determined without r and . n.	 r can, for instance, be
determined by measuring the impedance in a diode oscillator (this

= will yield the large signal value for r; the small signal value can
be otherwise calculated),	 while n can be set approximately equal
to 0.1	 ([8]	 indicates that il varies between e	 and	 j).`

The end result of calculating PVTRL as a funs ion of frequency
is shown in figure 8 and is proportionate to f" 1 - , The deviation
from f occurs because of the frequency dependency with EB/a. The
curve is valid for Si (or GaAs) diodes. The values produced by
Ge are 4 times less.

Hofflinger also reports in [91 that the total thermal resistance
RT for a.circular Si disc as a function of its surface, A, with
ideal mounting on a diamond heat sink (see [23] for a detailed
discussion of heat problems in ATT diodes). For any particular
frequency, the amount of power per unit of surface, P IN , which is
required to make the diode oscillate can be calculated. The total
power PIN = pINA yields the temperature rise in the diode
AT = P NATr which, therefore, is a function of the diode surface
and, trough PIN, dependent upon frequency. (With earlier descrip-
tions, the calculation of P IN can be explained , in the following
manner; at any particular frequency there are determined values
for L, E and x which determine the current density Jo, the diode
voltage % = EBL and consequently P IN = JoVD)- For example, then,
at the frequencies 3, 10, and 50 GHz, the current density will e-
qual 300, 1300 and 12,000 A/cm 2

'
and the diode voltage will be ap-

proximately equal to 250 90 and 24 V. In other words, P IN = 7.104,
1.2 . 10 5 and 2.9 . 10 5 W/cm^. With an allowable temperature rise of
AT = 1800C, he maximum diode surfaces are approximately 2.10-3cm2
(3 GHz), 10 - cm2 (10 GHz) and 10 -4 cm (50 GHz). The corresponding
maximum input powek becomes 140 W, 120 W and 29 W. The P UTRL curve
in figure 3 gives the corresponding load resistance of 36, 6 and
2 ohm.

The highest conceivable peak power is yielded from the P U RL /40
curve in figure 8 under the assumption that the lowest feasite
load resistance is 1 ohm. This the produces 500 W at 3 GHz, 75 W
at 10 GHz, 6 W at 50 GHz and 2 W at 100 GHz. The aforementioned
maximum CW and peak power as a function of frequency are shown in
figure 9, where the best obtained laboratory results for the years
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PUTRL in WR

II^

Figure 8. The product of the power output times the load
resistance for ATT and ARP oscillators according to [8,91.

For the anormal mode, Hofflinger [91 has used several sim- Al
plif ying assumptions to estimate the product

Vj

PUTRL _ 16

in which a 50% efficiency level is given. If this high efficiency
level could be reached with one-half the transit-time frequency,
the output frequency would correspond to o = 1 radian. The transit-
time frequency 20 GHz, which requireds that EB = 320 kV/cm and
L = 1.8 . 10-4cm, so'that VB = 58 V, would then produce P UTRL=200 WR
at 10 GHz. In fugure 8, the curve labeled "ARP mode" was calcu-
lated in this manner.
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Fig:ire 9. Power output for ATT diodes as a function of
frequency.

According to (9], the feeding power of a diode in the ARP mode /42
is 2 to 3 times larger compared to a ATT diode with the same dimen-
sions. (The necessary current density is approximately 5 times
higher, but the working voltage is only half as large due to current
rectification, which therefore produces a power factor of 2.5.)

1	 The higher efficiency in the ARP mode means that the loss effect 	 j
r

	

	 is approximately the same as in the ATT mode, and also in this way
the temperature rise is the same. Assuming that the feeding power
is 2 times higher and the efficiency is 5 times higher in the ARP:

j	 mode, the output power will be 10 times higher than that in an 	 i
3

	

	 equally large ATT diode. The power, however, is produced at a fre-
quency which yields a harmonic to the transit- time frequency and in
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the best case is equal to one-half the transit-time frequency.The maximum CW power in this case is shown in figure 10. Also
shown is the maximum peak power which can be reached given the
assumption that the load can be transformed tc I ohm. The best re--

:.^. 	 obtained to date with the anormal mode are also shown.

PU in 
W	 /43

[GINAL PAU

OF 
poojG QUALITY

gcwa

Maximum peak and CW power according
N	 to	 [25]	 RL = log

(Second harmonic)
so

aCW power 1985

puWOtt
aVekt

ism\ %10

8	 140y. (25)	 q
.7	 Maximum peak power with R 2 =1 . s2	 191\

Im ,	 (First harmonic
4396 ^7,

%	 Maximum CW power 	 [9]	 (First harmonic)

ij

Pulse operation 1985

M easured
CW power-

Q01	 f in GHz
1	 D10.	 10D	 10GO

^7.

AT% 7

Figure 10. Power output in the ARP or TRAPATT mode.

Later work by Evans and Scharfetter [24,25] has produced good
correlation between experiments and calculations and as a result is
in strong support of the TRAPATT mode theory. In t251, CW and pea k

power is calculated for a TRAPATT diode working at one-third of the
transit-time frequency, with RL 10 ohm and a level of efficiency
between 40 and 50%. The results of the calculations are presented
in figure 10. Given that PUT RL is a constant, the estimation of
1 ohm is in good agreement with the maximum peak power obtained by
[9]. The CW power is then somewhat smaller than the curve presented
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by [91 at low frequencies and somewhat larger at frequencies overtt ►:
10 GHz.	 (Information on the heat sink is missing.)

-^ Continuing experimental research has shown that when ground os-
cillations in the TRAPATT mode are not charged, power can be ex- a1^:

tracted from harmonics with fairly good efficiency.	 However, data
published to date indicates that improvements will hardly be pos-

^'`^ si,,ble in conjunction with the above forecast.	 From' arts discovery rt ;
in 1965 until 1967, the ATT diode was developed very rapidly,
mostly because the necessary silicon technology already existed.
The high CW and peak power which was obtain in research'labora-- ;P
tories in 1967 have still, with some exceptions, not been surpassed.
This indicates that continuing improvements in performance should
occur at a slow pace.	 Present efficiency levels between 5 and 10%i
will be raised to 15 to 20%, according to newly present large sig-
nal calculations (12,13]	 in Read diodes. 	 With improvements in ef-
ficiency of this magnitude up until 1985, power output can be ex-
pected to be approximately twice as large as calculated in [9]	 for
both CW and pulse operation, or approximately 20 W CW in the X-band.
The newly begun development of a double diode [26] could briny /44
about further improvements.	 Such a diode consists of a p+pnn 	 for-
mation, differing from the usual, which is either p +nn	 or n pp^' _.
formation.	 The maximum field used to produce avalanche breakdown
is located in the middle of the diode and on the respective sides
there is one drift region for electrons and one for holes. 	 This
means that the output power per unit of surface area is approxi-
mately doubled and that the impedance per surface unit is also
doubled.	 The product of the power output and the impedance will
then be 4 times larger than in a normal ATT diode with a drift re-
gion.	 At the same time, improved efficiency is obtained. 	 Diodes s

manufactured through ion implantation have already produced 1 W CW
with 50 GHz with an efficiency of 13.3%	 [27], compared to the max-
imum of. 0.45 W from a simple diode.

With an assumed efficiency of 15%, the maximum power limit with
pulsed operation will total approximately 6 times higher than given
in [9]. However, difficulties in connection with high CW power
will arise with a two-sided heat sink, and will lead to a signifi-
cantly lower power increase. The likely increase factor will lie
around 4. This power limit for double diodes is shown in figure 9.
Because the current-displacement phenomena in the substrate at
very high frequencies leads to an uneven current density distri-
bution in circular diodes, the efficiency level will decrease sig-
nificantly [141. If one assumes a value of 15 to 20 10 with the
X-band, the value at 100 GHz will have fallen to at least 10%.
This estimate is based upon the fact that to date the best obtained
efficiency levels within the X-band are around 10% and at 100 GHz
only 3%. The tendency towards reduced efficiency at high frequency
can in some ways be counteracted by the construction of diodes with
very thin stubstrates or with ring formations.
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'Two forecast curves based upon the above reasoning, labeled
"CW 198 -51” . and "Peak power 1985," are also shown in figure 9.
They are shown up to a level of 150 GHz, where the drift region's
thickness is around 0.2 V. It is preferred that an abrupt pn junc- /45
tion shall be obtained with a much thinner layer, which is still
expected to be possible through multiple ion implantation (several
successive implantations with various acceleration voltages can
eventually produce very large variations in concentration within
0.2 11.) This will likely bring about the construction of ATT os-
cillators at 300 GHz with power output as high as 1mW.

It is hard to judge which power levels will be reached-by 1985
with the ARP or the TRAPATT mode. The estimated maximum power
values shown in figure 10, which assume that the power output will
will be obtained at one--half the transit--time frequency, are prob-
ably much too optimistic. With regard to the published data, it
seems more likely that a 50% efficiency will be reached at one-
third to one-fourth of the transit-time frequency. Therefore, the
given maximum power_ , values are used at the given frequency to pro-
duce the forecast curves in figure 10. This also produces a good
compromise with the calculations in [25]. With a maximum transit-
time frequency of approximately 300 GHz, the maximum ARP frequency
the becomes 75 to 100 GHz,

The previously mentioned p+pnn+ double diode [26] is expected
to be of special significance for the further development of the
TRAPATT oscillator. In [30], the major advantages in being able
to optimize the one diode section for normal ATT oscillator oper-
ations and the other for TRAPATT operations were shown. A normal
ATT oscillation is of course necessary to start the TRAPATT oscil-`
lator. The optimization is aimed at creating the highest possible
negative conductance in the ATT diode with a certain current and at
the same time keeping the necessary (transient) star-up current
low for the TRAPATT diode. This can not be done simultaneously in.
one diode. Preliminary measurements indicate 0.5 W CW power at
4.8 GHz with 12% efficiency.

According to this forecast, the ARP mode will allow higher CW
output power than the transit-time mode at frequencies under 15 GHz.
Between 1 and 10 GHz, the power is two to three times higher and
efficiency is at all times approximately three times higher.

In terms of the maximum peak power, the ARP and the ATT modes /46
will yield approximately the same power level: several kW at
1 GHz and approximately 100 W in the X-band.

It should be observed that a large number of avalanche diodes
can easily be produced on the same substrate [15]. Because of this,
combined parallel and series couplings should be able to produce at
least ten times higher power levels than discussed above for a diode
with an unchanged level of impedance. instead of circular diode
structures, very small, oblong pn junctions can be of great signi-
ficance because of their lower thermal resistance.
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Noise in the Avalanche Diode Oscillator

AM noise in an X-band diode is saturated within the 1 kHz
bandwidth, at a distance of 10 kHz from the carrier wave, and
typically around 100 to 110 dB under the signal power, in the
best case, according to [18], at a value of 125 dB. The effective
value afrms, used to characterize FM noise, has been shown (see
for example [ 161) to depend on the mid-frequency fo, the outer
Q value, Qex, the bandwidth B and the output power P UT , according
to the following formula:

Afrms = fo Qex 
( kTB/PUT)]', (where kTB indicates thermal noise).

The lowest value for dfrms reached, within the X-band with an
output power of about 100 mW and Qex = 150 is on the order of 25 Hz,
in which B	 1'.kHz (standard value) [18] . One characteristic of the
avalanche diode oscillator is that both the AM and the FM noise is
constant with varying distance (fm) from the carrier frequency. In
this way, the flicker noise in an oscillator of this type should be
insignificant. Certain new measurements of commercially available
oscillators indicate, however, in contradiction to this, some in-
crease in FM noise and a large increase in AM noise near the carrier
wave. For example, for 100 kHz to 10 kHz distance from the carrier
wave, FM noise increases 10 Hz and AM noise 10 dB, according to [17].
On the other hand, new measurements by [18] dispute the results in /47
[16] for f values less than 100 Hz. The divergent results must be
due to difTerences in the diode ' s construction.

Despite the fact that the avalanche process will in principle
generate noise, theoretical research shows that both AM and FM
noise in an ATT oscillator should be able to be reduced to a level
lower than what has been obtained to date. At the MOGA conference
in 1970, it was reported [ 22] that an X-band ATT oscillator with a
Schottky-barrier contact ( and high Q--cavity?) produced ofrms
2.5 Hz/kHz at a distance of two to 10 kHz from the mid -frequency.
This represents a 10-time improvement over the best normal ATT
diodes. Noise characteristics nearly as good as those in the Gunn
diode are therefore expected in the future.

An increase in PUT to 1 W and in Qex to 1000 should, therefore,
lead to ai s = 3 Hz, a value which is as low as the best Gunn
diode osci ators. For obtaining the highest PVT and with that,
the lowest FM"noise, special series-couplings of several diodes
will be significant. Improvements in efficiency will also be im-
portant - in this rngard and in this way the TRAPATT mode _can even-
tually lead to a lower noise level. Certain experimental results
indicate, however, that noise is not invariably reduced with
higher power output. In this manner, the lowest noise is not pro-
duced when the load is optimized for maximum power. However, the
power reduction is not so large (< 3 dB) when the load is optimized
for minimum noise [18].
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Electronic Tuning of the Avalanche Oscillator

Since the equivalent inductance in the avalanche region varies
with direct current through the diode, the oscillation frequency
can in principle bb-changed with the current. Frequency changes
are normally on the order of 0.5 to 1 MHz/mA. In the X-band, fre-
quency chahges of approximately 10 MHz can be easily obtained, but
at the same time the power is greatly changed because the diode's
negative resistance also varies with the current.

A more linear frequency tuning with nearly constant power out-
put is obtained by coupling a varactor diode to the oscillator cir-
cuit.	 Coupling a more powerful varactor produces a Larger elec-
trical tuning area, but at the same time increases losses in the
varactor which in turn reduces power output. Varactor--tuning of
avalanche diode oscillators has so far been used very little, but
an electronic tuning region of 10% should be reached without dif-
ficulty. The combined effect of several varactor diodes should in
the future produce a tuning region of up to one.octave (66%).

Power Amplification with the Avalanche Diode

The avalanche diode can be of great significance for ampli-
fication in frequency ranges above those in which the transistor
can be used. A normal two-gate amplifier is obtained when the
avalanche diode's negative resistance, which yields reflection am-
plification, is connected to a circulator. Both the usable fre-
quency range and the power output level are assumed to be very
close to earlier-presented conditions in the avalanche diode os-
cillator. According to actual measurements, the noise factor re-
mains relatively high, around 30 to 40 dB in a silicon diode and
around 10 dB lower in a germanium diode. (However, the noise fac-
tor is less significant in connection with large signal amplifi-
cation.) An X-band amplifier with a diode and 15 dB amplification
typically produces a bandwidth of several percent and a power out-
put between 0.5 and 1 W.

Since the negative resistance in the avalanche diode is large
within a relatively wide region around the avalanche resonance,
(around a GHz in the X-band), broadband methods will surely be
developed which will lead to amplification with a 20% bandwidth or
greater. Amplifiers with several diodes will produce octave band-
width. Attempts have already been made to combine the amplification
from several diodes with circuits which are detuned in relation to
each other. For example, three diodes, each with its own minature
circulator, have produced 40 dB amplification, 200 MHz bandwidth
and 30 mW power output in the X-band [191. Three direct-coupled
diodes in a periodic waveguide structure have produced 120 MHz
1 dB-bandwidth with approximately 15 dB amplification and 11 GHz
[201.
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Amplification with avalanche diodes which function in the ARP /49

or the TRAPATT mode has also been reported [211. A diode which
oscillated at 10,4 GHz produced a saturation amplification of 12 dB
and a peak power output of 6.5 W at 3.1 GHz with an efficiency of
25%. The bandwidth was 3%. The power output from such an ampli-
fier is assumed to be close to the forecast curve in figure 10. It
will be of special interest between 1 and 15 GHz, where it will
probably produce more power output than the transistor . and the
ATT diode amplifier.

A special for of saturated amplification which is of great in-
terest in connection with a number of diode oscillators is the fre-
quency-locking of the oscillator which can be produced from a much
weaker control signal. The necessary locking power is produced
when the control frequency recedes from the oscillator frequency
according to the following formula:

fosc - flock __	 1	 Plock ) h.
fosc	 2Qext {fosc 

The locking power 
Plock 

typically lies 15 to 25 dB under the
oscillator power Posc , when fosc - 

f
lock < 1 MHz. Of relevant in-

terest is the fact that if the locking oscillator has lower noise
than the power oscillator, the noise level in the power oscillator
will drop. A reduction in FM noise near the carrier frequency by
a factor. of 10 to 30 can easily be obtain with a phase-locking
signal at a relatively high power--level. Frequency and phase-
locking is discussed further in connection with the Gunn Diode.

I I.
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The Gunn Oscillator

F-T

Instabilities in GaAs in connection with high -electrical 	 /52
fields were first observed by J. B. Gunn in. 1963 [1]. The possible
existence.of such instabilities, however, had been shown theoret-
ically by Ridley, Watkins [2] and Hilsum [3] several years earlier.

The energy levels in GaAs are constructed in such a way that
if an electron at room temperature is accelerated in a field
larger than 3.5 kV/cm, it will rise to a higher energy level in
which'.its effective mass is 15 times greater than at the lower
level.	 As the field strength increases up to approximately 10 kV/cm,
more electrons will rise to the higher level and become less mobile.
At even higher field strength, the electron distribution approaches -
a state of equilibrium.	 The resultof this process is that the av-
erage speed of the electrons, and consequently the current through -'
the semiconductor, is proportionate to the energy field from 0 to
3.5 kV/cm, and remains relatively constant above that level.	 The
diminishing current above the threshold field corresponds to a
negative differential resistance which can give way to oscillations.
Several oscillation and amplification processes can arise depending
upon the thickness L of the semiconductor layer, the electron con-- = 4
centration no, the applied voltage and the characteristics of the
outer circuit.	 Four main groups can be identified: r:-9

1.	 If 10 12 < noL < 10 13 cm-2 , a powerful excess of electrons is
usually built up in a thin'semiconductor junction, in which n » no
in the collection region and n < no in the adjacent depletion re-"
gion.	 This rearrangement of the charges increases rapidly up to s^^
an equilibrium state and causes a powerful, localized increase in

' t ha	 ath	 f'	 l d	 1 1 d d	 )	 I f'	 th	 t	 1e energy ae	 (ca a oma^n	 a ou er c^rcua	 s	 ow
Q-value, the domain built-up around the cathode will travel through-
out the semiconductor at a speed of 10 7 cm/s. When the domain is
taken up by the anode, another is built-up at the cathode. This
periodic flow, the frequency of which is determined by the thick-
ness of the semiconductor, is called transit -time mode.

2. If noL = 10 12 cm-Z , and the variations in doping in the
	

/53
semiconductor are very small, only one group of excess electrons is
created within a very thin ' layer. This concentration of charges is
called the accumulation domain, as opposed to that in section 1,
which is called the dipolar domain. As in 1, a periodic transfer
of current through the semiconductor determined by the transit-
time is created . ' Disturbances in the doping level can easily
transform an accumulation domain into a dipolar domain.

3. If noL < 10 12cm 2 , no domain is created. However, the ne-
gative dynamic resistance can be utilized for small signal ampli-
fication in a circulator-connected reflection amplifier. This is
the so-called stable amplification mode.

4. Even if noL > 10 12 cm-2 , domain building can be suppressed
by various methods, and one can then speak of a pure negative
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resistance mode*

The transit-time mode-mentioned in paragraph 1 can with the
appropriate formation of resonance circuits be made to function
both over and under the natural transit-time frequency. The fol-
lowing sub--groups can be delineated:

1a. If the resonance circuit is tuned to a frequency above the
transit-time frequency and has a sufficiently high Q-value, the
wandering domain will be discharged by the high-frequency field
before it reaches the anode. With increased frequency, a larger
portion of the semiconductor will be inactive, which leads to
decreased frequency. However, up to a level of 1.4 times the
transit-time frequency the decrease. is'insignificant. This
method of operation is termed the abbreviated transit-time mode.

1b. When the resonance circuit is tuned to a frequency under
the transit-time frequency, to as low as one-half its value, the
domain will travel throughout the semiconductor junction. How-
ever, the initiation of the next domain will be delayed because
the negative portion of the high-frequency period has lowered
the diode voltage under a critical level. Not until the high-
frequency voltage increases again can a new domain be created.
This so-called delayed transit-time mode usually works with
good efficienc. , down to 0.6 times the transit-time frequency.

1c. A Gunn diode witii a built-up dipolar domain can exper- 	 /54
ience, particularly at Lower frequencies, negative resistance,
which can easily cause undesirable oscillations in the voltage-
feeding circuits. If these are not suppressed with appropriate
measures, they can unfavorably affect the desired high-frequency.
These vibrations at low frequencies are called the relaxation
mode.

1d. The negative dynamic resistance in the dipolar domain can
also be utilized in a circulator-coupled amplifier at frequen-
cies high above the transit-time frequency. As opposed to am-
plifiers with sub-critically doped GaAs (paragraph 3), high
values are achieved in the saturation level and the power out-
put. This function can be called the wandering-domain ampli-
fier mode.

The mode described in paragraph 4 which produces a negative re-
sistance without the creation of either an accumulation domain or a
wandering domain, can be divided into the following variations:

4a. The LSA mode (from limited space-charged accumulation) [4]
can be created with a sinusoidal signal if the ratio of thq
charge c ncentration to the frequency n o/f lies between 10
and 2 . 10' cm-3 s (with a square--wave signal, the upper limit is
10 6 cm-3s). The resonance circuit in this case is tuned to a
frequency high enough so that a domain does not have time to be
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built during the positive portion of the high-frequency period.
However, the collection area which is building up at the ca-
thode must have enough time to discharge completely through the
dielectric relaxation process during the negative portion of
the high--frequency period. The result of this is that the en--
tire semiconductor functions as a negative resistor and can
produce an oscillation frequency which is completely indepen-
dent of the thickness of the semiconductor junction.

When noL approaches 10 13cm 2 and n/f approaches 105cm-3s,
the accumulation does not have time to completely discharge and
dipolar domains can occur, even though they do not become
fully developed. This is called the hybrid mode and is used
often to extract high power with a harmonic to the transit-time
frequency.

4b. The creation of dipolar domains can be prevented through 	 /55
frequency-selective loading of the high-frequency circuit. At
the other frequencies, a negative resistance remains which can
be utilized, for example, in a reflection amplifier. This is
an amplifier mode with a circuit-suppressed domain.

4c. Under certain conditions (L small and noL relatively large),
only a static domain is created in the region, of the anode. This
brings about a stable negative resistance, usable for amplifi-
cation within a wide range of frequencies. This amplifier
mode with static domain is probably closely related to that in
paragraph 4b and can eventually become identical to it.

4d. In another type of amplifier or oscillator, the creation
of the domain is suppressed by using the altered field distri-
bution of a dielectric: junction in contact with a thin, active
GaAs junction. This is a mode with dielectrically-suppressed
domain.

Power Limits of the Gunn Diode

The Transit--time Mode

A. Sasaki (51 has shown that the power output from a Gunn diode
with wandering domain can be written, ignoring any thermal limita-
tions, as:

P - ( EB - E5 ) L 2 1 r ( EB - EB) 2 v^
RL	 2RL	 f2 r

where
EB = the electric field from the applied direct voltage
ES = the lowest electric field in which a domain can exist
vd = the domain's drift speed
f = transit-time frequency
RL = the load resistance.
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With EB = 25 kV/cm (approximately equal to the practical max-
imum value, which, however, does not produce maximum efficiency),
then ES = 1.5 kV/cm, vd = 10 7 cm/s and f in GHz, we obtain:

P	 R = 28,000 Wa.max L	 2
fGHz

If it is further assumed that R L = 1 ohm is the lowest useful
load, Pmax = 2$,000/fGHz is obtained.

Using more precise calculations in which efficiency is max-
imized, Copeland [6I has calculated the somewhat lower value

PRL = 12 000 WA, which applies for vi = 7'0, (PRL^9).

fGHz

For a Gunn diode functioning in the transit--time mode:

noL = 10 12 cm-2,

andf = Ld = 107 HZ.
cm

The specific resistance can be written as:

1	 10
-5	

1010
P = enou = eufHZ sacra = fHz sacra,

where u = the mobility, (6000 to 5000 cm2/Vs.

If one assumes that the cross-sectional surface area in the
Gunn diode is Limited only because the dimensions must be small
in comparison to the wavelength, the maximum surface can be writ-
ten as:

2	 ao 2
Amax = ( 4 ) = ( T

where a is the wavelength at which e = 1.

With e = 10.8 for GaAs, we have

5.2 . 10 8	 2
Amax = f2	 cm

Hz

In this way, the low field-resistance becomes

R°	
a Amax	

52, independent of f.

According to Copeland, maximum efficiency is achieved when the
load RL = 50Ro - 1 sa, with EB = 10 kV/cm. For higher EB values,
R. must be increased, presumabl y to 100R° , with the earlier assump-
tion of EB = 25 kV/cm, in which Ro = 2 0, independent of f. In this
way, a value midway between the calculations of Sasaki and Copeland
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This should apply to efficiencies somewhat under 10% and approxi-
mates the maximum power output in pulse operation. This relation-
ship is shown in figure 11.,

By using the conclusion of Knight [71, the maximum CW power
from a Gunn diode can be calculated. For an epitaxial n++nn+
junction diode, with the n++ junction (of thickness d) connected to
an infinitely large heat sink, and with an active junction of thick-
ness L and radian r, the maximum temperature rise in the active junc-
tion will be

QL(L.k )
AT = (T VS+ 	 e	 r	

vs,
"St

where	 TVs = the heat-sink temperature = 300oK,
Q = the applied power per unit of volume. This is nearly

constant in the diode and given as JE = the current density times
the field strength.

Kst = the thermal conductivity in the heat sink
K1
-T- = the thermal conductivity in the n junction

K2
T = the thermal conductivity in the n++ junction.

This can be written as 	 /58

Q=JE= (vae)E =uEneE =Es B =f EE • 1D 1U =0 1 T EE .

	

so B	 so B p	 0sB	 ' GHzsB

With EB chosen to maximize the efficiency, according to Cope-
land, (or, EB = 8000 V/cm and Es = 2000 V/cm), then Q= 1.6.106fGHz.

Since the efficiency in a Gunn diode decreases rapidly at tem-
peratures over 200 0C, the highest allowable AT = 2000 . To find a
dimension variable to meet these requirements, we set r = armax,
where a < 1. Since the power output is proportionate to r 2 , the
calculated power output becomes a pmax-

A calculation using the following data yields the results
shown in table 2s Ks t = 3.88 W/cmOK for copper, 16 W/cmOK for dia-
mond; K 1 = 150 W/cm; K2 = 120 W/cm; 6 = 4 . 10-4cm = 4 u; and
rmax = Ag/8 = 1.15/fGHz-

In the previous calculations, consideration has not been given /60
to the fact that efficiency (or negative resistance) over 100 GHz
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Table 2. Calculated maximum power output for a Gunn diode.

PUT	 2p max

f
GHz

acu adiamond PUTcu PUTdiamondW W

1 1.68.10-3 6.72-10-3 0.04 0.64	 AT = 2500
5 0.132 0.528 10 160

10 0.316 1 14 140
30 1 1 15.5 15.5

100 1 1 1.4 1.4
300 1 1 0.15 0.15

These results are also shown in figure 11, where the values for
1 GHz have been modified somewhat. The difficulty in producing CW
operation at low frequencies can be lessened somewhat by operating
in the delayed transit--time mode, in which the lowest frequency is
approximately 0.6 times the transit-time frequency. In this manner,
the power values in the table's first column should be valid down to
0.6 GHz.

can be expected to diminish through the effect of'the finite relax-
ation time during the transfer of electrons between the two energy
states. According to certain calculations, efficiency should be
zero at 300 GHz, but this is still not regarded as completely
proven.

It should be pointed out that if the diode ' s efficiency is cal-
culated from table 2, so that

_	 PUT	 _ PUT
applied power - QL,fr2'

a value somewhat over 20% results. This is still approximately
twice as large as that used in the beginning assumptions in the ex-
pression for P. 	 is due to different assumptions in the two
calculations, ^IKerences in the geometry of the diodes, and the
assumed field strength in the determination of Q. The CW power
curves in figure 11, calculated from table 2, must therefore be
assumed to show maximum powers which are too high. A calculation
of output power as 10 % of the feeding power produces a value approx-
imately one -half as large.

The LSA Mode

Next to the transit-time mode, the LSA mode is the most pro-
mising, especially for the generation of high peak power. Since
the thickness of the active junction --an be increased independently
of the frequency, both the input and the output power can be
raised significantly. The thermal limitations in CW operation at
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\	 The calculated curves are valid for

1000

^t	 \	 q = 20% in the LSA mode and n = 10%
\ in the transit-time (Gunn) mode.

Transit-time mode

\`	 --- LSA mode

100-t

J

10-0 	 \

Maximum peals power LSA mode

Maximum CW power in the Gunn mode (upper ..4

gg	 `\	 1	 curve: diamond heat sink, lower curve:	 K
1	 ,	 copper heat sink,) and LSA mode.

1x69	 1 ^^	 ti =I'-

\ •	 Maximum peak power Gunn mode?:"

1969

•	 ^	 3985	 1969	 ' a.

0.01
3	 1	 '160 	 io00	 f in GHz

Figure 11. The continuous curves indicate CW operation. The
broken curves indicate pulse operation. Curves labeled by year
represent the best obtained results.

the centimeter wavelength entail that the power output can not be
expected to be much larger than.that from a Gunn diode in the tran-
sit-time mode. On the other hand, the LSA mode becomes very inter-
esting for CW operation within the millimeter wavelength because of
the difficulties in producing the thin junction which a Gunn oscil-
lator must have in this range.

The product of the power output and the load resistance for an
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LSA d:idde can be written
2

L = ^R--2ow RL _ { E$ Ep 4 
2

PR	 )

where Estands for the field strength at which the negative dif•- 161
ferentiapl mobility stops, in Qther words, the field strength for the
maximum drift speed'of the charges equal to the threshold field.
Naturally, the high-frequency amplitude must be large enough for the
total field strength during any particular time to be somewhat under
Ep, so that the accumulated charges are spread. However, for this
estimation the lowest energy field is Ep = 3.5 kV/cm. In this ex-
pression, it is also assumed that the active junction's thickness
is small in comparison to the wavelength, so that

k	 as
Lu ^e

4-
	

DMZ em.

According to Copeland [8], the maximum efficiency is 18% when
Ep, = 25 kV/cm and RL = 50Ro, where

Rothe = 

S a Ep ? 2 LmaxA

the low-field resistance.

=E
Therefore: P =	 100	 p

Therefore, the diode's cross-sectional surface must be maximized
for maximum power. A dimension can be made equal to A/4, but ac-
cording to Copeland [91, the other dimension must not exceed
f-1z cm, if the variation in the high-frequency energy field is to
be less than 10%, the level necessary for maximum efficiency. In
this way,

^ l 1 = 2. CM

Am:^. 4 rGHz
GHz

2

and	
[	 2r ^^ 2.2$ W,

max	 too 3
pfGHz.

where	 A -- Elpna

n

and	 14 c ° t 2.105

Hz

Assume that no/fHz	105 a/cm 3 , and u = 8000 cm 2/Vs. With the /62
values given above, we then have

3.106
'max	 W

-	 fGHz
which, therefore, indicates maximum peak power at approximately
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18% efficiency. In comparison to pulse operation in the transit-
time-moder the power output is 200 times larger.,This relationship
is shown in figure 11.

Zo estimate the maximum CW power in the LSA mode, Knight's con-
clusion is used again. To obtain sufficiently low Q in this case,
which s to

3

say, to avoid excessive temperature rises, no/EHZ
0.5 10 s/cm is chosen. According to Copeland, the values
Eb = 25 kV/cm and RL = 50RO rema i n unchanged and still close to
maximum efficiency. Observe that the power output in this case is
reduced to half compared with the above. To maintain AT= 2000C,
the LSA diode values L = aLmax and the equivalent radius r = ormax
are chosen. In the following calculations, 2rmax is assumed to
equal the mid-value of the diode's Mngth and width, so that
rmax '! 0.3/fGHz cm- In this manner, the maximum CW power can be
expressed:

6	 6

P at 0,5ao2 
3.10
-W a

S2 	
W.M=	 ORIGINAL PAGE ISf P_GHZ	 GRz	 It

OF POOR QUALITY'

The results of the calculations for a copper or diamond heat	 /63
sink are summarized in table 3. The results are also shown in figure
11. Here again, the effects of the finite relaxation time on power
output have been ignored. The maximum powers shown in the table
have not been optimized with any great precision. The diode's
thickness, the equivalent radius and no/f can all vary. The latter
value has been kept constant (equal to 10 5 S/cm3 ) and the diode
thickness L has be held approximately as thin as in the transit-
time mode so that the exponents in the expression for AT will not
be too large. The equivalent diode radius has then been made as
large as possible. The largest diameter is obtained at 5 to 10 GHz
with a diamond heat sink, and is approximately 1.7 mm.

As figure 11 shows, the maximum power limits for CW operation
in the LSA mode lie somewhat lower than those in the transit-time
mode. This'is due, among other things, to the extra limitation of
the diode dimension which was introduf..ed according to Copeland [9].
One advantage of the LSA made whould be that the predicted effi-
ciency levels are more than twice aF large. However, the values
of 8 and 18% involve pulse operation and in the experiments done to
date, the levels of CW operation have been much lower. According
to [19], the efficiency level is reduced rapidly with an increasing
temperature gradient in the active junction and approaches zero at
a temperature differential of approximately 70 0 . The assumption of
a maximum temperature differential of around 200 0 used in the above
calculations would then be altogether too largo. However, it is
likely that the efficiency decreases along the temperature gradi -
ent can be counteracted more or less completely through an inter- /64
nal doping gradient. The active junction would then be "electric-
ally homogeneous" with the temperature distribution obtained in CW
operations. One condition which supports this speculation is that
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Maximum
Power Output

f	 °tcu	 "diamond Ocu	 Odiamond pcu	 pdiamond
GHz	 W	 W

2 0.0044 0.0044 0.015 0.06 0.4 6
5 0.0044 0.005 0.14 0.57 5 95
10 0.0044 --0.005 0.33 1 7 75
30 0.005 0.01 0.95 1 7.5 15
100 0.005 -0.01 1 1 1 2

Table 3. Calculated maximum power output for an LSA diode.

when the active junction is evenly heated, efficiency starts to ap-
proach zero around 3500C. A double-sided heat sink could also con-
tribute to a lowering of the temperature differences in the active
junction. Since the diode's n+ junction must be relatively thick
against the upper heat sink, the upper will not be as effective as
the lower. Therefore, any large increases in allowable power loss
will not result from a double-sided heat sink, but the temperature
profile in the diode will become more even. The calculations of
the maximum CW power assuming temperature increases of around-2000C
within the diode must still be judged as very optimistic.

It should also be emphasized that the power limits apply to an
infinitely large heat sink, so that the "practical" maximum power
will be significantly lower.

Also shown in figure 11 are the results obtain in the Gunn and
LSA modes using years as the parameter.

The high peak power obtained to date in the LSA mode has invar-
iably been generated with so-called compensated GaAs, which, from a
thermal standpoint, is very unstable. This has meant that only
very short pulses have been able to be generated at low frequencies
of repetition. It is expected by 1985 that the thermal material
problems in a pulsed LSA diode will have been solved through the pro-
duction of thick, thermally stable epitaxial junctions. However,
the heat dissipation in ciodes dimensioned for maximum peak power,
in other words, with very thi^k active junctions, is so poor that
particularly high mean pourer is still not found. In a diode con-
structed for very high peak power, a utilization factor higher than
10-4 cannot be expected. According to the calculated curves, this
value produces a mean power which is approximately 50 times less
than the power from an optimized CW diode. A compromise between
high peak power and mean power should, in the X-band, lead to sev-
eral kilowatts of peak power and several watts of mean power.

e
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Efficiency and Forecast of Power OutRut in the Gunn Diode

The maximum power levels calculated above (according to Cope-
land) involve 10% efficiency in the domain mode and approximately
20% in the LSA mode. These values are obtained with sine wave
high--frequency voltage and the relation r = 2 between the maximum
and minimum electron speeds. In a good material, larger values for
r can occur, and then the efficiency increases in proportion to
(r - 1)/(r+1). Higher efficiency is also achieved by the appropri-
ate tuning of the harmonics, so that the form of the high-frequency
voltage approaches a square wave.

A number of calculations indicate in this manner that efficiency
levels of approximately 30% should be obtainablein both the tran-
sit-time and the LSA modes. However, individual experimental re-
sults contradict these figures. The highest reported value with
pulse operation in the L-band with a utilization factor of 10 -4

 is
32% [101. With increased utilization factors and higher tempera-
tures, however, efficiency declines rapidly (see the foregoing dis-
cussion in connection with [191). In CW operation, efficiency over
5% is seldo reached. If it is assumed that the efficiency in pulse
operation is around 30% for both the transit-time and the LSA modes,
the earlier calculated values for Pmax will increase by a factor of
three in the transit-time mode and 1.5 in the LSA mode. If the ef-
ficiency level in CW operation is assumed to be 10%, PmaxCW in
figure 11 will, according to earlier discussions, be reduced by a
factor of two in the transit-time mode and by at least as large a
factor in the LSA mode. This yields approximately the same power
level for both modes. These efficiency-modified curves are shown
in figure 12, where the likely forecast curves for 1985 are also
presented. In the latter, an excessively fast power reduction
(P - f-3 ) has been indicated at frequencies over 100 GHz, but the
size of this reduction is very uncertain. This also means that
the maximum frequency which can be generated with an LSA diode at
present cannot be predicted. It can be speculated that it will lie
somewhat over 200 GHz. Diodes functioning in the transit-time mode 166
can hardly be expected to produce at frequencies higher than 150 to
200 GHz, since the active junction would then have to be thinner
than 1 u and, therefore, the substrate upon which the epitaxial
junction is built would have to have a smoothness of better than
1000 A.

The forecast curves show the superiority of the LSA mode when
compared to the transit-time mode in pulse operation. If GaAs of
sufficient purity and homogeneity can be produced in the necessary
dimensions, it can be assumed that LSA modes alone will be used for
the generation of high peak power. The LSA mode will also dominate
the area of CW power at frequencies over 50 GHz and, due to its
presumably better noise characteristics, also at other frequencies.
Observe that the curve indicating peals power applies at low utili-
zation factors (< 10 -4 ). If this factor is increased, thermal fac-
tos will cause the maximum peak power to decrease.
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Noise Properties in the Gunn Diode Oscillator

The Gunn diode is characterized by very good noise properties, 	 '', a

but as in the ATT diode, both AM and FM noise depend upon the outer
Q-value (Qex) of the resonance circuit. As opposed to the ATT diode,
both AM and FM noise decrease with increased frequency distance (fm)
from the carrier wave. Noise reduction is usually on the order of
3 to 6 dB per octave with regard to fm. Among the best noise data
observed to date with X-band Gunn diodes functioning in the transit-
time mode (with QeK = 300) are: AM noise 110 dB under the oscil-
lating power at £m = 1 kHz, and 125 dB at fm = 10 kHz with a test
bandwidth of 1 kHz. FM noise, expressed in the effective value of
the frequency deviation, is df rms = 10 Hz at 1 kHz and Afrms= 4 Hz
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at 10 kHz, still with a test bandwidth of 1 EHz. 	 (If one wishes to
express the FM noise as a power relation between the noise and the
oscillator power, this can be calculated for noise in double side-
bands according to N/P 	 (ofrms) /fm .)	 For comparison, noise data {.
for a good reflex klystron is given here at fm = 10 kHz: 	 AM noise,
-125 dB;Afrms ^ 5.	 In other words, the noise characteristics of the
Gunn oscillator are definitely in the same class as good reflex"
klystrons.

If the Gunn oscillator is connected with an out stabilizing	 /6$
cavity with extremely high Q, for example, 35,000, the FM noise can
be further reduced.	 Measured within 1 kHz, ofrms - 1.5 Hz at
fm = 1 kHz, and ofrms = 0.4 Hz at fm = 10 kHz.	 The AM noise lies
at -155 dB.	 An invar stabilizing cavity yields further advantages,
reducing the temperature-induced frequency changes in the Gunn os-
cillator from the normal value of -0.5 MHz/oC to less than -10kHz/0C.
One disadvantage is naturally the unavoidable coupling-losses
through the cavity, which normally reduce the power output 5 to
10 dB.	 But, this reduction in power can be compensated by allowing
the high-stab i lized-signal to lock a high-power Gunn oscillator in- -
to a low Q--cavity, so that the noise characteristics are worsened'' r
only insignificantly. 	 The use of a non-transmitting cavity behind
the diode can yield very low stabilizing losses.

's

Except for the resonance circuit, noise in the Gunn oscillator
is naturally dependent on the characteristics of the semiconductor
and the electronic process through it. 	 A reduction in the diode's .j
"intrinsic" noise is therefore very significant. 	 The noise
theories concerning various	 types of Gunn diodes are still far .
from complete, but it is believed that diodes with developed dipo-
lar domains are the worst in terms of noise characteristics.	 The = '
following mechanisms can be noise-generating:

1.	 Unevenness and irregularity in connection with domain
building and growth.

2.	 Speed variation in the domain caused by variations in the
load concentration in the semiconductor. -"

3.	 The occurence of electron deposits. .•.. :.

Through improved material technology, future improvements
should be expected in all of these points, but a transition to 1:-
diodes without dipolar domains will probably produce the best solo-
tion.	 Individual measurements indicate, for example, that a LSA
oscillator has 10 dB lower AM noise than a Gunn oscillator with di-
polardomains	 [11).	 In terms of noise characteristics, then, future
Gunn oscillators should be as good and eventually better than the -
best contemporary 2-cavity klystrons.
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Electric Tuning of the Gunn Diode Oscillator

The frequency of the Gunn oscillator can be varied within a /69
small range of less than 1% by altering the voltage, which alters
the diode's domain-capacitance and negative resistance. The size
of the frequency change depends much upon the outer circuit, but
normally has a value of 1 to 10 MHz /V. With larger changes, the
output power will vary significantly, and then it is better to
tune with the help of a varactor diode coupled to the resonance
circuit. The tuning range with a normally-coupled varactor
approaches 10%. Attempts to utilize several coupled varactors
indicate the possibility of achieving tuning in the octave range.
However, tuning in the octave bandwidth usually occurs by means
of a coupled YIG ball, in which the resonance frequency is varied
in a magnetic field. The scanning frequency with YIG tuning is
Limited to several hundred Hz, but frequencies on the order of
10 MHz can be realized with varactor tuning. Since the varactor
diode can also withstand higher power than the YIG ball, develop-
ment will concentrate on the varactor--tuned oscillator,

Frequency Locking in the Gunn Diode Oscillator

As with the avalanche diode oscillator, the conditions for
frequency-locking can be described by the following equality:

if
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[ fosc - flocklmax is the maximum frequency range within which the
oscillator remains locked with a certain locking-power. This can
easily be determined experimentally and is inversely proportional
to Qext•

The phase angle between the oscillator and the locking--
oscillator can be written as.
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These expression show that all the changes of fosc and Posc
will produce a phase shift. Both fosc and Posc in a Gunn diode
oscillator are now highly dependent upon the diode voltage VB
and the temperature T. For an X-band oscillator with a low
Q-cavity, Afosc/AT = -0.5 MHz/oC and APosc /AT = -0.05 mW/oC
(with Posc = 15 mW). If VB is held constant while the surrounding
temperature varies, large phase shifts can result from temperature
variations of only several degrees if Plock is small. According
to the expression for o + A4,, a high Q-value can appear to be very
undesirable. But a cavity with high Q, which experiences insig-
nificant length extension, has the advantage that Afosc/AT becomes
much smaller than in a low Q-cavity. In this manner, changes in
Q cannot be expected to have a large effect on phase conditions,
while the effect of temperature on the semiconductive material's
characteristics will be the most deciding factor. Measurements
and calculations of an X-band oscillator by H. R. Holliday [15],
show, for instance, that when Posc/Plock = 20 dB, AO = *900 at
AT = t5oC or at AVB = ±0.4 V. With an increase in Posc/flock to
10 dB, A0 diminishes to approximately ±10 0 with the same AT and to
-200 with the same AVg.

These figures point to difficult practical problems in using
several. phase-controlled Gunn diode oscillators in, for example,
a series-parallel. antenna. However, it can be assumed that con-
tinued research into materials will produce a more thermally-stable
GaAs or a completely new semiconductor with more appropriate char-
acteristics. (The above-discussed problems in phase shifting are
generally applicable to negative resistance oscillators, but they /71
have been fully treated here in connection with the Gunn diode
because of its high sensitivity to temperature.)

Life Shan of the Gunn Diode Oscillator

Previously completed life span tests have yielded 10 5 hours
as an estimation for MTBF ("Minimum time before failure"). At
the 90% level of confidence, MTBF is greater than 3 . 10 4 hours
(the measurements are by Varian). Hopefully, the life span in
the future will be increased at least by a factor of 100, so that
MTBF will be on the order of 10 7 hours.

Future Variants of the Gunn Oscillator

The future prospects for the Gunn diode oscillator have been
evaluated here using the GaAs semiconductor. This has to date
produced better results than several other known mixed semicon-
ductors which display the Gunn effect. Naturally, it is not pre-
cluded that new semiconductor combinations can yield even better
results, foremost in the area in increased efficiency and in-
creased thermal stability. In this context, modification of the
basic principle of the Gunn oscillator can be significant. For
instance, Hilsum and Rees [161 have pointed out that a semiconductor
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with three distinct electron energy levels, instead of the normal
two, could produce improved efficiency together with better oper-
ations in the LSA mode.

Power Amplification with the Gunn Diode

As was already mentioned, a Gunn oscillator with wandering
dipolar domains possesses a negative resistance at low frequencies
and up to ten times the transit-time frequency [12]. An amplifier
with high saturation power is then produced in a circulator
coupling. Completed experiments show that this maximum output
power lies somewhat over half of what the diode produces as an
oscillator in the transit-time mode. The following is given as
an example of the type of data which to date has been obtained
from such an amplifier: fo = 6 GHz, Af = 2%, G = 10 dB, Pmax =
60 MW, and the noise factor F = 20 dB. Very large improvements
in terms of output power and bandwidth must be seen as possible
within the near future.

A combination of several circulators with separate diodes /72 	 '	 y
should at least produce octave bandwidth, and amplification of
very high frequencies can be possible. If, for example, the thick-
ness of the active layer , is reduced to 2u , the corresponding
transit-time frequency to 50 GHz, and a charge dens y no is chosen
around 510 16 , so that the condition that noL >> 10 	 cm-2 is met,
usable amplification should be obtained up toward 200 GHz. The	 a
noise factor will probably not be low in this amplifier.	 s:

The most attractive alternative is an amplifier with high no,
which will make possible high amplification and output.power, but
with suppression of domain-building, so that the noise remains low.
This could be realized in several ways:Y	 #

(1) A frequency-selective load circuit is built to suppress
domain-building. A stationary domain is possibly built
at the anode [17].

(2) The active material is made at a right angle to the `s
domain's direction cf travel, and it is made so thin
that the domain cannot grow. Without making the semi-
conductor extremely thin, domain-building can also be
suppressed if a dielectric disc with high e is laid
on the GaAs layer [13].

•y

(3) By forcing a signal of sufficiently large amplitude
and high frequency upon the active layer, the same
negative resistance principle which is utilized in
the LSA oscillator should be able to be used in a
circulator-coupled power amplifier [14] .^'

Amplifiers designed according to the principle in (1) should
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be relatively difficult to realize, but newly published information,
which is probably relat6d to an amplifier of this type, shows that
very good results can be obtained: 	 a two-stage amplifier (two cir-
culators and two diodes) yielded 10 dB amplification within the
4.5 to 8 GHz band with an output power of 0.2 W and a noise factor
of 15 dB [18].	 Several promising experiments-have been done according
to the principles in (2), while (3) has yet to be tested. 	 According
to the calculations, however, a I mm long diode being fed with 50 W
should be able to produce 177 W at 10 GHz in pulse operation. 	 A
special advantage with (2) is that its planar structure can give	 /73
good possibilities to the effective cooling of the active semicon-
ductor.

Irregardless of which principle of amplification i s shown to
be best, the above discussion shows that Gunn diodes will be sig- 1A,

nificant for broadband power amplification at high frequencies in
addition to their use as oscillators.	 The output power levels
should be on the same order of size as given for Gunn oscillators,
and ...altiple-octave bandwidths should be possible. 	 This type of
amplifier could therefore replace the-travelling-wave tube at low
power levels.
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The Electroacoustic Amplifier

In the electroacoustic or phonon amplifier, amplification is /75
achieved in principle in the same way as in a travelling-wave tube.
If the atoms in the crystal grid of a piezoelectric semiconductor
are made to Vibrate in an appropriate manner, an acoustic wave
will spread causing a wandering disturbance in the crystal's inner
electric field.	 When the electrons in the semiconductor Are' accel-
erated by an external field to a speed higher than the above-
mentioned speed of the disturbance, they will transfer part of
their kineti6 energy to the acoustic wave's energy field and, in
that manner, amplify the acoustic vibrations. 	 (The energy of the
vibrations in a crystal can be described in the form of quanta,
which are called phonons,	 In this way, the phonon amplifier gets

name.)its name	 The speed at which the acoustic waves spread is approx-
imately
	

times less than the speed of light, which means in part
that the electrons do not need to be accelerated with so high a
voltage to produce interaction, and in part that the wave length
for microwave frequencies will be extremely small (for example,
1	 p at 3 GHz).	 This property means that the microwave-acoustic
functions lend themselves well togreat miniaturization and par-
ticularly to the time delay of electric signals.

A number of different types of waves can be utilized within
microwave acoustics.	 In the earliest experiments, volume waves
were used, but in the last years the use of surface waves has be-
come more common.	 In both cases, the waves can be both longi-
tudinal and transversal.	 The construction of an effective audio-
acoustic converter for exciting acoustic waves forms one of the
major problems in this context. 	 In the beginning, the concen-
trated, high-frequency energy field in the cavity was allowed to 1	 4,

 1

directly affect the (cooled)	 piezoelectric crystal, in which the ` '
acoustic waves were to be produced.	 Later, separate converters
were produced through evaporation techniques on the surface of a
side of the crystal.	 A X/2 thick layer of CdS placed between two
metal films produced a fairly effective but narrow band converter
at room temperature. 	 Through the production of multiple layers
(several layers X/2 thick consisting of various materials), the
adaption of the acoustic wave to the ma-in crystal was improved	 /76
and, as a consequence, the conversion efficiency increased.	 Con-
version losses as low as 4.5 dB at 800 MHz and 5 dB at 1,600 MHz
have been obtaine" with a band width around 64.	 Since 1965, when
White [11 constructed an effective, so-called Rayleigh electro-
acoustic converter for surface waves, most of the research in
microwave acoustics has been aimed at the utilization of surface
waves.	 The surface-wave connector consists of an interdigital struc-
ture with a distance of one-half	 -wavelength between the centers of
two adjacent fingers.	 The connection to the crystal increases
with the number of fingers, but at the same time the 	 bandwidth
decreases.	 Naturally, the conversion efficiency is also dependent
upon the constant of the piezoelectric coupling, and lithium
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niobate is particularly good in this respect. A surface-wave
interdigital converter has the disadvantage of exciting the
elastic waves in two directions at right angles to the length of
the fingers. The consequent loss of 3 dB can be eliminated '`
two interdigital structures, whose centers are located an odl.
number of square wavelengths from each other, are fed with -two
signals, one of which is 1800 behind the other. Because of
interference, the acoustic wave is excited in only one direction.

The width of and distance between the fingers of the inter-
digital pattern are produced with dimensions as small as 1 P
using the conventional photoresist process. This corresponds to
a maximum frequency of approximately 800 MHz. With an electron
beam functioning in the electronresist process, structural widths
of 0.3 u, corresponding to a frequency of 2.5 GHz, have been pro-
duced [2]. This should be the best obtained result to date. The
coupling is made of lithium niobate (LiNb0 3 ), and with an 8% band-
width, the conversion losses in the converter are 10 dB (inclusive
of the 3 dB directional loss).

The most important result of calculations of the function of
both volume and surface-wave amplifiers is given in [3]. For vol-
ume wave amplification, the following is applicable:

The maximum amplification G = f/fD +f	

C
f dB	 /77

D 

yields va W D + fc + 1,

where Go = 8.6uK 2fcv
a
 dB;

K = the electromechancial coupling constant;

E

the dielectric relaxation frequency fc = 2u1	 = 
1800 	 GHz,

in which e is the relative dielectric constant and p is the resist-
ivity in ohm cm;	 2

the charges' diffusion 5requency fD = 63.10-1Q M GHz, in
which u is the mobility in cm /Vs and va is the acoustic wave's
speed in cm/s;

vo = the electron speed = uEo;
Eo = the field strength from the applied direct voltage;

and	 L = the length-of the crystal.

If the above expression for the amplification is maximized with
regard to frequency, the maximum value becomes:

G - 0̂	 tl$

with fm = (fcfD)^ and the corresponding° = 1 + 2fmva	 fD
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According to [31, an investigation of what bandwidth the
amplification mechanism in a volume-wave electroacoustic ampli-
fier can produce shows that octave bandwidth or greater can be
easily reached. In practice, this means that the electroacoustic
converter will set the limit for the bandwidth; in other words,
at present between 20 and 40%.

The previous descriptions show that the power loss per unit /78
of volume from the applied direct current can be written as

pv A ^'o
which with maximum amplification becomes

P 	 2zr CeeOEO 2tr P e ^2
D o

With some typical values inserted, Eo = 2 kB/cm, e = 12, this
becomes	 — _

For CdS, for example, the power loss is around 10 W/mm3,
which produces difficulties in CW operations. This thermal prob-
lem can be solved by placing the crystal in a transverse magnetic
field. With this the effective high-frequency mobility will
diminish (while the corresponding value for direct current is un-
changed), which leads to the changing of fc and f D to the effect-
ive values E6 and f6 so that f6f`6 = fcfD, in other words, un--
changed frequency for maximum amplification, but

In a semiconductor with high mobility, a powerful mjgne-ic
field can decrease fc and consequently Pb. (With 	 = 10 cm /Vs
and B = 10 4 Gauss, Pb is only cut in half.)

The maximum output power with maximized amplification is

4-v3ce (fm/fD)2
Fi de..	 Watt/ unit surface area.

Efficiency '^heri become

FV
M

/79If the, highest possible efficiency is desired, the ampli-
fication Cm must be held low and a crystal with a low electro-
mechanical coupling constant, K, becomes feasible.

To illustrate the above relationship, the data obtained with
a CdS volume amplifier for transverse waves with p = 550 sa cm
will be used,
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For WS, K2 	0.04,	 9, Va	 1.8-105 cm/s,	 300 CM2/Vs and
.-A

fD = 0.68 GHz.	 This yields f. = 0.36. GHz and f 111	 0.5 GHz.	 If
the amplifier's length L = 0.1 cm,	 Gm = 76 dB.	 The ratio 'Vo/va
va becomes 4.5-105 , which yields Eo =1.5 kV/cm ? Vo = 148 V,
Pv = 4 W/Mrd and n = 0.7%.	 If the crystal has a cross-sectional
surface area of 1 mm2 , PM = 24 mW.	 Therefore, very high ampli-
fication is obtained with a short crystal. 	 Amplification levels
over 80 dB cannot be utilized, however, since the amplifier's
internal noise reaches such a high lever at the output that
saturation occurs.

No complete theory for calculating the function of a surface-
wave amplifier has yet been published.	 According to [3], f " a0 Ndouble-layer amplifier, in which an acoustic wave in LiNb03 is
amplified by the electrons in a very close silicon layer (on a
sapphire plate), the following amplification equasion applies:

where

and

"C.A

J

/80

V
ca(v°

a	 AT)

V	
2	 2(._a 	

+ C 
2 ( , + _f)

Va 	 S	
fa

.	 AV

	

0	
d

G 8,68 -2	 2nn dB;

Pyep

	

Cs	
d e (the space charge constant),
ap

	

fa	 2-ahr;.	 p	
50.2 for LiNb03),

P.,

d = the semiconductor junction's thickness,
h = the distance between the LiNb0 3 and Si layers,
ova

	

Va	
- an interaction parameter, dependent upon K2

(= o.o246).
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This formula, which applies when f << fD and d and h are
small in comparison to the Rayleigh wave length, shows that the
amplification will diminish rapidly if f > fa (and L is large).
Since h can hardly be made smaller than 200 A , with famax
0.6 GHz, ba = 3.5-10 5 cm/s. This entails difficulties in reaching 	 A
high amplification at frequencies over I GHz. The amplification	 ;^Vj-

around 0.3 GHz is approximately 10 dB/cm at h = 1,580A and 60 dB/cm
at h = 560A	 The surface-wave amplifier's band width,
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_	 saturation power and efficiency are about as large as with a
volume amplifier when the converters are not taken into account.
Again, without considering the effect of the interdigital converter,
the surface-wave amplifier's band width is comparable to the volume
amplifier's. As already mentioned, the converter's band width de-

_

	

	 pends upon the conversion losses, so that an increased number of
:Fingers diminishes both the losses and the band width. Judging
from results obtained to date, a surface-wave amplifier obtains
at most twice as large a band width as a volume amplifier at the
same frequency and with the same conversion losses. he biggest:.

	

	
advantage with the surface-wave amplifier is that power loss can
easily be avoided and, in this manner, it yields itself to CW
operations. Efficiency levels over 10% have been obtained ex-
perimentally with low surface-wave amplification of approximately
1 0 dB.

An evaluation of the electroacoustic amplifiers usefulness
and especially its future significance is relatively complicated.
Since the electroacoustic amplifier covers about the same fre-
quency range as transistor amplifiers, it must be mainly com-
pared with them. The most characteristic properties of the
electroacoustic amplifier are its simple construction and small
dimensions. It functions approximately the same as a multi-stage
transistor amplifier containing a minimum of 50 circuit elements
[4]. This means that the electroacoustic amplifier, especially 	 /81
those of the surface-wave type, could at low frequencies compete
very strongly as an alternative to the transistor amplifier, de-
spite the fact that through mass-production and the use of con-
centrated integrated circuits it can be both small and inexpensive.

F

	

	 However, with the need for high CW power and efficiency, coupled
with low-level amplification within a very wide band, the trans-
istor amplifier should remain dominant even at very high frequencies
(larger than 3 GHz).

There is, however, a special area in which the electroacoustic
amplifier is and will continue to be very significant. This is in
connection with acoustical delay lines for high-frequency signals.
The previously discussed characteristics of a piezoelectric material
are such that a 1 cm Long crystal delays a high-frequency signal as
much as a 100 m long coaxial cable, in other words, approximately
1 us. At 1 GHz, the damping in such a cable is about 20 dB, while
the damping in the crysta2 is only 1 dB, to which the conversion
loss of 10 to 20 dB must then be added. In such a delay line,
consisting of a piezoelectric crystal and an electroacoustic con-
verter, there are already several of the main elements of an
electroacoustic amplifier. in this way, they lend themselves to
easy integration in the structure. The amplifier easily compen-
sates both damping in the converter and in the crystal. Es-
pecially in connection with large delay (high crystal damping),
the internal amplifier can be of great value since it reduces the
dynamic range of the delay lines insignificantly, while compen-
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sation by an external amplifier d i minishes the dynamic range
by the value of the crystal dampinq. Furthermore, a very im-
portant function of the internal amplifier is to reduce the in-
fluence of reflection in the converter. It has been shown in a
passive delay line to be difficult to maintain the signal, which
is first reflected at the output point and then at the input point,
20 dB lower than the primary output signal. With acoustic ampli-
fication, the electron speed can be reduced so that the reverse
damping becomes much larger than the amplification, so that the
twice-reflected signal is at least 40 dB lower than the primary
signal.

it is believed that the surface--wave type of electroacoustic X82
amplifier will be most significant in the future because of its
large flexibility in terms of input and output coupling of signals
and because of suitable manufacturing methods, which create good
possibilities for its adaption to other integrated circuits pro-
duced with planar processing. The highest possible frequency
limit for this type of amplifier depends partly on the size of
the converter's interdigital structure, and partly on the possi-
bility of creating an effective coupling between the (probably
necessary) separate layers for electroacoustic and electron con-
ductants. The best conceivable method for producing very fine
structures, pattern--definition using an electron beam in the
electronresist process, has already been mentioned [2]. The
method is described more completely in [5], where it is pointed
out that the electron beam should have a diameter which is 4 to
5 times less than the smallest dimension in the structure being
produced. Since an electron beam can be focused to a diameter
approaching 25A , this should mean that the production of fingers
with a width of 125A will be possible. However, other problems,
such as resistance inhomogeneity, making the utilization of this
solution impossible. Therefore, if one assumes that the width
(and distance) of the smallest possible finger will be 500A , it
will be possible to excite a Rayleigh wave--length of 0.2p , which
corresponds to a frequency of 17 GHz. According to earlier dis-
cussions, the surface-wave amplifier with separate crystals for
electroacoustic and electron conductants can hardly function
over 1 GHz due to poor interaction through the necessary air
space between the crystals. A way to overcome this frequency
limitation is suggested in [f]. The appropriate conductivity is
given to a thin surface layer on the piezoelectric crystal using
ion implantation. Maximum effectiveness is then achieved in the
coupling without damping the acoustic wave by any large bodies in
the conducting crystal (or its substrate). if ion implantation
is carried out in several adjacent square surfaces instead of one
continuous rectangular surface, the electrons can be accelerated
to the appropriate speed with significantly less voltage. Vol-
tage is fed to the square areas in parallel and the acoustic wave
can be said to be amplified in several stages. An added advan-
tage is that power loss would be reduced.
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Through the development of the technological methods out-
lined here, it seems feasible that the frequency range of the
surface-wave type of electroacoustic amplifier will be expanded
further upward to the X-band around the year 1985. The ampli-
fiers will be mainly used in connection with acoustic delay lines
and have up to 40% bandwidth and 70 dB amplification. For sep-
arate amplification functions, except for extreme miniaturization
at relatively low frequencies, the transistor will maintain its
advantage over the electroacoustic amplifier. The relatively
high conversion losses and low efficiency in the electroacoustic
amplifier mean that the transistor can produce both a lower noise
factor and higher output power.
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Other Semiconductor Oscillators

The Tunnel Diode Oscillator;

The interesting possibility of electronically Utilizing the d8;1
civantum-mechanical tunnel affect was discovered in 1958 by Teo
Ssaki j 1l . His experiment showed t11at a semiconductor diode with
very high doping (concentration of itllpuritic-ts) in both the p and
n layer, displayed a negative dynamic resistance within a small
area of ore^ard bias. The high ^e^veal Of'doping in loch a d'gdQ
(1 t o 19 to lo- doped Ztolll s per Omi t as opposed to 10	 to 10
in a normal diode), means that the overlay is extremely thin,
on the carder: 100 A. Sinceit is possible for the electrons to
penetrate (tunnel.) through such a thin potential barrier withcattt
having sufficient energy to climb ovor it, the appearance of the
tunnel diodes 1--V characteristic Call be easily cexplainod. Pilllrr0,
13 shows schematically tho energy levels and the size of the
currents in a tunnel, diode with varied bias. in vigure 13-A,
there is zer o b ias, and since the electron density is as large in
the valence bands on the p-sido as in tk ► e conduction hands can the
corresponding level of the n-side, two small, oqually larg o.

tunnelling currents flow in c?pposito lirections across the abrupt
junction. `a.'he not current is therof"t-ire, -zero. With roverso bia,a
(Figu re 13-B) , the tunnell ing Ctlr ront from tho n- lido reMain's Un-
changed, while the Current fro ill tilts p-silt' inert'asc-S gr oatly,
since the number of empty ellorgy lovols which call roceivo t 100trons.
from the p-S ide increases rapidly with lle?jati\'t', Voltage.Tht" ro-
stilt is then that reverse current inertia., rapidly with revorso
bias. With increasing forward bias, an increa.rintl 11L or tai
electrons will tunnel from the n-Side to tho 01111'sty lovols ill
valence Loaners oil the p-side, unti l a maximum cur r ont= is obtainod
at the e nerg y level ,hewn in FiclurO 13-C. If the bias is ill-
creased still furthOr, the tttnilel l itlq CLlrrt1nt, lacking empty
energy level:, oil the p- lido ' will tjoort?aso to noarly zero, ao
shown in Figure	 At tilt., san1e t.iillr, houP OVC I V, noritlal diff'tl-
sion currents will beg in to flow, sinco tilt', oloot• ron:, on tilt" it-sidt,
have stiff irient tilf'r p1411 etlrr^ly to c• 1 ililti ovo l, tho potont.ial b.lrrior.
Figure 13- V shows tilt, 1-V cha racter istic w11.it7h i:, clblailio(l throu^111
the process d i sett5Sed ahovv, , and t ho to t t o r.• ,1-d Cllr t't spoild te , t ht" 8 `.i
cur rent con( i9tivat	 ill t' i quros 13 A-0. p i g trre 13-1 ." a lso s0lows
Stlme of tilt  I-V Curves, tilo:;tw eharocLoi' ist iC ptt i nt:,:	 11 0,1k ttt il nt'1 1 ilt9
CUrienL I , valley corront Iv, and t ile' Cc ti f'i"tspowilttinq volta"10's Vp
and V t' . ^ho nectAive d ynamic rt-sist:arlco whiell tilt', tunnel diode
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f

1

exhibits, between V i, and V%P t`'.111 n at urally ho ut i l izeki for c:oil-
struc~ting oseillator:1 and reCloc;tit- ,n ailip lit iol ,, Anil : y inc• t• tilt"
negativt", re istallot' is. practically int opondont tlf g ilt' transit-
time phe°notllonon, ono should t, \Vo t it to be t1;,Od at O \trouloly

11iqh f ro"Itioncit?.,. The upper f i't'quolley boundary will, 11t W10vor, fit• 	f
dopt'lidelt upon the j tlllc t i ►ill ►`.lp:lCit^1nC. C i f which bypastsos the
notlativo rosi: trasice 1i ,(absolttto va ltlt!i, ^1nti thot117^lvt i i^9:al^lt` 	 tit}
Sti r it a resistanco it., 	 t:ilt^ -t'1111O0ljkWC-t 0l:.	 The t e^ t.11 .,t'I' 1t"F
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L	 resistance is then zero at the resistive cutoff frequency fr,
y -	 which is easily calculated as

µ	 f	 (R' /R - 10
r	 nRj Cj

Above f r , the diodes total resistance is positive and no oscil-
lations can occur.

r..

Diffusion current

_ 1) Line electrons
2)
3}

Fermi level
Forbidden region

4} Valence electrons

C!_	 x	 n d.

Iv -	 d

VP VV
b
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FIGURE 1311-E

An enclosed diode is also characterized by its self-resonant
frequency f $ , at which the lead resistance Ls resonates with the
capacitive function. The equivalent circuit for the tunnel diode
is shown in Figure 14, in whi:^h the diffusion capacitance Cs is
drawr with a broken line sinc it is usually practical to include
it in the external circuit.	 zen Cs is ignored, the series recon-
ant frequency becomes

(R3C./L$ } - 1
fg 	 27iRjc j	 OKj(!1N A1, PAU 

1
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T	 tThe maximum ou tput power from a tunnel diode oscillator can,

«

according to [2], be estimated from the expression

m^^-'^ 6 fib' (1° 1V)(V, ° P)	 0,2 TP (VV - VV)

which is a good approximation for frequencies up to 0.3 f r ; in
other words, up to frequencies where the diode's parasitic ele-
ments C' and Rs have little effect,	 To obtain the highest pons-
ible o%ut power, Ip and Vv - Vp must be increased. 	 However,
with reference to the discussion in connection with Figure 13,
the conclusion can be drawn that Vv - Vp must be significantly
less than the semiconductor's bandgap, which for Ge, GaSb, Si
and GaAs is respectively 0.67, 	 0.68,	 1.1	 and 1.4 V.	 The only :S
way to produce a larger increase in power is then to increase ?!

According to	 [21, the	 /87
L	 R	 current density with peak
S	 current is

,V ,̂̂ w t

CS ..t..	
—R	

a	 '^

e	 where n = th3 number of doping
atoms per cm

If thejunction's cross-
R:

sectional surface is A, then

FIGURE 14	 I =J A N A'r
P	 P	

=St.
ffJ

r
i`e

In this manner, Ip can be increased with A and n, but the way in
which this will effect the diode's other properties must be in- r
vestigated.	 Changes in Rj and C • , which can influence fr, are of
special interest.	 It can be wri^ten that

dons
:.:...1

R. ^ 1 N e^
a	 Ip	 AAn' '	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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eenC . = A

3	 2(o	 ° V.c	 ,

where	 4)c = the contact potential.,
:. and	 Vj = the forward bias.

C

In this way, R • C^^ a and is independent of A.	 R • /R s , which is0
found inalso	 heexpression for the resistive cuQf frequency,

will decrease slowly as A increases (both Rj and Rs decrease). fr
decreases slowly with increasing A, but increases with increasing
n	 (when Rj >> Rs).	 Therefore,	 if high power at high frequency



is desired, A can be increased somewhat, but the doping should be
increased first. However, increases in n (or A) cannot be too
large since both Rj, Rs, and their difference will be very small
and then the external load resistance must also be made extremely
small, and this is particularly difficult at high frequencies.
According to [3], the highest obtainable load is proportionate to
/.

It is pointed out in [2) that it is very difficult to build
a high-frequency oscillator for frequencies above the diode's
self-resonant frequency. This means that the way in which the
changes in A and n discussed above can influence fs should be in-
vestigated. It is then found that fs decreases as A and n in-
crease, and that this can only be counteracted by reducing Ls.

Finax, given earlier as the maximum output power from a tunnel
diode oscillator, applies as indicated only at frequencies under
fr, the frequency at which oscillations cease and therefore output
power approaches zero. The way in which output power decreases
with frequency with regard to the effects of C • and Rs can be cal-
culated easily. If the power given by the loaA resistance RL is
expressed as FL , then

PL	 RL
R

According to [2] and [4], the effective negative resistance which
produces Finax is

RD
:aMi,

Since RD is bypassed by Cj,
tance will be

and with stable oscillations, it
loss resistance; in other words,

the real negative series resii--

must have the same size as the /89

RL + Rs = RDM + w 2 C^ R2 )

For osciallation at frequency wr, it is necessary

Rs =	
RC

1 + w?C3R
These expressions for R and R yield 	 ,

PL	 = 1 -	 ^- w2C R -	 1 + 4tv 2 CI RI

max	 + ^,^r j D	 I + 4wrCZR4

From this it is concluded that the output power^is
the maximum level at frequencies far below E r , but
rapidly near fr.

that

very close to
decreases
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According to the calculations in [5], the efficiency for a
tunnel diode oscillator with an optimized working point and load
is close to 30% (excluding the losses in the stabilizing re-
sistance).

To summarize, the tunnel diode oscillator's output power
increases with the diode surface A. and the doping n. increasing
the surface, however, results in a lower cutoff frequency and in-
creasing the doping quickly leads to the need for a very low load
resistance. At the same time, the inductance in the diode's leads
must be reduced for practical reasons when A and n increase. When
the oscillation frequency nears the cutoff frequency fr, output
power decreases rapidly.

The best results obtained to date, according to [3], are
shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Results reached with TD oscillators.

Power
Frequency Output Efficiency Material	 p j^GE
Gxz	 mw%a 1Y Q^ Q14A^'

5	 9	 -	 p-GaAs
. 10	 2	 2	 p-GaAs
50	 0.2	 -	 n-GaAs

The results given here are from 1964, and since then no improve-
ments have been observed, probably because the research is com-
pletely directed toward other types of diode oscillators. Con-
tinued development of the tunnel diode will probably produce cer-
tain improvements using very highly-doped GaAs. The quantitative
results of such development is hard to forecast, but 10 to 20 MW
in the X-band and several tenths mW at 100 GHz could possibly be
generated. However, the most important result of this appraisal
is that the tunnel diode, like the power oscillator, will not be
in a position to compete with other diode oscillators. Using
series combinations of several highly-doped tunnel diodes, the
impedance level can be raised, and this would, of course, in-
crease the output power at high frequencies, as long as the in-
creased series inductance does not create any problems. Both
series and series-parallel combinations of tunnel diodes have al-
ready been tested [6].

It should be mentioned that among the tunnel diode oscill-
ator's other characteristics is thermal instability. This is due
to the fact that the junction capacitance varies with temperature.
Aside from direct temperature stabilization, this can be counter-
acted by weakly coupling the diode to a frequency-determined high-
Q circuit. This, however, partially decouples the available
negative resistance, which reduces its utility at very high
frequencies. In this way, a stability of - 1 MHz/°C is normally

/90

^_	 4	
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obtained in a 1 mW, S-band oscillator. 	 Information on the noise
characteristics of the tunnel diode oscillator does not exist at
present, but the FM noise for a X-band oscillator with output,y_
power of 0.1 mW is given in [7] 	 as 3 Hz measured within 1 kHz and
70 kHz distance from the carrier wave. 	 The FM noise is, therefore,
somewhat lower than in a good Gunn oscillator. ;
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The Josephson Oscillator

In 1962, B. D. Josephson did a theoretical examination of 	 /92
the tunnelling effect in a superconductor [1] and showed the
possibility of developing several new technically useful phenom-
enon. The quantum mechanical background to these phenomena is
very complicated, but they result in the so-called Josephson
Junction producing in part a finite direct current without the
application of direct-current voltage and in part in an alternating
current with the application of direct-current voltage, V o , the
frequency of which is determined by the equality

2eV
.a	 = 1 83 ,6 HHzIPV,

where	 e = the electron charge
and	 h	 Planck's constant.

in principle, the Josephson junction consists of two very
thin superconductive metal surfaces, separated by an extremely
thin isolating layer (approximately 10A ), which often takes the
form of an oxide on one of the metal surfaces. The electrodes
can be made, for example, from the ; petals Pb, Sn, Nb, or an
alloy such as Pb-Bi. The pair of electrons, so--called Cooper pairs,
which produce the superconductivity, will break apart at a certain
voltage, whose value depends upon the characteristics of the metals
and temperature. This voltage determines, according to [2], the
upper cutoff frequency for the Josephson oscillator, and yields as
a maximum value for Sn, Pb and Pb-Bi 350, 550 and 1,000 GHz,
respectively. An experimental investigation [3] with Nb shows,
however, that a voltage ten times greater than that which will
separate the Cooper pair will still yield oscillations at a fre-
quency which is, therefore, more than ten time greater than the
maximum frequencies given in [2], in this case around 8,000 GHz.
Aside from the fundamental tone, the Josephson junction is also
an effective harmonic generator due to its non-linear I-V char-
acteristic. Despite the fact that the oscillation frequency is
in principle continually variable with voltage, output power is
usually observed at certain discrete voltage (and frequency) levels,
which is connection wi l` he junction itself creating a resonance
circuit. As a result of :he low voltage values (20 W for the X--
band and approximately 2 mV for 100 GHz), the output power from
the Josephson oscillator must be very low. The feeding current, /93
which normally lies around 10 or more mA, should certainly be able
to be increased in order to increase the power, but the adaption
to the external load would then be even more difficult to realize.
It is estimated, for example, in •[2] that the output power, be-
cause of poor adaption, will. decrease by a factor of 10 -^ in a
"normal" Josephson junction, which is 250 µ wide and 10 A thick.
(The junction then is regarded as a band lead which radiates out
in the free space.) The power radiated at 10 GHz is estimated at
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5 . 10- 12W. By reducing the junction's width to 2.5 u, the im-
pedance in the band lead would increase 100 times to approximately
1 ohm. If it is assumed that this impedance could be transformed
in a loss-free manner to antenna impedance, and that the current
could remain constant by, for example, increasing the length of
the junction, the output could then be increased to 5 . 10 -12W , or
negative 63 dBm. These approximations show that the output power
from a Josephson junction is very low. This type of oscillator
is still of very great interest since it is the only solid-state
device which can generate sub-millimeter waves. The low power
means that its most interesting application will be as a local
oscillator for mm and sub-mm waves (up to 10,000 GHz), at which
point the Josephson junction would function simultaneously as a
mixer.
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Since it was discovered around the year 1964 that indium 	 /94
antimonide under certain conditions could emit microwave radia-
tion, very extensive work, on both the experimental and the
theoretical plane, has gone on without producing any results of
practical value. An explanation to the phenomenon (or phenomena)
is naturally of great interest to the field of physics, but since
a definite explanation is still lacking, it can be judged as very
unlikely that microwave generation using InSb will produce any
advantages in comparison to other generation methods and semi-
conductor devices. In the interest of completeness, however, a
very short summary of the experiments done and the results ob-
tained to date is given, based on [1], which itself includes
93 references.

When an electric field is applied to n or p-type cooled NiSb,
low-power electromagnetic radiation is emitted. Most of the ex-
periments have been done at 77°K, but investigations at tempera- 	 i
tunes from 2.4 to 250° K have been recorded. Radiation occurs
with electric fields as low as several volts/cm, at which point
the output power is on the order of 10 -9 W. With an electric field
of 100 V/cm or greater, the output power increases to around 10-6,d.

The measured frequencies range from several MHz, at which
point they appear as an oscillation in the voltage-feeding circuit,
and within the microwave range up to approximately 100 GHz,
appearing in the form of directly emitted microwave energ y . The
radiation is emitted in the form of a wide spectrum, usually ex-
tending across all of the frequency range mentioned, with an
energy distribution which is approximately inversely proportionate
to the frequency. Some form of resonance which would lead to a
relatively narrow-band spectrum is thought to have been detected
in only a few experiments. it should be noted in this context
that the methods used to date for the output-coupling of microwave
energy have probably been highly ineffective. It is possible that
a better understanding of the generation mechanism can lead to the
construction of much better output-couplings, but in spite of this,
the level of output power will probably remain low in comparison
to other solid-state generators. in a number of experiments, the /95
indium anLimonide is also subjected to an external magnetic field,
at right angles or parallel to the electric field. 	 The direction
and size of the magnetic field changes the level of output power
and the threshold level	 (at which point oscillatiors begin) of the
electric field.	 However, this will probably not be of fundamental
significance to the generation mechanism.

Among the theories which have been proposed to explain the
emission of electromagnetic radiation from InSb, the following t

are thought at present to be the most likely: 	 interaction between a;:
the charges and acoustic waves (phonons) can produce amplification
of thermal noise.	 The mechanism which then out-couples the high-
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frequency energy is at present unclear. In connection with high
(local) electric fields leading to the creation of electron holes,
initiated instabilities can be amplified by collisions of -charge
waves in the electron-hole plasma. Continued research will pro-
bably reveal that several more processes are of significance in_

	

	 explaining all of the experimental results within this complex
area.

Comprehensive Forecast for Power Generating Solid-State Devices

The earlier deduced forecast curves for the various solid-
state devices, in which output power is given as a function of
frequency, have been combined in Figure 15. in terms of CW
power, the transistor will dominate up to several GHz. In ranges
from 2 to 20 GHz, the TRAPATT-mode avalanche diode oscillator will
be the nest alternative when both high power and efficiency is
needed. The Gunn, or LSA, and the ATT diode oscillator will be
very significant within ranges 20 to 200 GHz, even if the fre-
quency multiplier yields about the same power level. The total
efficiency of a power oscillator followed by a multiplier is
still much lower than that of a diode oscillator. Furthermore,
when the multiplier's greater complexity and cost is considered,
it becomes clear that it cannot compete with the diode oscillator.
In connection with frequency and phase locking of diode oscillators,
frequency multipliers for low output power and a high multiplication
factor at every varartor stage can be of continuing significance.
It is conceivable thz!t the tunnel diode oscillator will be usable /96
in special circumst ices demanding low-power consummation. Lastly,
the Josephson oscillator creates the possibility to cover the sub-
millimeter range, but only with very low output power (approxi-
mately 10-10 W) .

	

In terms of pulse	 /97
- maximum operation, approximately

,Frequency CW power Efficiency the same power level for
GHz o both the Gunn, ATT, and

TRAPATT diodes can be ex-
0.1 1000 50-70 pected, with the latter
1 100 50-70 having the advantage with

10 30 50 the highest efficiency.
100 1 10 The highest level of out-
200 0.1 1 put power is obtained from
300 0.01 0.1 the LSA diode, but only in

1000
70	

10
-

connection with very short
10000 pulses and a low utilization

factor.

Figure 5. CW powers from solid

state devices 1985.

The maximum Card powers
to be expected in 1985 are
summarized in Table 5, in
which approximations of the
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Small Signal Amplification
i

r

The Low Noise Transistor

The highest possible power amplification and lowest noise 	 /98 i
factor are sought in a small signal amplifier. 	 The methods to
maximize the amplification have already been discussed in con- t

nection with the Dower transistor.	 Ignoring the parasitic re-
"'f

actances, the noise factor for a high-frequency transistor's tt
upper frequency range can be written according to Fukui [1] as:

1

rb	 k	 ela(r'b + 
Rg)2 	 2

F	 1	 ++• Rg	 2eleFi$ +	 2kTRg	 (:ET ' .	 .	 .

where	 rb = the base's diffusion resistance.

Rg = the source resistance,

^. kT	 the differential emitte r resistance_
eIc	 ao

i

ao = the low frequency value of the current amplification i
with a common-base coupling, {

k = Boltzmann's constant, 1

T = the absolute temperature,
e = the electron charge,

and	 Ic = the collector direct current.

In the second term, r b corresponds to the addition of
purely thermal noise from the base resistance. 	 The third term
represents the fluctuation noise in the current at the emitter-- ^.
base and collector-base junctions (equivalent to a thermal noise, t
according to Van der Ziel).	 The last term represents a current-
distribution noise with pure distribution-noise characteristics.
It is normally attributed to the collector	 [2].

When f > 0.5 fT , the minimum value of the noise factor, still
according to Fukui	 [1], can be approximated as: a

el x

d.
{^ ^2^

i

min ae 1 + h{ 1 + 1 + h}, r h 	 kT
-b

For an experimental-type microwave transistor, L 7P B,^ F = 	 /99
6 dB at 3 GHz, when f,	 = 2.5 GHz.	 This yields h	 0.8 (y—)	 If

Hatit is assumed for estimation that r b can be reduced so 	 the
' factor of 0.8 is lowered to 0.5 by 1985, and the maximum value of

t fT is then 15 GHz, the lowest possible F-value can be calculated

-~
as a function of the frequency. 	 (For other low-noise transistors

t` in 1969, the factor is often between 1 and 2.) 	 in particular,
. the transition from Si to other semiconductors with higher mo-

' k bility will decrease rb and increase f T .	 The improvements between -
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FIGURE 16

1962 and 1969 in the transistor's noise factor is shown in Figure
16 as a function of frequency. The lowest possible noise factor
for 1985, calculated according to the previous assumptions, is
drawn as a broken curve marked "1985 without parasitic reactances."

It is clear from [1] that parasitic reactance at present will
be significant in the S-band, where it will increase F approxi- 	 /100
mately 1 dB (several dB in the upper S-band). With future im-
provements in mounting (combined with integrated circuits) it can
be assumed that the parasitic reactance will increase F by approx-
imately 0.5 dB in the S-band and approximately 2 dB in the X-band.
These corrections are taken into account in the Forecast curve
marked "1985 with parasitic reactances."

With fT = 15 GHz, as assumed above, the law-noise transistor
amplifier with regard to the feasible amplification per stage can
be expected to be useful up to frequencies between 15 and 20 GHz.
This evaluation is most applicable to normal bipolar transistors.
However, it can be of interest to note how refined manufacturing
techniques have recently led to the development of field-effect
transistors with Schottky-contact modulation at very high fmax•
One such transistor, made from GaAs, is reported in [6] to have
fmax = 30 GHz and 3 dB amplification at 17 GHz.
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In [7], fmax values of 40 to 60 GHz are reported. This
should make it possible to built an amplifier up to 30 GHz. The
noise factor over 4 GHz is at present somewhat lower in a field-
effect transistor than in a bipolar transistor. (According to
undocumented information, in 1971, a helium-cooled field-effect
transistor exhibited a noise factor 1.5 dB at 2 GHz.) The noise
factor results given in [7] are shown in Figure 16. The curve is
for a so-called M05FET of silicon, while the best single value, 5
dB at 8 GHz, was probabl y obtained with GaAs. If the field-
effect transistor is improved by 1985 about as much as the bi-
polar transistor, the dotted curve shown in Figure 15 will result.
This shows that the field-effect transistor can be very signifi-
cant at frequencies over 10 GHz.

In a transistor amplifier, the output level at 1 dB gain
compression is typically around x-10 dBm, and the corresponding
dynamic range (calculated within 1 MHz) is typically 90 dB.

Integrated-types of low-noise amplifiers already exist which
produce up to 50 dB amplification within a range of 0.1 to 2 GHz
with a maximum output power of several MW and a noise factor
around 6.5 dB. An amplifier for the 1 to 4 GHz range with 30 dB
amplification and a noise factor 8 to 10 dB is also commercially
available. The outer dimensions of these amplifiers are less than
10 x 5 x 5 cm. The broad-band techniques utilized here probably
cannot be improved too much more, but will be utilized more often
at ever-higher frequencies as the transistors are improved. This /101
will make possible around 1985 the building of a compact unit con-
sisting of 4 or 5 integrated amplifierz, which will cover the fre-
quency range from 0.1 to 20 GHz and have significantly less volume
than a normal travelling-wave tube.
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Parametric Amplifiers

The principles of the so-called parametric amplifier, in- 	 /102
stabilities in non-linear energy-inhibiting systems, have been_';
known for about 100 years.	 in 1936, Hartley described a device
with a mechanically variable capacitance which was very close to
a parametric amplifier. 	 The first experiments with parametric-
type oscillators and amplifiers were done at the end of the 1940's.
in these, the non-linear element was a coil with a ferrous center.
In 1948, Van der Ziel [1] described the mixing qualities of non--
linear capacitance and also pointed out the possibility of low-
noise amplification.	 The first parametric microwave amplifier,
constructed in 1957, utilizied a ferrite as the non-linear
reactance	 (1r 3]. but a year later, the first experiments were -`-:
done with a semiconductor diode as the active element [4]. 	 The y

subsequent development concentrated completed on utilizing semi-
conductor diodes in which the capacitance varies with the applied

`	 voltage, so-called varactor diodes. `-5

The function of the parametric amplifier depends upon bringing
• high-frequency, so-called pumping power to the varactor diode at ^`=
• pumping frequency f3, which is larger than the signal frequency
f1.	 The varactor's non-linear reactance then produces the mixing
frequencies f3 ± f1. 	 If the varactor is coupled to two resonance `.
circuits, one for f1 and one for the so--called no-load frequency
f2 = f3 - f1, high-frequency energy will be transferred from the =
pumping source and result in a negative resistance in both the
signal and the no-load circuits.	 In a normal parametric am li-'

a {fier, both the signal source and the load are coupled over _:^
circulator to the signal circuit while the no--load circuit usually
has no load.	 The amplified signal can also be coupled out to a ►°;s
load connected to the no-load circuit. 	 in this case, the ampli-
fier is called a lower side-band tranducer. 	 In both these cases, _

the amplification with varying load can be increased to very high ,Y
values and convert to oscillation.	 In a third type of amplifier,
the signal is coupled out through an upper side-band circuit, f 3 +
f1.	 This is called an upper side-band converter and can havey	
maximum amplification of 	 (f3 + f1)/f 1 .	 Despite is unquestionable =}
stability and low internal noise, it has not been utilized as a 	 /103
low-noise amplifier for two reasons: 	 the amplification is usually

z	 too low, and the following mixer exhibits worsened properties be-
cause it must work at a higher frequency than the signal. 	 The r

meaning of high amplification, G 1 , and the effect of the noise >
factors of the low-noise amplifier, F 1 , and its following stages,'?{.
F2 , are given in the following expression for the total noise

^1
F

2
FT	 F1+ ^}
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The latest development of the parametric amplifier has been
completely dominated by the circulator-coupled type, in which the
amplified signal has the same frequency as the feeding signal. An
amplification G1 = 20 dB is easily obtained while maintaining
good stability. it is possible to use this amplifier without a
circulator. In this case, separate input and output couplings to
the signal circuit are used, but because very large amplification
variations result from very small changes in the signal source's
impedance, the stability becomes very bad. For that reason, this
report will concentrate completely on the circulator-cou pled type.

A simplified equivalent circuit for this is shown in Figure
17-A, in which BPF stands for band-pass filter for the given fre-
quency. The varactor is shown without parasitic elements (these
can be thought to be included in the outer circuits) ai!d is char-
acterized by the average capacitance CD = 1/SD produced with
applied pumping power, and a change in capacitance of the ampli-
tude 2C1 = 1/2S1 with the pumping frequency. The varactor's
series resistance is Rs and its dynamic characteristics are usually
characterized by the cut-off frequency f c = 1/2uRsCo (where Q = 1)
and 2S1 /9i, (or, alternatively, 2C1 /Co), or by the product Qn = (511
2So) (fc/fn , = m(fc/fn) = m/wnCRs, in which m is, therefore, the
modulation ratio.

A calculation of the varactor's equivalent impedance at fre-
quency f1 shows that it corresponds to the series resistance Rs
and an impedance of

)2

	

^^ 2 Rs 4
. R. + R2 jX2)	

/104	 =	 :^
e.

which with the resonance X 2 = 0, becomes a purely negative re-
sistance. The signal circuit's equivalent circuit is shown in
Figure 17-B in which all thermal-noise generators are also drawn.
(However, the circuit losses, represented by R1 and R 2 , are assumed
to be so small that their noise factor can be ignored.) In Figure
17-B, vv represents the noise which is transformed from the no-
load circuit by via the varactor into the signal circuit. To is
the standard temperature in the generator-resistance (290 0K), Td
is the varactor temperature and T2 is the load temperature in the
no-load circuit.

With the help of figure 17-B, the reflection amplication can
be written

In2 ...	 2

	

R^ — Rs + R1 ¢ jxi —	 2
w1 2C0(P"2

2 
jX2)

m
R + 'ci + it,	 jY —	 ._.
G	 s 	

1 m10 2Cp(RT 	 jX2)
2.
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With resonance and high amplification, X, 	 X2	 01 and

tw2c2(p-
:k2

GG-
2

C 0%

The noise factor F	 1 + !—e is calculated from:To
Total noise in the output	 NUT
G(Thermal noise in the input) 	 GkTQB

From Figure 17, with high amplification and when T 2 	T
T Ra 	 'IT

+
To R

Q 0'2 "G .

4 :;A
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In [5, 61, a noise figure M is defined as
M 31'^l9_

which is shown to be independent of the amplification:

The lowest noise figure then yields 	 /106

"2 a 1 

+
CtL )

+ L2
I's

so that
M
	 2_	

and

Inn 2	 T0.

This expression shows that the lowest noise figure is obtained in
two ways: by choosing a cutoff frequency we much larger than the
signal frequency w 1 , and by cooling the varactor and the possible
load in the no-load circuit. Also, the noise figure's minimum
value is obtained by choosing R L2 = 0.

It is naturally very advantageous to obt;-- y ;i low noise without
cooling, and in this way it is meaningful to utilize varactors
with high cutoff frequencies. In [7], the absolute upper limit
for fc is estimated at 10 4 to 10 5 GHz, and [8] reports that GaAs
varactors with fc > 2000 GHz have been developed. (It should be
observed here that fc is calculated from an impedance measurement
at relatively low frequency, normally in the X-band. Surface ef-
fects, however, cause the varactor losses to increase signifi-
cantly at very high frequencies and lead to the corresponding re-
duction in fc . This problem can possibly be solved by coating
the varactor surface with gold up to the active pn junco ...)
If one assumes that fc = 3000 GHz is an obtainable value and if
one sets m = 0.33, the following results are obtained for an X-
band amplifier: f2/f1 = 100 and MMmin = 0.02, or, that F = 1.02
0.1 dB or Te = 60K. However, this would require a pumping fre-
quency of 101 f 1 = 1010 GHz, and the no-load circuit at 1000 GHz
can hardly be separated from the pumping circuit. These figures
show that the minimum noise factor cannot possibly be reached in
practice. With fc = 300 GHz, we obtain f2/f 1 = 9 and Mmin , 0.2;
in other words, F = 1.2 = 0.8 dB or Te =600K. These requirertients
are fully realizable. These breakdown calculations show that a /107
noise factor of 1 dB should be oi^;:ained with an X-band amplifier
at room temperature. At 1 GHz, the minimum noise factor is sev-
eral tenths of a decibel. In this case circulation damping is
assumed to zero, whereas it will normally increase the noise
factor by only about 0.2 dB.
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To obtain extremely low internal noise in a parametric 	 R"

3

_	 amplifier it is usually most appropriate to cool the varactor
diode.	 The expression for the noise figure M shows that it is 	 ::L
proportionate to the diode temperature Td, naturally under the
condition that m and fc do not change with the temperature. 	 This
last requirement is hardly fulfilled in all varactors, but highly
doped diodes, especially of GaAs, have been developed which
function without deterioration at tem peratures as low as 4°K.	 At	 =	 =;"x
the low noise temperatures which are obtained in this manner,
several phenomena are now exhibited which in the uncooled amplifier
were without meaning.	 In the cooled state, however, they are
very significant.	 If, for example, the varactor is pumped so that	 t;
a direct current to is produced,	 [6] shows that the noise temper-- 	 .:
ature will increase a minimum of	 -

a^ 1	elm
t]T	 (3 + 2 -p-}

a	
are	

2(w 1a )21t G-
.'.	 L

(when fl = 4 GHz, 3 ° K/pA is a typical value for GaAs and 25 ° K/uA
is typical for Si) .

The heating of the varactor's active junction due to absorbed
-	 pumping power is also very significant for the noise temperature. 	 -	 i=

This is discussed at length in 	 [61 and the most important	 '='A
consequences are that:	 E``

:k	 1.	 The optimal frequency ration f2/fl for minimum noise will
be much lower than in an uncooled am-plif ier. .	 The value is ^:.
dependent on the varactor's heating, fc and m, but will lie

.;ry	 between 2 and 5.

2.	 An effective heat sink in the varactor diode will be very
significant in obtaining minimum noise._,":

.. 3.	 An optimized, cooled load in the no--load circuit can 	 /108
reduce the noise up to 20% in comparison to an unloaded
circuit.

The low noise in the cooled parametric amplifier also causes
damping in the circulator and the leads to have a much greater
effect on the total noise, especially if the damped parts are at	 -A	
room temperature.	 if the damping factor is Ll, and the temperature
of the leads (including the circulator) is tl, the damping factor
at thq output is L2, and the noise temperature in the following
stage is Tel, then the system noise temperature will be

L1 M
2 - 1)T	 + L^L2T 2

1

where Tel and 71 are the noise--temperature and the amplification
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in the parametric amplifier.	 In connection with a helium-cooled
amplifier, the circulator should definitely be cooled as well.
If, for example, Tel = 40°K, Ll = L2 m 0.3 dB, and Gl = 20 dB,
the result is that Te = 4°K.	 If the circulator were maintained
at room temperature,. however, Te would rise to approximate I--
25'K.	 in connection with a liquid nitrogen cooled amplifier, the'''
worsening is not so large if the circulator is not cooled. 	 This
is due to the fact that the losses in a cooled circulator are =A
normally larger than in one at room temperature..	 If Ll = 0.3 dB
in a cooled circulator, Ll = 0.1 dB can be obtained in a
circulator at room temperature. 	 This results in about the same
Te.

In addition to the noise factor, the bandwidth of the para-
metric amplifier is also very significant in its utilization. 	 A i

calculation of the amplification-bandwidth product,F B, using the'_ '.
above expression for the amplification, gives the bandwidth for
a single-tuned circuit with a varactor without parasitic elements.
When m = 0.33 and we/wl= 30, such a calculation yields a maximum
bandwidth of 10% at G = 20 dB, and nearly 30% at G = 10 dB_ 	 If
m is increased to 0.5 and we/wl to 60 ; the maximum bandwidth will =`
be approximately 14% at G = 20 dB and approximately 40% at R,:a

G = 10 dB.	 This requires that the ratio we/wI	 is 0.7 and 0.5,
respectively, times the value whichp	 y,	 produces the lowest noise. `J
In other words, a certain deterioration in the noise factor must /309 sr °'``
be accepted in order to obtain the largest bandwidth. 	 These
calculations indicate that bandwidths of approximately 30% should
be obtained, in every case throu7h the cascade-coupling of several
stages with relatively low amplification at each stage.

A more complete calculation of the bandwidth, taking into
account the varactor's parasitic elements and the necessary band-
pass filters, has been done in [9] and several typical numerical
results are shown in [6].	 From these it is taken that the
maximum bandwidth will diminish rapidly above the varactor's
series-resonance frequency, which at present in a diode capsule °
is around 10 GHz.	 With a single-tuned signal circuit and G = 20 dB,:
the bandwidth is approximately 1% 4.n the X-band and 3% in the x -"=
S--band.	 Multiple tuning of the signal circuit can at most
increase these values to 15% and 25%, respect4vely. 	 However, by
constructing a balanced varactor -pals with multiple-tuning, (_
maximum values of 20% in the X-?sand and 40 00 in the S-band can be
reached.	 (The two adjacent varactors in this type of amplifier
create	 a series-resonance circuit for the no-load frequency and;.''
work in parallel at the signal. frequency.	 The no-load circuit w

•will in an	 case be very broadbanded and the no-load fr equency isY	 Y	 q	 Y ^ .	 . ^i^-.
chosen to be equal to the varactors' series--resonance frequency. :;e:. Ep^:`

if the amplification is reduced and several amplifier stages are
used to produce the desired total amplification of approximately
20 dB, bandwidths of 50% in the L- and S-bands and approximately s
30% in the X-band should be possible. 	 Several examples of broad- ;`

5.^
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f 1 	G	 of
GHz	 dB	 %
	

Comments
	 Reference

1 19 20 1	 varactor,	 2 stages, double--tuning. 	 32	 in	 [61
2 20 40 Varactor -pair, 4 stages, double-tuning.	 36
4 16 15 1	 varactor,	 1 stage, double-tuning.	 33
9 19 5 1 varactor,	 1 sta3e, double-tuning.	 35

k;;u 18 19 1 l	 varactor,	 1 stage, double-tuning.	 [10]

(Between 1958 and 1962 parametric amplifiers of the
	

/110
transient-wave type, with several varactor stages, were both
theoretically and practically investigated. Despite the fact
that large bandwidth could be obtained in principle in this
manner, the construction of the amplifiers was so complicated
that they never became, and probably never will become of
practical significance.)

As the expression for the am plification shows, its constant
will mainly depend upon holding the pumping power, in other words
m, constant. A parameter for the amplification  stability can be
defined in the following manner

m2S2

GS da/a rased a = td1WP(RG + Rs RL2 + Rs

It is shown in [5] that GS is minimized when R 12 = 0 and is
approximately proportionate to/ -C;. The change in amplification is
typically 0.1 dB when G = 20 dB with a 0.01 dB change in the
pumping power. The best way to improve the amplification stability
is to reduce G and to use several stages to obtain the desired
total amplification.

Relatively wide banded pumping and no-load circuits are
required so that small changes in the pumping frequency shall not
caange G. This requirement is usually fulfilled. All small
changes in the circuit dimensions resulting from temperature
changes or vibrations can also change G.	 Therefore, the circuits fi
are designed as small and stable as possible, and by cooling the
circulator and other circuits to a certain constant temperature,
improved amplification stability is obtained, since all expansion
with temperature variation is eliminated.

The dynamic range of an uncooled parametric amplifier,
calculated from the noise level within 1 MHz bandwidth and at 1 dB

.j	 amplification compression, is typically around 80 dB. 	 The
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corresponding saturation level at the output is -20 to -10 dBm.

Future Development of the Parametric Amplifier 	 1111

it has already been shown that there are many problems in
maintaining extremely low noise in uncooled amplifiers:

1. The requirement that varactors have very low Losses at
millimeter-wave frequencies is difficult to fulfill.

2. The high necessary pe.,mping frequency is a drawback.

3. Filtration problems in separating close pumping and
no-load frequencies.

The rapid devalopment of cooling techniques, which has
already resulted in compact, reliable cooling apparati for temper-
atures down to 20°K, gives strong support to the increased
utilization of cooled parametric amplifiers. The noise temper-
ature will not be any lower than what has already been obtained,
bu:: the technical performance will be improved through more
compact cooling and amplification units, producing low noise and
large bandwidth, and through the utilization of solid-state
oscillators as pump sources. A parametric amplifier cooled to
20°K, followed by another amplifier at room temperature,
produces a total noise temperature of approximately 25 0 K. If the
first amplifier is cooled to 4.2°K and a secon4 to 20°K, the total
noise temperature will be 4°K. The varactor diode's character-
istics must be improved in order to achieve close to maximum band-
width simultaneously with low internal noise. Large bandwidth
requires high pumping (large m) but at the same time the pump-
heating of she varactor must be avoided by improving the heat
sink and by reducing the loss resistance at low temperatures.

It is assumed to be likely that in any case, parametric
amplifiers cooled to 20°K, in connection with a decrease in the
varactor's parasitic reactances and the utilization of balanced
varactor pairs in several stages, will display the following
bandwidth in 1985:

Frequency

1	 - 4 GHz
8 - 12 GHz

15 - 20 GHz
30 - 40 GHz

Bandwidths

40%
20%
10%
3%

The possibilities of constructing parametric amplifiers for /112
very high frequencies will be limited by the availability of
pump oscillators. if one assumes that these will be developed up
to 300 GHz, and use a no-Load-signal ratio of 3 (for a cooled
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amplifier), the maximum signal frequency will be approximately
75 GHz. Such an amplifier will, however, only have good noise
characteristics if the signals are fed without phase information
into both the partially overlapping signal and no-load channels.
For example, this is the case in radio astronomical measurements,
in which the signal consists of broadband noise. In other cases,
the noise factor is increased by 3 dB.

Parametric amplification at even higher frequencies can
possibly be realized by using a Josephson junction operating
simultaneously as a pump oscillator instead of a varactor 1111.
The Josephson current is not expected to contribute any noise,
and low noise operation at approximately 300 GHz is theoretically
possible. The Josephson junction has been shown to function as
an oscillator at 8,000 GHz (see the section on the Josephson
oscillator), but at levels over 1,000 GHz a normal, noise--
generating tunnel current begins to flow. Therefore, low noise
amplification can be expected at pumping frequencies up to that
level.

Since the circulator-coupled parametric amplifier has been
the main topic here, it is of interest to know if the circulator
causes any frequency limitations. In the lower frequency range,
there already exists circulators which function well down to
0.1 GHz. With regard to very high frequencies, [121 mentions
that circulators for 94 GHz and 220 GHz have been produced.
However, the losses can be assumed to be larger than desirable at
these high frequencies. Octave bandwidths are already common for
frequencies up to the X-band and it will probably be relatively
easy to maintain at all frequencies circulator bandwidths larger
than the parametric amplifier+s bandwidth. This shows that the
circulator will not limit the performance of the parametric
amplifier, with the exception of a noise factor which can be
significant at extremely high frequencies.

A two-port parametric amplifier without circulator and with /113
non--reciprocal amplification characteristics has already been
built [13, 141. Two stages are normally used, one for the up-
conversion and one for the down-conversion of the frequency,
together with a feed-back coupling from the second to the first
stage. However, all such couplings have a tendency to be narrow-
banded and therefore are not expected to be very significant,
especially since circulators can be manufactured in very
miniaturized form and directly integrated in, for instance,
stripline circuits.

In certain applications, the use of a narrow band, but
electronically-tunable amplifier can be significant. If a certain
deterioration of the noise factor is allowable and the need for
rapid tuning is not too large, this operation can be easily
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obtained by coupling a tunable Y1C filter before a broadband
parametric amplifier. It should be pointed out here that narrow-
band, electronically--tunable, frequency-conversion low noise
amplifiers have been constructed, and that they could be of
greater significance in the future. Upper and lower sideband
frequency converters with broadband pumping circuits, but narrow
band sideband circuits, are treated in [15]. By tuning the
pumping frequency, the signal frequency can be tunei up to an
octave. Even larger tuning ranges, possibly several octaves at
low frequency, might be possible. Another method is given in
[161. A broadband, low amplification is achieved through
frequency conversion in the upper sideband and a narrowband, high
additional amplification is achieved regeneratively through
tuning a circuit at the lower sideband (in other words, the no-
load circuit). A varactor-tuned no-load circuit could in this
way produce an electronically-tunable signal frequency.
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The Tunnel Diode Amplifier

The development of the tunnel diode and the physical
phenomena which explain its function have already been treated
in connection with the tunnel diode oscillator. The negative
resistance produced when an appropriate direct voltage is
applied to the tunnel diode can naturally be utilized in a
reflection amplifier. A circulator-coupling is almost always
usedto separate the feeding and the amplified signal, and to
give good stability against impedance variations in the source
impedance.

To calculate the characteristics of the tunnel diode
amplifier the equivalent circtl i i- in figure 18 is used.

C o . V&	 Y^ AK Td R5 i

Le

.?	 Lg .

s

Signal source Resonant Tunnel 	 Forward bias
circulator	 circuit	 diode	 and stabilizing

load	 admittance	 circuit

FIGURE 18.

/115

The voltage supply and stabilizing circuits on the right side of
the figure have no'effect on the high--frequency circuit within
the amplifier'-.s band because of the construction of the band
stop filter. RS is coupled in to the high-frequency circuit out-
side of the amplifier band and loads the diode so that no oscillations
can occur.

If the diode's parasitic elements, Rs and Ls are ignored, the /116
reflection amplification can be written
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At the resonance frequencym	
i	

and with high
amplification (Zo Rj )	 °

4R2
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A calculation of the bandwidth yields 2am = (R •̂ .- Zo ) /R4Cj.
Therefore, the amplification-bandwidth product^GB = 1/,,ajcj.

Through the utilization of special band--widening circuits,
built as bandpass filters and placed between the diode and the
load, the reflection coefficient and the amplification can be
held nearly constant within a much wader band. Calculations in
[1] show that the utilization of 2, 8, and an infinite number of
impedance devices produce respectively approximately 2, 7 and 10
times greater/GB than a single-tuned circuit. These _, re the
cut-off values which apply when Rs and Ls are very small. In
particular, the effect of an appreciable a will be to reduce the
bandwidth.

The tunnel diode amplifier's noise factor can be calculated
with the help of the noise sources identified in figure 18. In
part, the tunnel diode series resistance produces a thermal noise
voltage, Vs , and the current le prouces through the junction
layer a fluctuation noise current (1d)	 le is composed of two
opposing currents, each of which produces an equally large noise
factor. Within the diode's negative resistance region, the
current is completely dominant in one direction and one can set
le = 3:0 = the direct current through the diode. The noise
calculations are most easily done in a series circuit (2) (in
which the parallel combination of ^-R and Cj is included in the /117
equivalent series resistance --Re, Mh the noise voltage (inReRj)1
and the sum of all the reactances set at 0) . The noise factor
definition

r	 total noise in Zo
0

el

results in , r1 1-	
R 

°
2)

J r
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where the diodes resis tive cutoff frequency

T7XZ 
r 2aR^G'a

under the condition that the amplif ication is high and the
diode has a standard temperature To = 300 0K. The lowest noise
factor is obt;,,,ined by minimizing the noise constant e1oRj/2kTo =
20IoRj and the ratios Rs/Rj and f/fr. Rs/Rj is typically
around 0.1 and f/fr is rarely chosen at less than 0.25, since the
difficulties in stabilizing the amplifier against undesirable
oscillations would then be too large. Thus, the denominator adds
approximately l dB to the noise factor. The value of the noise
constant depends upon which semiconductor is used, but also to a
certain degree and in an unknown manner, upon the construction of
the diode itself. The lowest values obtained were 0.7 to 0.86
for GaSb, 1.2 for Ge and 1.5 for GaAs, which should lead to a
noise factor on the order of 3.3 dB, 4.3 dB and 4.9 dB,
resPectively. InAs and In.Sb semiconductors have several
properties which are favorable for low noise factors [3] . Among
other things, the high mobility yields a small Rs and the small
band gap contributes to a low R-. Unfortunately , the band gap
is so small that the diffusion current makes operating at room
temperature impossible. However, cooled tunneled diodes made
from these materials with very low noise factors are possible.
Isolated tests with cooled tunneled diode amplifiers have already
been reported [4]. Ge tunnel diodes were successfully cooled
down from 3.00 to 80 0K, and in so doing the noise factor (at 1.3 GHz)
was reduced from 4.9 to 3.1 dB. This relatively large reduction
is difficult to explain. It can be shown that if the tunnel diode's
temperature Td deviates from To, the numerator in the expression
for the noise factor will have the extra term

RS	/118
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With the normal values Rs /R . = 0.1 and f/fr = 0.25, and with
Td = 0, this term will yield a maximum reduction in the-thermal
noise on the order of -0.166 This should reduce the noise factor
in Ge by 0.3 dB, while a reduction of 1.8 dB was measured. The
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cooking changes Rj insignificantly and the product RjSo was nearly
constant. These figures show that the fluctuation noise must for
some reason diminish with the temperature. The results of any
investigations showing how the fluctuation noise changes with
temperature have yet to be published. This means that it is
difficult at present to evaluate the improvements in the noise
factor which could be obtained by cooling the tunnel diode. By
using a semiconductor with a small band gap, Rj should be
reduced.to one-third of its value in GaSb, 	 if one assumes at :'4
least as large a reduction of Rs, a noise factor of. around 1.8 dB
should be obtained with normal fluctuation noise, and a possible
reduction in fluctuation noise resulting from the low temperature
should then lead to a value of around 1 dB.

The use of the methods discussed above for reducing the noise
factor necessarily entail a drawback in the form of reduced out-
put power from the amplifier.	 As in the previously discussed • 4

tunnel diode oscillator, the maximum output power is proportionate
to the-diode's peak current and the difference between the
valley-voltage and the peak voltage. 	 But a low value for the
noise constant requires both low battery current, and therefore
low peak current, and a small band gap, corresponding to a small
difference between the valley voltage and the peak voltage, 	 If
the attempt is made, without regard to the noise factor, to
maximize the output power in connection with a certain semi- ^l
conductor, the peak current must be increased as much as possible.
The upper limit is then set by the stability requirements for the /119
tunnel diode, which according to [5] can be written as

'fihl'

L	 R8 <	 (when S is close to one).
R2	 R]

If i'lie expression for the amplification-bandwidth product
is introduced and 1p max is set approximately equal 1/(Rj min), 	 4
the stability requirement can be written as [6]:

Ip max constant <
aFMLs

Thus, small values for/_GB and Ls at the same time produce higher
peak current. The relationship between the constants for GaAs,:.j
Ge and GaSb is 1:0,5:0.27. If the maximum voltage modulation is
taken into account, the relationship between the respective semi- 	 ti
conductor's maximum output power will be 1:0.2:0.08. 	 a

WAM
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factor and a high output power level (large dynamic region), one
can build the first amplifier stage with a Ge or GaSb diode and
the second stage with a GaAs diode. 	 In this manner a dynamic
region of approximately 84 dB is created (as normally calculated
from the noise effect within 1 MHz and up to the 1 dB compression
level).	 The maximum value of 90 dB. given in [7]	 should be
reached with a final stage containing two push-pull diodes.

Tunnel diode amplifiers have so far been built for frequencies
up to 20 GHz.	 The maximum frequency must naturally lie under
the diode's resistive cut-off frequency fr and to obtain an
acceptable noise factor it should be at least three times lower.
To obtain high frr, the product RjC	 must be minimized, and it
has been shown to decrease exponenLally with increased doping.
Since oscillations in the diode must be avoided 	 it is necessary	 /120
at the same time to reduce the series inductance about as much as
R,Cj.	 From the invention of the tunnel diode in 1958 until 1964,
fr reached the level of 4 GHz and between 1964 and 1966 it
increased to 50 GHz.	 Diodes with fr up to 30 GHz could according
to the catalog data have L. equal to 0.3 nH, but at fr equal to
40 to 50 GHz, Ls decreases co 0.1 nH.	 It is mentioned in 161
that series inductances down to 0.02 nH have been realized, which
with a rough approximation would make poss i ble stable diodes with
fr values up to 150 GHz.	 As was mentioned earlier, tunnel diode
oscillators already operate around 100 GHz.	 With the above line
of reasoning it is likely that tunnel diode amplifiers will be
made useful up to 30 to 50 GHz. 2 Z

The results of the possible further development of the tunnel
diode and the adherent amplifier can be summarized as follows:

Bandwidth.	 With/GB	 I/R-C- - fr, and for practical reasons 1_ 3

-Tthe relation	 0.3 fr, one oZtlins B - f, in other words that
the percentage bandwidth is constant, independent of the
frequencies.	 However, the diode's parasitic reactances will
influence this relationship and reduce the bandwidth further as
frequency increases. 	 It follows from the stability criteria that,
for example, the series inductance must be reduced about the same
factor as fr (and f) isincreased by.	 One can therefore assume that
a future amplifier for the 50 GHz level will have about the same
bandwidth as an X-band amplifier today. 	 The decreased parasitic
reactances will of course also increase the bandwidth at lower
frequencies.	 Considering that today's single-tuned tunnel diode
amplifiers have approximately 10% bandwidth between 1 and 10 GHz
with moderate amplification (10 to 15 dB), the following forecast
can be madet

The use of a moderate number of broadband circuits in
combination with reduced parasitic reactances will lead to
at least 60% (octave) bandwidth in the L and S-bands, 40%
in the X-band and 10% to 13% within the range of 30 to 50 GHz.
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Noise factor. Any great improvements of the noise factor	 /121
	~.	 in uncoo a tunne amplifiers are not to be expected. rn the

expression for the noise `factor, the ratio f/fr will remain`'

	

f;	 about the same, Rs/Rj . can possibly be reduced somewhat, but will

	

b:	 increase with increasing frequency, and the noise constant can
possibly be made somewhat smaller than at the present. This can 	 `#
lead to a reduction of about l dB in the noise factor for 1969,
which according to [71 at 1, 10 and 18 GHz is 3, 5 and 7 dB.

r+	 Thus, by 1985 the following noise factor values could be reached:

f in GHz	 r in dB

	

^`	 1	 2

	

.10	 3

	

20	 5

	

40	
}	 a

F °, =	 l

 
ti A further reduction in the noise factor in liquid nitrogen	 .^

cooled tunnel diodeamplifiers is obtained in two ways: through
the use of semiconductors with small band gaps, and with an
experimentally-confirmed extra reduction of the noise constant.
The total reduction in noise as a result of this is hard to
estimate, but can be assumed to lead to a noise factor which is
at least 1 dB lower than in the table above. Another advantage 	 .`
with cooling is that the tunnel diode's constant temperature
results in a more stable amplification function. 	 x.

	

y `'	 it is also possible that a superconducting tunnel diode will
be fully developed by 1985. This would consist of one tin and 	 ^.'
one aluminum electrode separated by a thin oxide la yer (but not

4	 so thin that Josephson-tunneling occurs) and is calculated to
produce a noise temperature of approximately 4 oK [ 81 in a	

p

helium-cooled amplifier. However, the level of output power would
be very low, on the order of -60 dBm and such a diode is not
expected to be able to operate at such a high frequency as a
normal tunnel diode, but could still be useful within the lower
microwave range.

i-
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The Maser Amplifier
	 /123

The possibility of producing high-frequency energy amp-
lification by stimulated emission in an excited atom or mo-
lecular system was first discussed in 1953 by Weber [1], and
later in 1955 by Basov and Prokhorov [2]. The first so-called
maser amplifier, which was based on the sorting out of excited
atomis in ammonia -gas, was built in 1955 [31, and the name
"maser" was suggested as an abbrevation of "Microwave Amplifi-
cation by Stimulated Emission of Radiation." Theories for a
continually-functioning three layer maser were published in 1955
[21 for a gas, and in 1956 [41 for a crystalline, paramagnetic
material. In contrast to the gas ~user, the solid-state maser
can operate only if the crystal is cooled to a very low temper-
ature (with liquid helium) . This will bring about the added ad-
cantage of the amplifier having an extremely low internal noise.
The first experimental results with a paramagnetic maser operating
in the X-band were published in the beginning of 1957 151. In
this case, a good connection between the high-frequency field and
the paramagnetic atoms was. obtained by placing the crystal in a
microwave cavity. However, this effective connection resulted
in a very small bandwidth ( < 0.1%). Consequently, the next im-
portant stage in the development of the maser was the construc-
tion of the traveling-wave maser [5], in which a "slow" electro-
magnetic wave in a delay line produces a broadband coupling to
the active crystal. A bandwidth of approximately 1% was then ob-
tained, and by varying the pump frequency and the magnetic field,
the signal frequency was tuned up to 20%. Furthermore, the trav-
eling-wave maser produces non-reciprocal amplification and the
feed-back damping can be easily increased by placing a number
of ferrite devices in the delay line.

The amplification mechanism in a maser has a quatum mechan-
ical basis. The atoms in a paramagnetic crystal possess a quan-
tified magnetic moment which, causes them to exist in a number of
discrete energy states or energy levels. The difference in ener-
gy between these levels varies with the outer magnetic field, and
a diagram of the energy levels appears in figure 19.
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FIGURE 19.

erma equi
librium exists at the
absolute temperature T,
the ratio between the
number of atoms, indi-
cated by N 1 , at energy
level l , and the addi-
tional number of atoms,
N21 at the nigher en-
ergy level,W2 , can be
written as:

MAGNETIC
FIELD
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N2/NI = e	 kT,

where k equals Bolzmann's constant.

Therefore, N2 < Nl in a state of equilibrium. If such a
crystal is radiated with a frequency f, possessing the photon
energy

Eh = 1,`2 -- W1

in which'h equals Planck's constant, a resonance phenomena
arises. Either a photon is absorbed and an atom makes the
transition from energy level V71 to W2r or else an atom at :level
W2 is stimulated, reducing its energy to W1 and emitting a
photon in phase with the impinging photon. There is an equal
probability that either one or the other transition shall occur
if one assumes an equal , distribution of atoms in each energy state.
In a crystal at thermal equilibrium., in which most of the atoms
are in the lower energy state, the number of atoms making the 	 /125
transition to the higher energy level will dominate, and the
crystal will absorb radiation. Due to so-called relaxation
processes., an excited atom will have a tendency to return to the
lower level after a certain time. If the relaxation process
between two levels is weak and the impinging radiation is strong,
there will be about the same number of atoms at each level. If
the powerful radiation, or pump frequency, corresponds to the
energy difference W3 - Wl in figure 19, it can be easily observed
that the number of N3 atoms at level W3 will be larger than the
number of N2 atoms at the W2 Level. (The relaxation from W3 to
W2 should then be as low as possible.) A signal frequency
f s = (W3 - W2)/h will then mainly result in transition from W3
dosan to W2, so that a net amplification is obtained through
stimulated emission,

if the amplification is high and the damping in the delay
structure is negligible, the maser's noise factor can, according
to [ 7) , be written

+	 h

kTo(1

3

According to the above expression, N2 will diminish as the crystal
temperature diminishes and when N2 << N3, a X--band maser has the
minimum vali-e Fmin = 1.002, or Te min = 0.5 0 K.	 The lowest noise

-,- temperatures obtained in practice lie around 2 to 101 K 1 81 .

The power output from a maser at 1 dB amplification compres-
sion is approximately -25 dBm [ 81 .
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The frequency ranee within which the maser is usable is
nearly unlimited. Within themicrowave range r maser amplifiers
have been built between 1 and 70 G1-1z (8 , 9 1 . As predicted by
Schawlow and Townes (101 in 1958, the principle,of the maser is
applicable within both the visible and the infrared portion of
the spectrum. During the last decade, very extensive research
has been done using these ideas as a basis. The main attempt
has been to porduce coherent oscillations. Such oscillators are /126
calked lasers, with the L standing for light (as opposed to the
"bi" in microwave). The active media in a laser can be either a
gas or a liquid, to which pump power: is brought in the form of
incoherent light. However, semiconductor crystals which are
pumped with a direct current have also been utilised. Laser
techniques are not within the scope of this report, and are
mentioned here only as indicative of the possibility of
increasing the maser's frequency range.

Future Development of the Maser

The maser's most important characteristic, its extremely
low internal noise, is already so close to an absolute minimum
that further improvements are not possible in the amplification
mechanism itself. one major disadvantage is that most of the
useful masers to date require cooling with liquid helium in
order to be functional.. Since cooling techniques appear to be
developing rapidly and will possibly soon result in compact,
reliable, but not inexpensive cooling apparatus for temperatures
as low as 4 0K, this drawback will probably become less significant.
Given the state of current cooling techniques, 200K can be set

as the lowest temperature obtainable using relatively inexpensive,
small and reliable cooling systems. This and other reasons has
led to the development of the maser amplifier, which operates at
relatively high temperatures (up to 78 0K) . If, however, a micro-
wave oscillator is used as the pump source, the maser's noise
temperature will rise to the same level as the crystal temperature
and furthermore, bandwidth will be reduced. According to [111,
it is still possible to obtain very low internal noise at
increased crystal temperatures by using so-called optical pump:l ag

via a laser. This is to be seen as a very likely line of
development since optical pumping must also be used to develop
maser amplifiers for frequencies up to the sub-millimeter range.

'

	

	 The maser's major disadvantage, its small bandwidth , is
directly dependent upon and limited by the width of the levels
describing the energy state of the system of atoms. Despite an
intensive investigation of various crystal material, nothing has /127
been round in over ten years to Expand the amplifier bandwidth by
more than a few percentage points at most. It seems therefore
very likely that the maser will. continue to be a narrowband
amplifier. Even with possible improvements in the crystal structure,
a 10% bandwidth is assumed to be the upper limit.

.t
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/1 28Other Low Noise Solid-State Amplif iers

The function of circulator-coupled avalanche and Gunn
diodes as broadband amplifiers was discussed in the chapter on
oscillators. These amplifiers so far have high noise factors
in the X-=band of approximately 30 d3 for a GaAs avalanche diode
and approximately 15 dB for a Gunn diode with domain suppres-
sion. Since an avalanche diode with a Schottky barrier contact
was reported at the 1970 MOGA conference to yield 10 dB lower
FM noise than what is normal for an oscillator, it is assumed
that significantly lowered factors will beobtained in an am-
plifier coupling. Also, a Gunn diode with domain suppression
should yield a lower noise factor through increased homogene-
ity and improved contacts. Future diodes, especially developed
for low noise amplification, will probably produce amplifiers
with a noise factor of 5 to 10 dB. Particularly low internal
noise can therefore not be expected from these types of ampli-
fiers, but they are still of great interest since they can be
used at very high frequencies and furthermore, are of the broad-
band type. Both Gunn and avalanche diode amplifiers should have
upper cutoff frequencies of approximately 150 to 200 GHz. It is
estimated that bandwidths of 30 to 67% will be reached, and
possibly more when several diodes are included in the amplifier.

A Summarizing Forecast for Low Noise Amplifiers

Based on the previous discussions, the noise temperatures
for various low noise amplifiers in 1985 are shown as a function
of frequency in figure 20. Figure 20 shows that the maser has	 M
the lowest noise temperature, but that the helium--cooled para-
metric amplifier is only insignificantly worse in this respect
and has significantly harger bandwidth u p to approximately 20 GHz.
At higher frequencies, the maser produces Larger bandwidth and
between 50 and 300 GHz, it might be the only available low noise
amplifier. Helium-cooled amplifiers should remain very expen-
sive. However, it is possible that optical pumping will make
the maser less expersive by allowing temperatures around 200K.
The parametric amplifier can be constructed for any temperature
between room temperature and 4oK, and one can envision a helium--
cooled amplifier continuing to operate with a non-functioning

	
/129

cooling system with only a somewhat: higher noise factor as a re-
sult. By using a diode oscillator, the pumping source necessary
for a parametric amplifier will become very inexpensive and com-
pact.

Both regular and cooled tunnel diode amplifiers will have 	 /130
somewhat higher noise than parametric amplifiers. In spite of
this, they could be of use when extreme miniaturization and low
driving power is needed, in which case the smaller dynamic range
would not be significant.
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This demands for only moderately low noise factors in com-

bination with the desire for Large bandwidth, the transistor•
amplifier will dominate up to approximately 20 GHz, at which
point the Gunn and the avalanche diode will take over and poss-
ibly produce amplification up to a.)proximately 150 to 200 GHz.
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0.1	
1 1Q .100	 f -in GHz

rjeeNoise factor F = 1 + Approximate per-
centage bandwidth

ATT = avalanche diode amplifier 30 - 67%
Gunn = Gunn	 11 91

- 67%
TDF = tunnel	 if " 10 - 67%
Tr = transistor amplifier 40 - 120%
PF = parametric 1 - 40%
M = maser amplifier 5 - 10%

Figure 20. Noise temperature as a function of fre-
quency for various types of low-noise amplifiers in
1985.
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Completely new experiments with helium-cooled field-affect 	 ^^ {
transistors indicate that in 1935 the cooled transistor ampli-
fier could possibly produce somewhat lower noise than indicated
by the PF curve in figure 20.
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Frequency Conversion

Up-Converters for the.upper Side band

.Up-converters for high output power have become somewhat
significant in connection with the building of microwave-range
.ink	 couplings solely with semiconductor components. In this
case, the signal coming into a repeater is mixed down to an
intermediate frequency, with which a transistor amplifier can
easily produce the desired power amplification. Afterwards,
frequency conversion occurs using the mixing function of a
varactor diode whose local oscillator can be either a Gunn or
avalanche type.

/,131

1 Zf the intermediate frequency is written f1 , the oscillator
or pumping frequency as f.,

-
 and the output frequency as f3, then

for an upper sideband up-converter fl + f2 = f3. The conversion
also produces a power amplification close the value of f3 /f 1 for
a loss-free varactor. An up-converter for the lower sideband is
characterized by the condition f2 - f1 _ f3 and by an amplification
which can be increased arbitrarily up to the oscillation limit.
However; the former converter is preferred because of its higher
stability, and since f3 is normally much smaller than f3, suffi-
cient amplification is stir obtained.

Since the intermediate frequency f 1 consists of a modulated
signal, it naturally has a certain bandwidth and can be described
by a spectral function f7(f) centered around f 1 . In absolutely
distortion-free conversion, a frequency displacement occurs in
the input spectrum so that the output spectrum can be written

in which k equals the conversion amplification.

1k is a constant in an ideal converter. However, in practice
k will vary for several reasons and, as a result, cause 'a certain
frequency distortion. Among other things, the low-pass filter for
f1 and the band-pass filter for E3 will produce a certain change 	 /132
in the amplitude of both the input and the output signals within
the medium-frequency bandwidth. Since the amplification is pro-
portionate to f 3/f 1 , the amplification must vary somewhat within
the band, especially with large medium-frequency bandwidths.
Furthermore, the signal reflected by the band-pass filter at the
lower sideband (and at other frequencies which might possibly arise)
will have various reactions on the varactor as the input frequency
varies, which will also produce variations in amplification.
Finally, a varying power level in the medium--frequency signal can
change the varactor's medium-frequency impedance and, therefore,
amplification. Naturally, this effect will only be exhibited if
the medium-frequency power is so large that it is not negligible

11i



The last influence w
i
ll not be significant in an up-converter

which must fulfill a very high linear requirement. Themedium-
frequency power.must then, in any case, be..kept very low so that
undesirable intermodulation products are not created by the numerous
input signals which, in such cases, are usually present. Up-
converters of . this type, made with extremely good linearity for
use in communication satellites are described in [1]. Both out-
put power and conversion efficiency will then be low, I MW and
10%r respectively. Within a ±40 MHz band centered around 4165 MHz,
the variation in amplification was only x-0.1 dB. The M-F fre-
quency was centered around 80 MHz. Such a low-level converter is
always used in combination with a post-connected travelling--wave
tube.

If the requirements for low distortion and a large bandwidth
are not too great, an.up-converter for the upper sideband can
produce enough output power to make a post-amplifier unnecessary.
The dimension curves for such an up-converter,, optimized for maxi-
mum output power, are shown in [2]. The most important curves
have been reproduced in Figures 21 and 22. Figure 21 shows the
noiilalized maximum output power

TR3.

P.
21r 3f '(V^; . ;_ "^D)
. _ B: - 1.

as a function of f3/fc, where

PUTS = the output power at f3-

Smax	 the varactor's maximum elasticity.. If the varactor's
lowest j . unction capacitance is written as Cj minithen

C

Vb	 the varactor's breakdown voltage.

the contact pot6ntial equal 0.5 V for silicon.

fc	 1/(2 Rs Cj min) = the varactor's cutoff frequency
with the forward bias -Vb, where Rs	 the varactor's
series resistance.

It can then be written that

3	 when Vs >>

P'LPE 15
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FIGURE 21.

The conversion efficiency from f Z to f3 is obtained from fi-
gure 21, in which it is also given as a function of f 3/f , under
the condition that f 1 is much smaller than f. 2 , so that f2/f 3 = i.

FIGURE 22.
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By using the empirically determined relationship between
VB and rs, the value for fe and the maximum power loss, which
is given in Figure 6--A and B in the chapter headed "The Frequency
Multiplier," the forecasted values for PUT3 can be calculated.
-directly, if one proceeds from the forecast curves in the figure.
The calculation is done using the lowest possible fc (in other
words, highest VB) which gives a permissible loss level in the
varactor. It is shown then that maximum output power is obtained
with relatively low efficiency. The results of such a breakdown
calculation are presented in Table 7.

Table 7. Calculated maximum power output from a frequency
converter, 1985.

f 3	 f 	 PIN2	 n	 PUT3 Loss corrected

GHz GHz W	 o	 :.T	 PUT2 in W

	

1	 20 170	 45	 75	 68

	

3	 50 100	 35	 35	 30

	

10	 120	 65	 23	 15	 11
50 350	 20	 10	 2	 1

1	 150	 653	 10	 5	 0.5	 0.1

r

As with the frequency multiplier, if one introduces a circuit /135
efficiency, decreasing from 0.97 at 1 GHz to 0.65 at 150 GHz, and

_

	

	 correct for the losses in the band--pass filter at the output with
a factor of 0.94 at 1 GHz down to 0.34 at 150 GHz, the result is
the loss-corrected values for output power furthest to the right
in the table. -(The filter losses are estimated based on a damping
value 0.45 dB in the S°-band.) The corresponding forecast curve
is shouin in Figure 23. It applies to a fully--tuned varactor with
an abrupt junction.

By overdriving the varactor, the output power should be
several times larger. The overdriven up-converter for the upper
sideband is treated in [3, 4]. According to [3], the maximum
output power can be written

f 2
P0l3 R - ^ , when VB >> 4) and f3 « fc

_r.. s

in which g equals the normalized power output, corresponding to
p in [2]

The conversion efficiency can be written

n ^ -!m^ e 7MU3/fe) if f3 « fc,

Op,iGIN R Q
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FIGURE 23.

if the ratio f^ /fc is large enough to make 	 small, the obtained
power output will be corrected by a factor of (1 + 2 )/3.

Using the assumption that f3 >> fl, the results of the cal-
culations in [3] show that a varactor with an abrupt junction
produces maximum power 0 = 28 •10-3 W with a a	 20.	 If
PINT « PIN2, the power output can be written

pains	 Pd: asP
UT3	 ? - 3 ea^f3^^cn

in which Fdisc equals the allowable losses. A,
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Both of the expression above for the output power yield ..
the following equality

cti.ss
2$ 4 10-3 3	 o .

^G Jo 
.f31

With the help of Figures 6-A and B in the chapter titled
"The Frequency Multiplier," the VB values which satisfy this
equasion can be calculated.	 Rs, fc and Pdiss are all functions	 =.
of VB according to this statement. 	 After the maximum powers
obtained through these calculations are multiplied by the correction
factor (1 + 2 )/3,  we obtain:

fUT3	 fC	 P1N2	 PUT3	
Loss corrected PUTS	 /137

GHz	 GHz	 W	 W	 in W

1	 45	 220	 110	 100
10	 250	 60	 20	 15

150	 140:1	 6	 0.3	 0 . 't

This breakdown calculation shows that overdriving the reactor
will produce a maximum of 50% higher power output than at normal
tuning.	 The power increase is indicated by the lined area in
Figure 23.Overdriving does not increase the power output more
because of the loss limitations in the varactor. 	 It is shown in	 Y'

y

[4] that without such limitations the power output can be in-
creased by at Least five times through overdriving.	 An estimation 1'
using limited losses based upon	 [4, Figure 7 and 101 and Figure r"
6-9 and B produced the following maximum powers:

fUT3	 rc	 PIN2	 PUT3	 boss corrected PUT3 =
GHz	 GHz	 W	 W	 in W ;.:;

1	 45	 260	 180	 160

10	 200	 70	 70	 50
150	 800	 8.5	 1 .5	 0.3 

These values are assumed to be the upper limits for power output
with overdriving and they form the boundary of the lined overdriving
region in Figure 23.
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t The Mixer mode

Historically, the point-contact diode was the first semi-	 /138 y
conductor device to become significant within microwave techno-.

. logy.	 It was first used in fairly primitive application as a.
detector, but at the beginning of the 1948`s, it developed
rapidly in connection with the large interest in radar techniques,
i:n which its most important function was as a Y^ixer diode with
low internal noise. 	 From the end of the 1940's until 1968, the
mixer diode was improved only insignificantly, but around 1961, -
two new types of diodes appeared:	 the backward diode and the^ 4
Schottky-barrier or Sb diode.	 Both were characterized by having
very low flicker noise, which made them particularly in doppler
.radar.	 In the last years, mainly technological improvements have
resulted in Sb diodes for increasingly high frequencies (up to '.1
35 GHz) and point-contact diodes with increased durability for
stray pulses.

If a diode with the non-linear I-V characteristic ?^

T	 Is (eaV - 1 }

is subject to a strong local oscillation signal of amplitude V,.
and frequency w	 and a much weaker. s ignal. 	 amplitude Vq	 Y o	 9	 P	 s and
frequency cast one can easily see that a summation and differencea frequency will be treated with an amplitude proportionate to Vs
and, in addition, dependent upon the diode constants Is and
Furthermore, a direct current component proportionate to Vo and
harmonics to wo will be created.	 in calculating the character-
istics of the mixer, attention is only given to the impedance
conditions in the signal frequency 	 s, in the difference or =
intermediate frequency coo_- Ws, and the summation or image fre-
quency wo + ms.	 In the original work by [11, and in the summary
by [2). the mixer diode is treated First as a purely non-linear

1;=.

conductance, and the input conductance is calculated at signal
frequency, the output conductance at the intermediate frequency,
and the conversion losses with the high-frequency signal's con-
version to a medium-zrequency signal..	 These quantities are
shown, first of all, to be dependent upon the diode characteristic
constants Is and a, and also upon the local oscillator amplitude
Vo and the possible forward voltage VB .	 j139

In addition, they are influenced by the load conductance
which the image frequency has. 	 One usually identifies three

t
cases:

1. The image frequency has the same source impedance
as the signal, and this is called the broadband
case.
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>.7"	 2. The image frequency has no load.

3. The image frequency is short-circuited.

It is of special interest to consitute that the conversion Losses
which are normally measured according to (1) will decreased in
case (2) but increase in case (3). in case (2), therefore, a
part of the signal power converted to the image frequency will be
reflected and transferred to the intermediate frequency. Measure-
ments of point-contact diodes in [21 show that the conversion
losses can in this way be decreased from 5.4 dB to approximately
4.4 dB. (It must be observed that the mixer's medium-frequency
resistance will increase at the same time from, typically, 364
to approximately 930 a, so that the adaption to the medium-
frequency amplifier must be corrected.)

The idealized diode model discussed so.far is only valid at
low frequencies. Within the microwave range, the junction
capacitance c • and the diffusion resistance Rs become very sig-
nificant, as Ao the diode capsule's stray capacitance Cp and the
series inductance Ls. The corresponding equivalent circuit is
shown in Figure 24. In addition to a change in the high-frequency
impedance, an increase in the conversion losses also occurs, which
will be more fully discussed later.

6.s	 Rz	 Rj

-CJ

FIGURE 24.

The mixer diode's most important property, its low noise	 /140
function, is characterized by a noise factor which can be written

F = L(Fmf + t - 1)

or	 F = 10 log [L(Fmf + t - 1) ] ,

where	 L = the total conversion Loss,
t = the total normalized noise temperature,

and	 Fmf = the mid-frequency amplifier's noise factor (usually
having a standard value of 1.41 = 1.5 dB).
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The mixer's noise factor always refers to its single-channel
noise factor, unless otherwise specified. In other words, this
signifies that value which is obtained by adding 3 dB to the
measured value in a mixer which has equally-loaded signal and
image frequency channels. Naturally, measuring the noise in a
mixer with an image-frequency filter produces the single-channel
value.

L is composed of several partial losses, of which the first
described the reflection losses in the high-frequency and medium-
frequency sides. If the standing-wave ratio there is 51 and S2,
respectively, we obtain

; L = 10 ? og °^^°^ ^..... + 10 log	
4S1	 2

The earlier mentioned loss resulting from the diode's para-
sitic elements can be written [2, 31

L2 1 a log Y^R 
10 log (I + gs ^ ^ CaR$R^1 •.

Rj

R is an average value dependent upon the local oscillator power.
I •  Rj = 1/ Cj, the minimum value is obtained:

L2miu = 10 log (1 + 2WC3Rg .

The actual conversion losses in the non-linear conduc-
tance L3, are shown in [3] to be wholly determined by I'
d(log I)/d(log V), i.e., the derivitive of the I-V chacteristic
drawn on a log-log graph. In the so-called broadband case, a
point-contact diode (1N 21G) with I' = a.3 produces L3 = 4.3 dB,
while a Sb diode with I' = 8.8 produces L3 = 3.6 dB. The theo-
retical minimum limit for L3 is 3 dB in this case.

A calculation in [4] shows that an Sb diode with an un-
loaded image frequency should produce L3 = 2 dB. This should,
therefore, reduce L3 by 1.6 dB. Reductions measured so far
have been about half of this, 8.8 dB.

Since the size of the total conversion loss L =
L1 + L2 + L3 dB is now being discussed, the value of the normal-
ized noise temperature t must be examined before the noise
factor can be determined. [3] indicates that

/141
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Figure 25.

1'	 err ..	 .. 4	 .Y	 _^_^r	 -	 -	 . 1

t	 L eta{^ - 1) + 11 in the broadband case,

and	 t = L[td (L - 1) + 11 in the case of open or short-cir-
cuited image frequencies;

where

	

	
Knidtd = tLo + tw + 

f.

tLo = the noise added by the local oscillator. This can
be ignored when using a balanced mixer.

tw = the additional thermal and fluctuation noise. A
typical value for a point-contact diode is 1.2 and
for an Sb diode is 0.3.

Knld indicates the flicker or 1/f-noise, where Id is thef	 diode current in uA and f is the frequency in Hz.
The constant Kn is equal. to 1.8 Hz/uA in an Sb diode
and approximately 1000 times larger in a point-con-
tact diode, as shown in figure 25.

/142

The diode's normalized
noise temperature td in dB (with t Lo = 0)

a) Point-contact
diode

b) Sb diode

Frequency in Hz

ORIGIN
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Estimating the Lowest Possible Noise Factor for a Mixer T.

F:	 4 ,iSs

1

st;;	 The broadband case: 	 For a typical 2 GHz Sb diode, Rs - 11 ohm
and Cj = 0.8 pF.	 This yields L2 = 0.9 dB.	 L1 = 0.1 dB with

.. 	 SVF = 1.2.	 Typically, L3 = 3.6 dB.	 This makes L = 4.6 dB = 2.89.
If the flicker noise and the local oscillator noise are ignored,
we obtain td = 0.8.	 From this, we can calculate t = 0.94, and 	 y
with Fmf = 0.5 dB = 1.12, we obtain the noise factor F = 3.07 =^
4.9 dB,	 It should be observed that Fmf is assumed to be 1 dB
lower than the standard value 1.5 dB, but mid-frequency ampli-
fiers with a noise factor of 0.5 dB can al.eady be built now.

If one assumes that the product RsC j can be reduced to one-
half, then LZ = 0.5 dB.	 By further improving the I-V char-

'	 acteristic, L3 can probably be reduced down to 3.2 dB, so that
L = 3.8 dB = 2.4,	 This reduced Rs can probably produce td = 0.7.
This would make t = 0.95 and F = 2.57 = 4.1 dB,	 A noise factor
around 4 dB should, therefore, be assumed to be the lowest 	 1

r	 obtainable value.	 According to the catalog data, it is thought
F	 to be possible to hold R $Cj and, as a result, also the noise	 -E

factor close to a constant value up to the X-band. 	 With	 ',
Fmf = 1.5 dB,	 [51	 indicates the following noise factors: 	 5.5 dB	 /143	 ~."
at 3 GHz, 6.5 dB at 9.4 GHz, 7 dB at 16 GHz and 7 dB at 35 GHz.
[61 measured F = 5 dB at 10 GHz.	 These numbers are shown in
Figure 26 and a curve has been drawn the estimated F 	 valuesmin 
parallel to the measured values. 	 It is assumed that the fore-
cast values for 1985 will lie very close to the latter curve.

In the most recent contribution to the broadband mixer 	 /144	 i^`  
theory [7] , consideration has been given to ',:rye effect of the
junction capacitance varying with the LO--signal..	 It was found`'•

that this caused a reduction in the conversion losses of approx-
!..:+_,";"	 imately 0.5 dB,	 but that the noise factor for the most part

was unchanged (approximately 5.5 dB in the S-band).	 A total	 =
conversion loss of 3.3 dB was calculated, and 3.5 dB was
measured.	 A totally idealized diode with Rs = C • = 0 is assumed
to produce a noise factor of 4.8 dB at 3 GHz (wi h Fmf = 1.5 dB,
as usual) .	 m.

G'^a

The image frequency sees an open circuit:	 According to the
calculations given earlier in [4], L3 in the very best case can
decrease to 2 dB.	 For a 2 GHz diode, L2r as in the broadband
case, will be at least 0.5 dB and L = 0.1 dB. 	 This yields
L = 2.6 dB = 1.82.	 With td = 0.7, we have t	 0.87.	 If
Fmf = 0.5 dB = 1.12, the lowest possible noise factor will
be F = 1.80 = 2.6 dB.	 The signal frequency bandpass filter
which is used to reactively terminate the image frequency,Y	 produces, however, an unavoidable damping of several tenths
of a decibel, which, therefore, must be added to the F-value.
In this manner, the minimum value for the noise factor is=^.1

} t`	approximately 3 dB.	 -
t	

y
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c)	 Calculated according to [71	 for an ideal diode.
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in currently available diodes, F3 has been measured
between 2.8 and 3 dB. Using the same ccAculation as above, this
produces F = 3.3 dB, to which the filter loss must be added,
producing a total of approximately 3.7 dB.

These calculations show that an open image frequency circuit
can produce a noise factor approximately 1 dB lower than in
the broadband case.

There are only a few published results concerning measure-
ments of the noise factor in mixers with open image frequency
circuits. The minimum noise factor measured in [a] was 4.4 dB
at 6 GHz, with Fmf = 1.5 dB. Recalculating with Fmf = 1.5 dB,
the noise factor becomes approximately 3.4 dB. According to [81,
the lowest possible noise factor can also be estimated. For a
diode with a cutoff frequency around 500 GHz, a noise factor of
approximately 3.5 dB should be obtained at 5 GHz. Using
Fmf = 0.5 dB, and with the addition of a filter loss of 0.4 dB,
we obtain f = 2.9 dB, which agrees with earlier estimates.
According to unpublished results, a single-channel noise factor of /145
2 dB in the S-band was measured at MIT in 1966 using point-
contact diodes in a balanced mixer. The input filter's damping,
which in this case was 3 dB, was subtracted from the result of
the measurement. Fmf was 0.5 dB. The surprisingly low result
must be viewed with a certain reservation until it is verified
through publication. Measurements in [21 show that the noise
factor with an open image-frequency circuit, in comparison to
the bandwidth case, improves approximately 0.6 dB, for example,
from 8.5 to 7.9 dB. In this case, point-contact diodes were used.
Therefore, it can be seen as Likely that Sb diodes with lower
conversion losses should be able to exhibit corresponding
improvement of approximately 1 dB in keeping in agreement with
the above calculations.

In terms of the use of mixer diodes at very high frequencies,
where today the point-contact diode (over 50 GHz) is used
exclusively, one can expect that the Sb diode, through refined
production techniques, will be usuable almost as high up in the
frequency ;spectrum. A 50 GHz Sb diode has a junction diameter of
approximately 3 u. It should be technically possible to reduce
this value to 0.3 u, which would approach the diameter of the
very smallest points (0.1 u) in point-contact diodes. An attempt
to estimate the function of future Sb diodes over 50 GHz can be
done based upon the way in which the conversion losses in point-
contact diodes typically vary with high frequencies, as is indicated
in 1 91 . Figure 27 shows an approximate average-value curve for
measured conversion losses (the broken portion of the curve
represents an extrapolation which has some support from the
measurements presented in [ 101 ) .

if it is assumed, then, that the conversion losses in a
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Sb diode could be approximately 1 dB lower and t is set r

approximately equal to one, the noise factor F can be calculated
(using Fmj = O.S . &33. at the lower frequencies and Fmf = 1.5 dB
at the higher frequencies, where a higher mf is required). 	 The 9'
result obtained, which can be viewed as an approximate forecast
for 1.985 1 is shown in figure 28.
L in dB for po int-	 /146
contact diodes

:, •;	 . fir' t

70

k
x

^"

x = measurement points with
10 harmonic mixer in	 [101.

0	 400 200 300 IM	 Soo	 600 $ in GHz

Figure 27 f ,
For frequency conversion at very high frequencies where a	 /147

local oscillator is not feasible, the so-called harmonic mixer`
can be utilized, in which the mixer crystal produces a
sufficiently high LO-frequency through harmonic generation. 	 In
this case, however, the conversion losses and the noise factor
will be signif= icantly higher than in the previously discussed
fundamental. mixer.	 It should be noted that a laser can be }
utilized as a local oscillator at extremely high frequencies.
Experiments with point--contact diodes have been done in which

5gwavelengthfrequencies as high as 30,000 and 60,000 GHz (10 and
respectively) have been mixed 111, 12}.	 These cases have used
diodes of the metal--metal type in which a metal point with a
diameter of approximately 1,000 A is pressed against a metal plate.
Tunneling of electrons through a thin, "natural" oxide layer
between them produces a nonlinear I-V characteristic and the
possibility for mixing.

The possible future improvements in flicker noise given in
figure 25 are very hard to predict. 	 It can be speculated, however, }`
that minor improvements in these values can be expected.

J.
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Noise factor for broadband mixers
with Sb diodes.

Maximum. Power Level for a Mixer Diode

After the noise factor, the next most important characteristic
of a mixer is its durability for high signal power, partially in
terms of the saturation level and partially concerning the
significantly higher level at which the diode's characteristics
are permanently worsened.

The saturation level.. With increasing signal power, the
medium-frequency power will in the end decrease in relation to
the desired linear relationship to the signal. The signal level
which produces such a reduction or compression of l dB is
usually called the saturation level. Saturation usually occurs
when the signal power exceeds by 0.3 to 0.5 times the local
oscillator power. Therefore, increased LO-power is needed to
increase the saturation level. This, however, leads to increased
conversion losses (both L2 and L3, discussed earlier will
increase), and, as a result, to an increased noise factor.

/148

Comparing point-contact and Sb diodes shows that with increasing
LO-power, the latter maintains its lower conversion losses within
a much larger range than the point-contact diode. For example,
[3] reports that a 2 GHz Sb diode can normally be driven with
20 mW LO-power to 1 mW, and that the increase in the noise factor
is then approximately 0.5 dB, while the increase in the saturation
level is 13 dB, or to approximately +10 dBn.

Thus, it is possible to contruct a mixer with a saturations
level of 20 to 40 mW, but as the level increases, one must
accept an increased noise factor, which, therefore, exceeds the
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earlier discussed minimum values. It should be noted here that
the so-called back diode, which, since its noise characteristics
are completely comparable to those in the.Sb diode, has to this
point not been fully discussed, has a much smaller dynamic ranee.
This is because the diode begins to draw current with a polarity
opposed to the detection direction, at very low voltages. One
possible advantage in this context is that the back diode mixer
reaches maximum sensitivity at very low local oscillator power
(several tenths milliwatts) ,

The mixer diode's 20_wer durability, Since mixers are often
used in ra dar receivers! where` they are subject to stray pulses
through the TR-tube, the mixer diode's durability for short high
frequency pulses. (so-called spike leakage) is of special interest.
Therefore, a testing method was developed early (11 using a
pulse which was much shorter than the diode's thermal time constant.
It was predicted, then, that only the pulse's energy content
(measured in erg) would be deciding in terms of how the diode
was affected. The test pulse was obtained from acharged
artificial lead and its energy was chosen so that all of the
"weaker" diodes were destroyed or soon worsened by one pulse and
could be sorted out, while normal diodes were not markedly
affected. Attempts have shown that if the diodes are subject to
a large number (10 5 to 10 6 ) of such test pulses, they can only
withstand approximately ten times lower peal: energy 151.

However, practical experience from radar stations has shown /149
that the pulse test described here is not very valuable for
judging a diode's durability fo g° spike leakage. Very recent
investigations 1131 have shown instead that with high-frequency
pulses lasting 2 to 50 ns, it is the power level during the pulse
which determines how the diode is affected. This is probably
because the diode is destroyed by dielectric breakdown in the
epitaxi.al junction, which is caused by the high-frequency voltage
and, consequently, by the high-frequency power. This means,
among other things, that in radio stations where the high-frequency
pulse has a very short climbing time, so that the TR-tube does not
have time to damp its first part, diodes are destroyed
particularly easy, even if the stray pulse is very short.

To increase a diode's durability for very short pulses at
high high-frequency power, it is necessary to construct the diode
so that, at a high power level through the injection of minority
charge carriers, it quickly achieves the lowest possible high-
frequency impedance, and in this way prevent a high voltage from
building up. Special point-contact diodes with lust this quality
are beginning to be produced [131. One such diode for 16 G13z with-
stood up to 50 W during a 5 ns--lone high-frequency pulse, while
its durability for the energy of a discharge pulse can go up to
10 erg. The corresponding figures for a 16 GHz Sb diode of GaAs
are 2.0 W and 10 erg, respectively, and for a normal point-contact
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diode (1 x'78) 7.5 W and 2 erg. These numbers underscore the
possibility of developing special "spike resistant" mixer diodes
and since this development has produced tangible results in a
short time, one can expect further major improvements,
possibly also in connection with special Sb diodes. A mixer
diode could possibly be able to resist up to several hundred watts
of spike power. However, if this development does not come about,
mixer diodes can still be effectively protected by a combination
of an SM-tube and a diode limiter, which will eliminate the spike
effect.

Concerning the power durability of point-contact diodes with
pulses longer than 0.1 us, [5I presents the continuous curve
which is reproduced-in figure 29. In this case,. the diode is	 /150
destroyed through thermal over-loading. Considering that a
point-contact diode for 16 GHz is destroyed with approximately
1 W in--fed CW power, but that a special power-resistant diode
and a Sb diode can withstand up to 4 W, one should be able to
estimate the maximum powers which the latter type of diode can
withstand at various frequencies by moving the continuous curve
in figure 29 to a four-times--higher power level. The power

durability given above
Max. peak power i W	 for CW power is

-	 —	 applicable to the
witfi ^ul.ses' longer than 0. i 11s	 naturally existing

misadaption at high
power. If high-

50	 frequency power is
e1Estimate for	 adapted to the diode,

^" diode '	 a X-band Sb diode will
withstand 0.8 W and a

\\	 point-contact diode will
xnt^withstand 0.6 W, when

the diodes are direct-101aCt ode \	 current loaded with
f in G Uz	 10 K. In contrast, at-

5	 10	 s0	 10 ohm load, the Sb
diode can only withstand
0.16 W and the point-Figure 29.	 contact diode 0.8 W (14).

Broadband Mixers

With normal point-contact diodes in coaxial circuits, it has
been possible for a long time to build balanced mixers with octave
bandwidth up to the x-band. (In this case, the signal and image
frequencies have the same source impedance.) By using Sb diodes
with an intrinsic impedance of close to 50 ohm, and in which the
normal capsule is replaced by a "beam-lead" design which results /151
in low parasitic reactances, very large bandwidths can be obtained
in combination with microstrip lines. one such commercial mixer
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is described in [151 which covers from 1.5 to 12.4 GHz with a
noise factor of 6 to 7 dB, and a similarly integrated mixer for
0.01 to 18 GHz is mentioned in 1161.	 Detailed aspects of the
construction of such broadband circuits are given in [171,
among other places.

The continuing development within this range can hardly ,.
result in increased bandwidths for frequencies under 20 GHz,
but can lead to bandwidths somewhat over an octave up to 100 GHz.
Naturally, broadband construction is always a compromise with the
simultaneously-increasing noise factor.	 Mixers with the lowest
possible noise factor, having a reactive image--frequency
termination, should obtain maximum bandwidths of 10%. r

One type of mixer which is of interest in certain special
systems is the double-balanced mixer, which suppresses the
reception of the image frequency within a relatively broad band,
Such mixers with 20 dB of image frequency suppression have been
built with octave bandwidth between approximately 0.5 and 8 GHz
1181.	 Continuing development should produce octave bandwidth
for such mixers up to approximately 30 GHz.

It should be emphasized here that the type of mixer discussed rT7

above can be expected to have great significance in combination
with a broadband, low-noise pre-amplifier, for example a Para-
metric amplifier. 	 Here,'the noise is amplified equally in the _ f.
signal and the image frequency channels, and a simple balanced
mixer should then be subject to approximately twice as large noise
effects as a mixer with image-frequency suppression. 	 in this case,
the difference in the total noise factor will be near 3 dB. - f
(it is assumed here that the useful signal is only found in one
channels)	 Naturally, instead of using a mixer with suppressed
image frequency, a narrow-band filter can be placed before a
normal mixer, but then a very small-band function, in which the
filter must be tuned mechanically for carious frequencies, results.

:i
The Tunnel Diode Mixer

;A

During the first part of the 1960's, the development of the /952
tunnel diode mixer went on at the same time as the development of r

the tunnel diode amplifier.	 The former should have the advantage
in possessing good stability and being operational without a
circulator.	 One hoped to obtain noise factors as low as in an
amplifier, and definitely lower noise than in a normal mixer diode.

a

The tunnel diode's nonlinear Z V characteristic can produce  .^

good mixing qualities and with suff icient modulation in the
negative-resistance region, the conversion losses can be reduced.

Despite the development of a large number of tunnel diode
mixers, the results obtained have not been competitive with normal
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diode mixers and least of all with mixers using Sb diodes. (The
highly-doped tunnel diode and the back diode comprise an exception
to this, in that they produce nearly the same characteristics as
a Sb diode, but do not exhibit any negative resistance.) To be
surer the tunnel, diode mixer produced conversion losses around
0 d.tr or low amplification, but the noise factor was about the
same as in a good Sb diode mixer. Furthermore, the dynamic range
became less and the power durability, which in the beginning was
thought to be larger than with a point-contact diode, was barely
in the same class as the Sb diode. Reducing the conversion loss
only for the purpose of increasing amplification is no longer of
great significance, since very low-noise, compact, integrated
medium-frequency amplifiers can be built with transistors.

Even if there is little interest now in the tunnel diode
mixer, it is conceivable that a mixer which is in some ways similar
and which furthermore utilizes the superconductor phenomenon will
be very significant at very high frequencies in the future. This
superconductive miler is based on the Josephson effect and is
treated in the following section.
The Josephson Junction as a Local Oscillator and Mixer	 x'15.1

As previously discussed, point-contact diodes in semiconductors
can be replaced by metal diodes, and when the detection mechanism
is exhibited in an intermediate oxide layer, the diode can be used
for mixing in the sub-millimeter range. The Josephson junction
is also of use for mixing from the millimeter to the sub -millimeter
ranee and is of very special interest since it can function
simultaneously as a local oscillator 1 191. (The construction of
the Josephson junction was described earlier in the section titled
the Josephson oscillator.)

The presence of a mixing function in a Josephson junction can
be most easily observed in the r V characteristic in the form of
step--by-step current increases with constant voltage at regular
voltage intervals, when the junction is subject to power at a
certain frequency Es. The Josephson junction oscillates at a
frequenc y= determined by the voltage Vr, according to the equality
foss = 2eVBfh. When VB is such that fosc = f s, the first current
stage produces an additional direct current, since the difference
frequency IS 0. Since the junction also functions as an effective
harmonic generator, the frequencies nfs are created, and with
increasing VB beats are exhibited at even intervals with the one
harmonic after the other. The size of the nth current stage is
accord'	 to 1201 proportionate to Bessel's function of the order
n = Jn	 , where V- is the equivalent applied high-frequency
amplituM^ Figure 30A shows the appearance of the T-V character-
istic for a Josephson junction without applied high-frequency
power, and figure 30B shows the changes with radiation of a certain
frequency. Thus, the observation of the current stages described
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here wake it possible to utilize the Josephson junction as a
frequency analyzer, which according to [21] is of use up to at
least 1000 GHz and possibly up to 8000 GHz.

An experiment is described in [19] which shows the useful-
ness of the Josephson junction for routine superheterodyne
receiving. if VB is adjusted so that the difference between the
oscillation frequency fosc and the receiving frequency fs is
equzal to a. resonance frequency fo in a resonator which is
coupled to the junction, the measurements indicate that a "medium- /154
frequency signal" will be excited at foe A mixer of this type
can be of major significance for the millimeter and sub--millimeter
ranges, especially if the problems creating an effective coupling
(adapti.on) between the signal circuit and the junction, and
between the difference-frequency circuit and the junction are
overcome In addition, the construction of point--contact junctions
currently in use must be improved to allow for greater mechanical
stability. One can assume that a mixer of this type will be
developed into an extraordinarily sensitive receiving device for
extra, high frequencies. The necessary cryotechniques, which in
many cases are a major disadvantage, contribute to the good low-
noise characteristics of this mixer.

a
	 b

Figure 30.
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The Detector Diode
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it has already been pointed out in connection with the mixer /157
diode that the point-contact diode was the first semi-conductor
device to be significant within microwave technology. its
junction as a detector was improved greatly during the 1940's
along with the refinement of semiconductor technology. The next
notable step in the development occurred around 1967 in the form
of the back and Sb diodes, which possessed increased current
sensitivity and improved noise characteristics. At the same
time, reproductability was increased greatly in the manufacturing
processes.

A detector's characteristics are determined first and fore-
most by its I-V characteristic. For point-contact and Sb diodes,
both of which consist of a more or less perfect metal-semiconductor
junction, the current's dependency upon the voltage is described
by the equality

I a. IS(emv - 1

where	 is = the saturation current = the mostly constant electron
current from the metal to the semiconductor;

and

n k T'
e = the electron charge;
k = Boltzmann's constant;
T = absolute temperature in OK;
n = a figure of merit which, for an ideal diode, is one.

1.05 is typical for Sb diodes and 1.8 for point-con-
tact diodes.

With V in volts and n = 1.0, at room temperature we have

,I

The size of Is for a Sb diode is on the order of 0.01 ItA.

The expression for the I-V chacteristic in a back diode is
significantly more complicated, since in this case the size of
the current is determined by the tunnel effect, as illustrated 	 /158
in Figures 13-B and E. The peak current, which is shown in
C and R of the same figure, has been reduced to almost zero by
combining a highly--doped n-type substrate with a low-doped
p-semiconductor. This produces a widening of the laver through
which the electrons must tunnel, and, consequently, a reduction
in the tunnel current. Figure 31 gives a qualitative comparison
of the I--V characteristics of the three diodes discussed.

When the signal voltage Vs is low, the detector current is
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Figure 31.

proportionate to VS and, therefore, to the input power. in this
case, the detector is said to have a quadratic characteristic and,
for example, for a point-contact diode, the detector remains
quadratic for currents up to 10 uA. At larger signal voltages,
the diode functions practically as a current breaker which produces
interruption during the negative half-period and short-circuits /159
during the positive half-period with a short-circuit resistance
dependent upon the slope of the linear part of the I-V curve.
For such a so-called linear detector, which is normally used for
envelope-detection of an amplitude-modulated signal, consider-
ation does not need to be given to the diode's noise chacteristics.
This is so because the requirements for such a detector are re-
stricted to: the largest possible linear region in the I-V curve,
low series resistance, high back resistance, and high breakdown
voltage. It can be quickly determined here that the Sb diode
is superior to the other diode types in these regards. The
requirements for the chacteristics of a quadratic detector are
more complicated, since consideration must be given to the diode's
intrinsic noise, and in the future, only this type of detector
will be treated.
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One of the most important chacteristics of a small seal "19
detector is the current sensitivity S. 	 This is defined as the ;?
ratio of the increase in the short-circuit current to the input `° T
high-frequency power, and is written

Al
-3N

":
t a

For small signals in the active semiconductor junction, the
following applies:

ac	 e

2	 2s T

In addition to the active junction or video resistance Rj,
the detector has two unavoidable parasitic elements, the junction
capacitance Cj and the diffusion resistance Rs. 	 Because of these,;
5	 is reduced to a value which can be easily derived from the
detector's equivalent circuit, shown in Figure 32. 	 The following`:
expression is then obtained:

2	 Rs	 2C2R2R	 °^
w2C?R2`.H

1
3.:	 R	 . Rs	 P	 R.s

It is generally true that 0 is dependent on the forward bias x
and reaches a maximum value when the I-V curve is most non-linear. , t
Figure 31 shows that this maximum is obtained without forward
bias in a back diode, but with approximately +0.3 V forward bias
in a Sb diode.	 For a more complete calculation of the variation /160 t4,._3
in 0 with the forward bias Vd and the corresponding current Id, -- °-
the following expressions for Rj and Cj can be used:

nitiT.
S

aV

C _ k

C.	
r o -:

Ud 2

b

where	 Vb = the diffusion potential, .'...
and	 C-io = the junction capacitance with 0 V. r
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If one assumes that the active diode surface has a radius r,
then C] - r 2 , Rj - 1/r? and Rs-1/r, which yields C 2R;Rs Z, r.
Therefore, to maximize a at a certain frequency, r must be made
very small. At the same time, consideration must be taken so
that R7 does not become too big, which can lead to an unsuitably
high time constant in the video circuit. Typical values for Ro
for a point-contact, Sb, and back diode are respectively 12, 20
and 30 PA/µW.

To characterize a detector's noise characteristics when it	 /161
is followed by a video amplifier, one has originally defined a
factor of merit M which comprises one component in the signal-
noise ratio in the video amplifier's output. It can then be
shown that [1]

The signal-to-noise ratio = M- ^N

ARC
where	 M

RA = the equivalent noise resistance in the video ampli-
fiers input, normally 1200 ohm;

B = the video amplifier's Effective bandwidth.

This expression for M applies given that the noise from the
detector's Ri is purely thermal (Rs is ignored). If an ideal
transformer with conversion ratio n is in--coupled between the
detector and the video amplifier, RA in the expression for M will
be reduced to RA/n 2 , which, with large n approaches zero.
Therefore, a short-circuit value for M is sometimes defined as

Nk 
= sue•'

a

In cases where a certain direct current is applied to a
forward-biased detector, the noise effect from R3 will increase
to the value t4kToBR7 because of the presence of fluctuation and
flicker noise. (T is the normalized noise temperature.) The
detector's figure of merit then takes the form of

BR.
M	 A-^-

,,	 tR

One increasingly common dimension of a detector's sensitivity
is the tangential sensitivity. This indicates the signal power
level at which the signal-noise ratio, measured in voltage, is
approximately 2.5 at the video amplifier's output. This yields
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High--frequency circuit 	 Video circuit

With B expressed in MHz and PIN expressed in dBm, the
tangential sensitivity becomes

s •^ 35 10 logN + 5 100 z dBm,

which is normally stated for B = 1 MHz, and is then written

T	 (53 + 10 log M } dBm
. imp _ :

[2] gives a somewhat different expression for the tangential
sensitivity, which is used in the evaluation of point-contact
and Sb diodes:

50TB	
10 log	

cx	 8 . "	 k1.

m2C^ B^	 .

0 10 log 1 + R + R + 5 log B dBm
=	 s

where R' A is the equivalent noise resistance representing both
the video amplifier's internal noise and the flicker noise.

	

f 1,i • 105	f2 (when the diode current. < µA andI	
R .,: B	

log f1 B is in Hz)

where the video bandwidth is defined as B = f2 - f1. It can be
immediately seen that the second term in the expression for R'A
representing the flicker noise with normal RA and B values
produces an almost-ignorable increase in noise. For example,
with B t! f 2 = 10 5 Hz and f1 = 10 Hz, an equivalent flicker--noise
resistance of 4.4 ohm is produced. Then, it is also apparent
that the earlier standard value of RA = 1200 ohm must be re-
duced in order to utilize the Sb diode's low internal noise.
If RA is reduced by a transformer-coupling, so that RA = R' A =
100, then, according to [2], nearly the same sensitivity level
is obtained as when R'g = 0•
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To compare the various detector diode characteristics,	 Cal	 /163
has set RA = 0, so that the contribution of the video amplifier
is not calculated, and calculated Ts for B = 1 Hz. 	 The expression r^^
for Ts can then be simplified to

3•^R_I t
d}$R.'	 10 log	 ^tp

w2C^R
+ 10 log. 1 +R	 _;^	 Om

S

where fv = the video frequency.

As in the mixer diode, the normalized noise temperature from
thermal and fluctuation noise is indicated by tw. 	 Kn is a flicker--
noise constant approximately equal to 1.8 Gz/UA for a Sb diode and
4000 Hz -gA for a/	 point--contact diode.	 Since tw is approximately -
equal to one, we can set

KI rtl
r

d)	 ntd-'^ 1	 !•	 oc t^

Td as a function of the video frequency is given in Figure 25. a

To calculate T 1Hz	 appropriates	 , it is a	 ro riate to state }

•^ 10 logn ' + ' 5 logofi^	 a- 78 - 1014$	 ^R_	 d r
1RZ .

RRG12CR
+ 10 10B	 1 +	 dBm

R	 R

with low high-frequencies (m = 0), maximum sensitivity ist^I.
reached with maximum Rj, which without bias is approximately
105 ohm,	 When n = 1, Ts 1	= -903 dBm.	 However, it is practically
impossible to adapt both Re high-frequency and the video circuits
to this high impedance, but the obtained value can be seen as an
absolute minimum value.	 For a more realistic, adaptable R • of	 /164
approximately 500 ohm, which is obtained with Id = 50 PA, ^s ,
becomes approximately	 -91 dBm, ignoring the flicker noise (liis
is applicable at sufficiently high fv). 	 In the construction of
very broadbanded detectors, R3 must be reduced down to 50 ohm
(commercial detector holders are now available with bandwidths
of 10 MHz to 12.4 GHz), for which a current Id of approximately
500	 A is required.	 With Rs = 10 ohm, we obtain in the same way
as before Ts1Hz	 `86 dBm.	 The contribution from the flicker
noise=	 log td as a function of the video frequency fv, is
then taken from Figure 25 in the section titled "The Mixer
Diode."	 The tangential sensitivity of today's Sb and point-

..
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contact diodes have been calculated in this manner and are shown
in Figure 33--A.

TS in dBm
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Figure 33H'.

A careful calculation of the tangential sensitivity when
W	 0 is complicated by the fact that three terms in the
previously-given expression for Ts vary with Id, which means
that for every w, there is an optimum Id value.	 However, these
first become significant at very low fv values and are ignored ?
in the following estimate. 	 In order to bbtain the best possible
sensitivity with a detector diode at high-frequencyr Cj and R5

,.	 R

ymust be minimized. 	 For this reason, the point--contact diode
today is superior to the Sb diode at very high f (equal to
w /2n), except at very low fv, because of its significantly
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lower CThis is treated in detail in [3]. 	 As previously
discussed in connection with mixer diodes, it is likely that
Sb diodes in the future will be produced withCj as low as in
a point-contact diode; in other words, approximately 0.1 pF.
Using the date given in [2] and [31, a corresponding Rs value
of 5 ohm can be assumed.	 Significant reductions in td as a
function of fv and Id can hardly be expected in the future. ;.
Rj, according to the expression given, is determined by Id. ,-
Using these assumptions and setting Td = 50 KA, Ts has been
calculated as a function of f.	 The results are shown in Figure
33-B.	 detectors with this performance level will probably be
produced long before 1985, but further improvements cannot be
expected after that, and so Figure 33-B shows a forecast for
1985.

The same figure shows the performance level for diodes in 	 /166
1966, according to [3], and, for the most part, the data is the
same in 1970.	 Observe the difference in the video frequency
fv for point-contact and Sb diodes.

Concerning the use of point-contact diodes at extremely
high frequencies, it should be noted here that they are used,
for the detection of up to 3000 GHz, from both incoherent heat
sources [4]	 and from gas lasers	 [5] .	 In [5]. the tangential
sensitivity has been measured at fv = 100 Hz and 1 Hz bandwidth r`:
as -36 dBm with 1000 GHz; and -23 dBm with 3000 GHz,	 These
results are somewhat worse than an extrapolation of the broken
line in Figure 33--8 gives [3]. 	 The detector's time constant
has been estimated at less than 1 ns. qr:^

It is necessary for back diodes to exhibit low Rj 	 (= 100 ohm)
and high tangential sensitivity (Ts	 " -89 dBm) without bias,
so that the addition from the flicker znoise is null.	 However,
the sensitivity worsens with increasing high frequency more
rapidly than in other diodes, due to the unavoidable increasing ='	 ;
of Cj.. According to the data in [3], one can estimate a
worsening of approximately 3 dB already at 10 GHz in comparison
to a point-contact diode (and a future Sb diode, ignoring the
flicker noise).	 Several , typical values for a back diode are v'
shown in Figure 33-B. 	 Thus, the back diode will continue to be
of great interest in connection with the construction of broad-
band detectors up to 10 to 20 GHz in which very low video fre-
quencies are significant. 	 However, the dynamic range will be
less than in an Sb diode, as will be shown. :-

The Detector's Quadratic Range
i

"bThe upper limit for a detector's quadratic range was defined
in [3] as the power, Pkv at which the detector function deviates
0.3 dB from a pure quadratic characteristic. 	 It has been shown z-

f	 for the three previously discussed diodes that with low m values,
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the following expression approximates Pkv:
,4 I	 R

	

/167

0  v

With Rv = 100 ohm, a point-contact diode yields approxi-
mately -30 dBm, an Sb diode -24 dBm, and a back: diode -28 dBm.
The corresponding values for the dynamic range calculated from
Ts1Hz are approximately 58 dB, 64 dB and 61 dB, respectively.
The last value (for the back diode) is probably too high, since
the calculation of Pkv produced an altogether-too-high power
level. According to [3], measured Pkv values lie at -36 dBm.
By choosing the average of the special measured value and the
calculated value, Pkv = -32 dBm, the dynamic range of the back
diode becomes approximately 37 dB. Thus, these approximate
figures show that the Sb diode has the largest dynamic range
(with low w and high fv). However, with fv values under 100 Hz,
the back diode is best in this respect. Major improvements of
the dynamic range can hardly be expected for any diodes.

Concerning the resistance of detector diode to overloading,
the discussion in the section titled "The Mixer Diode" is
applicable to a certain degree. However, under normal conditions
a detector diode is destroyed by pulses of several s in length,
not by short spike-leakage. Therefore, it is completely natural
to specify their power durability by a maximum peak-power level.
For example, if the diode is adapted to a low power level, a
point-contact diode with a range of 10 to 40 GHz will withstand
approximately 100 mW of both peak and CW power. A 1-band SB
diode will withstand 200 mW CW power and close to 1 W peak power.

j
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Less Common Types of Detectors
-	 /158

In addition to the three previously discussed detector diodes,
there are several less common types which can be very significant;,:
in the future.	 To this belong the Josephson detector and two 	 9
others given in [3], whose function has so far been only scantly
researched.	 They are called the thermoelectric detector (TED)
and the space-charge-limited  dielectric diode (SCLD 	 'I•,}

^i

The Josephson Detector
c

The Josephson junction, which was described in the chapter
on generation and frequency conversion, can also be used as a
broadband video detector up to very high frequencies. 	 [6] shows
how an alteration of the zero-voltage current by the effects of
high-frequency radiation can be utilized toward this goal. 	 Figure..:_..'
34 illustrates schematically the way in which the I-V curve i s
changed by the effect of high-frequency radiation 	 and how the

t	 detector voltage varies with a pulsed signal.	 Such a detector
can be very broadbanded.	 For example,	 niobium point-contact
junctions have been used from 75 to 850 GHz. 	 The maximum sen-
sitivity of this material is around 150 GHz. 	 A measurement of	 ;T
the detector's sensitivity at 75 GHz produced with 1 GHz ampli-
fier bandwidth a value of approximately 5 . 10-13 W ("noise equiva-
lent power").	 Converted to tangential sensitivity, still with
1	 -Hz bandwidth, this becomes Ts = , =89 dBm.	 It should be observed
that this high sensitivity is obtained without any special adap-
Lion of the signal to the detector, and at a frequency at which the 	 ^`J
niobium detector does not have maximum sensitivit y.	 (Compare to
figure 338.)	 The measurements have also 'shown that the Josephson 	 =s
detector has a very low time constant, in each case less that
10 ns.	 According to [7], the detector's sensitivity can be in-
creased an additional 20 dB by strongly coupling it to a resonator
with a high Q--value, and by choosing the forward bias VB so that
the Josephson junction oscillates at the cavity's resonance fre-
quency, fo , or, in other words, so that VB = hfo/2e. 	 At the "re-
sonance" voltage, a current-increasing step in the I-V curve is
achieved and the height of the step varies with the high-frequency
power.

With an appropriate direct current through the junction, then,/169
a varying high-frequency power can be transformed into a corres-
ponding detector voltage, in agreement with figure 34. 	 The in-
creased sensitivity can then be explained by the I-V curve's
(dV/dI) being much larger than the zero-voltage step in figures
34.	 Of course,	 such a detector will be narrow-banded, but should 	 ^.
be easily mechanically tuned,

The very good results already obtained with the Josephson de--
i

Lector indicate that it can be of great significance in millimeter 	 r
and sub-millimeter wave techniques in the future in situations
where the need for cooling with liquid helium does not get in the
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way.	 The broadband type of detector will possibly produce tan-
gential (Ts) values which lie 25 to 30 dB below the lowest curve
in figure 33B'.	 Resonance detectors can be expected to be 10 to
15 dB better.	 These values apply without regard to the flicker
noise, of -which very little is known.

Ile

Without high--frequency
signal

With high-frequency signal

°

Video signal

a

rf °^	 (Supply current)

Figure	34..'
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The TED consis.ts.of a very fine metal point which produces /170
a pure ohmic contact with the center of the semiconductor's plane
side in the 'form of a hemisphere. The high electric field strength
impinging on the point-contact produces in the closest electrons a
high energy which causes them to wander in the semiconductor, so
that the contact. receives a positive voltage. The TED functions
as a very high, pure resistance on both the high-frequency and,the
video side. The output voltage is directly proportionate to the
input power up to -5 dBm. The up?er cutoff frequency is.determined
by the relaxation time of the excited electrons and is estimated as
over 1000 GHz for silicon. There is no flicker noise. For a TED
with a relatively low video resistance of 100 ohm, Ts1Hz 

is cal-

culated as -59 dam, and the dyna_nic range is 54 dB. The tangential
sensitivity can be made comparable to normal detector diodes, but
only at the cost of a greatly increased video resistance (up to
100 K), which leads to extremely small bandwidth in both the high--
frequency and the video circuits. It is assumed that the TED's
durability for high power levels is greater than in a point-contact
diode.

In addition to the point-contact and the Sb diode, it is
possible that the TED will be of great significance in the future
for detection of sub-millimeter waves, particularly in combination
with the need for low flicker noise.

The Dielectric Detector

The space-charge-limited dielectric diode, SCLD, consists of
a highly resistive semiconductor between two ohmic contacts. Cal-
culations of such a diode with 0.5 V forward bias and 500 ohm re-
sistance has produced Ts1Hz = -79 dB and Pkv = -6 dBm; or, in

other words, an unusually large dynamic range of 73 dB. The
flicker noise characteristics are unknown, and it is also uncertain
if the SCLD can be used at high frequencies. Experiments done so
far have only covered several GHz. The future prospects for the
SCLD are, therefore, very hard to evaluate.

Combinations of Pre 7fmplifiers and Detectors
	

/171

In.the so-called straight receiver, consisting of a detector
diode with a post-coupled video aia plifier, the demand for a very

_

	

	 broadbanded input of high-frequency circuit is of primary impor-
tance. The sensitivity is poor in comparison to a superheterodyne
receiver, but its simple construction has the advantage of being
less expensive. When special requiro-nents.for a very high sensi-
tivity are combined with the monitoring of a broad frequency
range, a broadband, low-noise am?liLier can be in-coupled before
the detector. A high-frequency signal can them be amplified 20 dB
or more, with only an insignificant increase in the signal-to-noise
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	 ratio. Therefore, an increase in the tangential sensitivity of

the same order can be expected.

Both tunnel diode amplifiers and parametric amplifiers can
be used, and will produce high-frequency bandwidths up to one
octave. These combinations of low-noise amplifiers and detectors
will probably receive increased utilization in the future through
the application of integrated circuit technology, which will make
the amplifiers both smaller and less expensive.

A complete examination of the noise conditions in a pre-
amplifier-detector combination is presented in [8]. Through
mixing in the detector, the noise amplified within the pre-
amplifier's bandwidth-Bl will produce a power spectrum which is
maximum at zero frequency and which then decreases lineally with
increasing frequency, to a zero value at the frequency B1. Further-
more, within the range from zero to 0.5 B 1 , a constant noise
addition, originating from the mixing of the amplified signal
and the noise, is added. One can easily see, then, that the video
amplifier will receive the whole noise spectrum if its bandwidth,
B2, is greater than or equal to B1. Furthermore, one expression
for the noise after the video amplifier can be derived for
0.5 B 1 < BZ < B i , and another when 0 < B-,) < 0.5 B 1 . The tan--
gential sensitivity for the whole receiving system can be written
in the following manner if the detector is quadratic:

/172
F ly^H ,' 2B2	 B2 =

s	 2	 yB
B	 (' = 2z 3 _+ B

1 a
2 ^s r

when 0 ,5 BI = B2	 B I ZCx O (^^ F

2	 -^and TS
	

= F1yoB2	
1 +

B2	 yB2
l -	 +	 D

^2
a

when B2 S 0,5 B1 } :-:

2
2	 FZ+tr1

where D =	 B	 kT B
0 2$9`a-T1G1

3

and F1 = the pre-amplifier's noise factor,
G 1 = the pre-amplifier's amplification,
B1 = the pre-amplifier's bandwidth,
F2 = the video amplifier's noise factor, ,"='
B2 = the video amplifier's bandwidth, =y,

= the detector's current sensitivity, ::



R . .= the detector's video resistance,
t^ = the-detector's normalized noise temperature (normally,

approxwtely 1) ,
kTo = 4 . 10- W/Hz,

= the signal.-to-noise power ratio in the video ampli-
fier's output = 6.25 = 8 dB. (Is often otherwise	 t:.
given as a V-ratio, 2.5 = 4 dB.)

in most normal applications, B 2 << B, and the product F1G1
is seldom larger than one thousand. With ^/Rj = Mk = the diode's
factor of merit, one can then state

TS	 6	

'G1 2 

mow.

2	 -
Thus,  the tangential sensitivity is independent of F 1 and

inversely proportionate to G1. As has already been noted, it is, 	 -v
therefore, possible with a normal low-noise amplifier before the 	 y
detector to improve the tangential sensitivity by 15 to 20 dB.	 A
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F Electronic Switching
3.

The Breaker Diode j

General Information on the High-Frequency Breaker 	 j174----

Series-coupled or shunt-coupled semiconductor diodes are used
for electronic breaking or switching of high -frequency energy in a
transmission line.	 The impedance of these diodes can be altered
from a very high to a very low value by using a control voltage.
The damping from a series-coupled diode with a total impedance of
ZD = RD + jXD in a wave-guide with the characteristic impedance
Zo can be written as

2Z0

For a shunt-coupled diode with a total admittance of
YD = GD + jBp and Yo = 1/Zo, we obtain., _3

a- 10. log ({1 +!% ) 2 + (5L)2	 dB.

s

2xx'o	 a
If one wishes to further study the size of the damping changes

obtained with various types of diodes, one must be familiar with
their equivalent circuits and the way in which the active junction's l
impedance is altered with the control voltage. 	 There are two basic
types.	 Type I consists of PN and Sb diodes, and type II consists
of PIN diodes.	 Even though PN and Sb diodes are produced in
different manners, their I-V and C-V curves are fairly similar, I
and so they both can be represented by the equivalent circuit in
Figure 35.	 The PIN diode has highly-doped P and N sides and be-
tween them an undoped, high-ohmic semiconductor junction (the I
refers to the word "intrinsic").	 Its equivalent circuit is re-
produced in Figure 3G.
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FIGURE 35

1

Cp'
When the bias in the diode increases from a negative value

up to somewhat over 0 V, Rj in Figure 35 is large and can be ig-
nored, while Cj increases rapidly near 0 V. 	 With further increases
in the forward bias, Rj decreases rapidly and produces an effective
short-circuiting of the active layer.	 In a breaker, the extreme /175

I value of the junction impedance is utilized; or in other words,
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FIGURE 36
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a low capacitance or a short-circuit. However, the reactance
variations in between can be utilized in an analog phase shifter
to produce a continual alteration of the phase in the-reflected
signale however, the effective value of the junction capacitance
is dependent upon the signal at large amplitudes, and in this way,
the phase is also amplitude--dependent.

Lo	 R%	 RJ	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
Or` POOR QUALITY

Despite its similar equivalent circuit (Figure 36), the PIN
diode has completely different characteristics. Because of the
relatively large thickness of the I junction, Cj is very low, and
furthermore, is dependent upon the forward Dias at high frequencies.
Near 0 v, Rj is large (typically several kiloohm), but decreases /176
inversely proportionate to the control current. Typically, Rj is
around 1 ohm at 10 to 100 mA forward current. As the forward bias
becomes negative, Rj will increase and can usually be ignored along
with Cj. Since Rs is especially low in a PIN diode, the diode is
able to produce very high impedance with low losses. The size of
Rj is completely independent of the signal amplitude over the diode,
but the amplitude must naturally be limited so that the diode's
breakdown voltage is not exceeded.

To produce a good diode breaker, the lowest possible line
damping in the .front portion and the highest possible insulation
in the back portion are sought. In principle, this requires a
small Rs value and a large change in the active junction's im-
pedance. If the good breaker function is to be unchanged within
a large frequency band, the parasitic elements Lp, Cp (and Cj)
mustbe small. If these are not small, or if theftequency is so
high that the attendant reactances become large, good breaking
can still be maintained within a narrow band Lay switching the
diode between series and parallel resonances. With negative bias
and the appropriate frequency, C • , Lp and Rs will build a series-
resonance circuit (according to I igures 35 and 36). With forward
bias, when the active junction is short-circuited, L, C and R
can create a parallel-resonance circuit at the same pfregRency. s
The result is then a resistive change from approximately Rs and
up to (mLp) 2/Rs. The damping changes can then be easily cal-
culated with the previously-given expression for ox.

The determination of which type of diode to use in a breaker

I50
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High-Frequency 'Breakers with PIN Triodes

General Characteristics

151

will be based first of all on the desired performance in terms of
power durability and switching speed. The PIN diode is the most
appropriate for high power levels (over 1 W), since it has a high
breakdown voltage and a large cross-sectional surface which can
absorb high currents. Increased power durability requires increased
I--junction thickness $ and this increases the diode's switching time.
By overdriving the control voltage so that the charging and dis-
charting currents are large, the switching time can be reduced
very significantly. As an example of this, it is mentioned that
diodes with the breakdown voltages 1000 `T and 100 V typically 	 /177
have a switching time from low to high impedance of G ris and 8 ns,
respectively. These figures are in approximate agreement with. the
general rule stating that the product of the maximum power (-VB7)
and the switching speed ( -inverted switching tame) is approximately
constant. Particularly thin PIN diodes have produced high-frequency
pulses with rise and fall times less than 1 ns. These short
switching times are normally only obtained with point-contact,
5b and, possibly, varactor diodes.

It should be observed that special filtration problems occur:
in connection with extreme short-pulse modulation. If the upper
portion of the control pulse's spectrum corresponds to the high-
frequency 'hand, an undesirable leakage occurs between the signal
and the video circuits which cannot be halted by any filter con-
struction. Sufficient uncoupling between the two circuits must
then be obtained with some form of balanced bridge connection.

To summarize, it can be said that PN and Sb diodes are used
today for signal powers under 1 Wp and can easily produce switching
times shorter than 1 ns. PIN diodes are normally used for very
high powers (up to 1 V111 in peak power) and with longer switching
times, but they can be designed as desired to produce about the
same function as PN and Sb diodes.

Because of its very good performance and its large dimen-
sional. flexibility, PIN diodes during recent years have become
even more predominant in all types of high-frequency breakers.
Since nearly all electric control is now done by digital, methods,
there is no longer any great interest in analog phase shifters.
Its only application is when the use of another type of diode,
the varactor, is necessary. The coupling characteristics of so--
called amorphous, glass-like semiconductors have been studied
from several different directions in the past few years. However,
it does not seem to be able to compete with the PIN diode's
characteristics, except in terms of price, and especially not at
high frequencies. Therefore, only the PIN diode will be treated
in detail in the following sections.
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The charges . induced in the PIN diode's I-layer with forward
bias consist of holes from the p-side and electrons from the n-side
After a certain lifetime x, the holes and the electrons recombine,
and this charge loss is replaced in an equilibrium state by the
diode current Io. The charge stored in the diode can then be
written as

Qd 'u I^^•

If the diode current is modulated with a frequency w, we can
then write
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This yields	 w

I$x
Qa(w) n

The absolute value of Qd (w) is almost independent of w
up to the value w o - 1/T . In other words, the modulation of the
current has as much influence as a corresponding alteration of the
direct current. At very high w-values, 20 log Qd(w) will decrease
by approximately 6 dB per octave.

Thus, at frequencies under f o = 1/2nT, the PIN diode operates
as a normal pn diode rectifier, but at several octaves above this
frequency, it appears as a linear resistance the size of which is
determined by the direct current through the diode. Based on
the construction of the diode, T can vary between 0.03 us and 3 ps,
and therefore, fo can vary from approximately 50 kHz to 5 MR-z.
The desirable T -value depends on what switching speed is needed
and the ratio of the high--frequency current to the control current.
A small T produces a small stored charge Qd, making rapid breaking
possible. In practice, a switching time of 0.1 T is usually used.
However, Qd must be larger than the charge which the high-frequency
current of amplitude 11 draws out during one half period. This
requirement means that

I
IT> L,or ^^<^r

0

In the context of switching high power at low frequency ? T
must be increased so that the control current I. does not become
too large, (Normally, Io can control high-frequency currents
thousands of times higher.)

According [1), the PIN diode's Rj in Figure 36 can be written
at low frequencies as

352
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At high frl gcue ca s (» fo} the resistance becomes
Jbr	 no a

"	 Typically, K	 13 and x = 0.87 with Io in mA.	 Changing the
current from 1 gA to 10 mA decreases the resistance from approx-
imately 10 K to 1 ohm.	 if the parasitic element is ignored, this
diode, shunt-coupled to a 50-ohm lead and using the expression
for a given earlier, will produce a damping change from several
hundred_ dB to 28 dB.	 With a series coupling, the damping values
become 0.1 dB and 40 dB. _y

r,

Power Durability

A simple analysis of the temperature rise in a PIN diode,
according t^ [2], gives the following result in those cases where s;
the length of the high-frequency pulse is comparable to the diode's
thermal time constant:

ORIGINAL PAGE L9
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where	 Ts = the
PD = the

ejs = th
and

t = the
tr = the

and	 r = the

temperature of the heat sink,
power gain in the diode,
thermal resistance between the active

the heat sink,
length of the high-frequency pulse,
time between two high-frequency pulses,
diode's thermal time constant.

junction

With a long high-frequency pulse or a CW signal, the effect
of the exponential term can be ignored after a period of approx-
imately 3T, and then we obtain

T=x - Ts + PDeju.	
", d

If the high-Frequency pulses are much shorter than r, the tempera-
ture rise will be somewhat higher than the above Formula indicates.
This case is treated completely [3].

Since the impedance in a breaker diode is always much larger
or much smaller than the transmission line's characteristic im-
pedance, it is clear that the gain PD is only a very small part
of the total signal, power in the lead P s . In general, the con-
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tribution of the control current to PD can be completely ignored.

In a shunt-coupling, assuming as before Zo = 50 ohm, and that
the PIN diode can be represented by a resistance Rmin = 1 ohm or
Rmax = TO K, we then obtain

P	 Z

' = 0 ,08 orp	 010C J-
p	 s	 maxs,

For a series-cp pled diode, this becomes
4^FD	 PD	 o

ce	
min	 a .a2 •0?02 or	 PP$	 Za-

The corresponding expressions for the maximum signal power
become:	

J
-^

Z	 ;T	 R	 T	 _Ts
m̂ '6,PS mK _	 .	 s o r Pfi tft4 Y a 

max sBa

v m. ^` - a,^	 ,^ R	
or	 ps mix =,u^^. -	 lg	 o	 jo

i

(47 gives the following typical data for high-power type
PIN diodes.	 With reverse bias, these have 1/wCj << Rj, so that
in order to obtain good insulation, the effect of Cj must be com-
pensated by an outer shunt inductance.

/181Table 8.	 Typical data for high-power PIN diodes. i

Diode 	 C.
3
	 R5 + R	 =	 R ^i^	 R	 i1-1	 S2	 o	 s I	 .

type	 in pF	 in a a	 i 00	 A	 a^ - 100 V	 C^/W

A	 3	 0.5	 10000	 (1	 GHz)2 '	 '' -,	 ^	 :l
B	 1	 0.8	 8000	 (3 GHz)	 10
C	 0.5	 1.7	 3000	 (6 GHz)	 20

When Tmax - Ts = 150 C, the following maximum signal powers
are obtained with CW operation in a 50-ohm line.	 Maximum gain in
the diode is obtained with forward current, which, therefore,
determines the power limit.

Table 9.	 Maximum CW power for FIN diodes.

Diode	 Frequency	 '-'s max i k4

type	 in GHz	 Shunt diode	 Series diode

A	 1	 1.9	 7.5`-
B	 3	 1.6	 6.2 3► '
C	 6	 0.6	 2.2

:a
Observe that it is normally very difficult to acquire a
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By increasing the foward current, R 7• can be further reduced,
and therefore, Psmax can be increased. Around 1 A, the series
resistance will be approximately one-half as large as at 0.1 A.
Technological improvements in the future should also cut the
thermal resistance in half, at least for type B and C diodes.
Increasing Tmax to approximately 200 C might also be possible in
the future without changing the diode's lifetime. With regard to
these improvements, PIN diodes in the future will be able to break
the following CW powers:

'Prequency	 Ps max for a shunt diode
Otiz	 in Mi

1	 5
3	 S
0	 3

These data are plotted in Figure 37 and an approximate curve /182
has been drawn through them. This curve, labelled 1, gives an
approximate forecast for the year 1985.

It should be observed in connection with high--power switching
that the conversion from low to high ohmic conditions must be done
very rapidly, even if there are no special requirements for the
switching speed in general.. Otherwise, the diode will be destroyed
during the time it has a value of approximately Zo, when a large
part of the incident signal power is absorbed.

[3] has already been referred to for a general discussion
of temperature rises in a diode during pulse operation. For an
evaluation of the pulse-power durability of a special diode, in
general, one can begin with the thermal resistance during pulse
operation, op, given by the manufacturer. Op is given as a
function of the pulse length. First, the average temperature
T. of the diode junction is calculated in the same manner as CW
power. Then, the maximum temperature during the pulse

Tp = Tm + PDPOP,

where POP is the average value of the diode gain during the pulse.
The applicable ep-values for the previously-discussed high-power
diodes are g iven in Table 10.

According to Figure 38, in a forward biased diode, we have

pD, _ (R" , + RMpT )2.. 4R . ^2•

ASP r 12 Z0 where PS p = the available pulsed signal. power.

With the aid of the formulas in Figure 38, the maximum signal
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with n diodes in parallel, Pmax 
in-

^^ creases by a factor of n2 for 1,2,
3 and 4	 (but bandwidth decreases).

a The use of several diodes in series
can increase the flat portion of 2."

4 1.	 Shunt diode, CW, 1985.
10'4 ;

1 2.	 Shunt diode, pulse, 1985.
(Normal hf breaker for low average-
power.)

1

3
_...	 _ 3.	 Shunt diode,ulse, 1985, as TRP$

70 switch; tp = 10 us, of =0.001.

^. 4.	 Shunt diode, pulse, 1965, as TR
switch;	 tp = 1	 us, of = 0.001.

5.	 TR switch with several diodes,

1©^ ---- 1968,	 from	 [5].	 tp = 1	 us.
^. 6.	 Gas-tube type TR switch, 1968, tofrom 151.	 tp	 1 us.

Zo - 50 a in 1-4. t
r^

J'

1tE
s°

M •

- i n  -fi H z
..	 ..	 .

FIGURE 37. Forecast curves for breaker diodes.

a

power in pulse operation can now be calculated.	 The use of the	 /184
FIN diode as a TR--switch, as shown in Figure 39, is of special
interest. In this case, the diode is very low-ohmic during the a
high-frequency pulse and is not subject to any power in its high-
impedance condition.	 According to [4], a maximum temperature of
3000C is then allowable. !
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Thermal resistance in 0CAI
Pulse Length diode type

in us A 8 C

>	 10 5 2.5 10 25

10 3 0.4 1 3

10 2 0.1 0.4 1

10 0.015 0.05 0.2

1 0.002 0.007 0.02

Table 10.

rp
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Figure 38.

The expressions
25 + u

?DPGjs 
+ 

PDPDg Ix 300;

PW_4Heap-

	

Sp	P
where of = the utilization factor
and	 n = the number of parallel-coupled diodes

yield:

Pte, = Zaa2 ! mindufaas ^, 7 •

1
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Assuming a pulse Length of 10 ps, Uf = 0.001 and 20 = 50 ohm,

the maximum peak powers obtained are shown in Table 11, using type
A, B and C PIN diodes, with Rmih 'set at 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 ohm,
respectively.

Table 11. Maximum peak power for PIN diodes with 10 ps-pulses. 	 /185

PSP max in MW, tp = 10 Vs, of = 0.001

Diode type	 Year 1970	 Year 1985

A (L-band) 2 2.5
B (S-band) 0.2 0.5
C (C-band) 0.02 0.1

Technological improvements can reduce e j-s, ap, and Rmin,
and yield the forecast values for 1985 which are also shown in
Table 11. Table 12 shows the maximum signal, power with a pulse
of length 1 us .

PSP max in Mw, t  = 1 us, of = 0.001

Diode type	 Year 1970	 Year 1985

A (L-band)	 9	 10
B (S-band)	 0.8	 2
C (C-band)	 0.1	 0.5

Table 12.

Obsertie that the Large S - in these high-powered diodes with
reverse bias must be compensated with a shunt inductance, so that
in a TR-switch they produce a very small receiving band. Still,
the bandwidth should generally be somewhat larger than in a con-
ventional. gas-filled TR tube. A large number of shunt diodes in
parallel couplings are often used to connect very high pulse powers.
The number diodes n can increase the allowable peak power by a
factor of n 2 . At the same time, bandwidth and the input damping
is reduced, but the receiving losses increase. Two curves,
labelled 3 and 4 in Table 37, show the estimated maximum peak
power for 1985.

The above maximum power calculations are only applicable when
the diode is used as a TR-switch. If a shunt diode is used for
in and out-coupling of high peak power, the diode, which with
reverse bias is in a high-impedance transmission state, will be
subject to high-frequency voltages. It can be estimated that the /186
high-frequency voltage's peak-to-peak value will not exceed the
breakdown voltage VB , with which the reverse bias is assumed to
be 0.5 Vg. with this assumption, the corresponding maximum power
becomes

P= SZ .
o	

PAGE YS
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In the high-power-diodes previously discussed, VB is on the order
of 1000 V, so that Zo at 50 ohm produces a maximum power of
approximately 2.5 kW. This power is 10 to 1000 higher than the
maximum powers in the case of SM couplings. (A reduction of Zo
can naturally increase P by up to ten times'.)

However, 141 indicates that the high-po wer diodes discussed
here are able to modulate hundreds of volts in the forward bias
region, without producing any current or worsening the high-
impedance condition. In the same way, the high-frequency ampli-
tude during the negative half-period can be allowed to exceed
Vg without having the diode destroyed by an uncontrollable surge.
Therefore, the high-frequency amplitude can be allowed to be
larger than 0.5 VB . In the best case, it is possible that a
doubling of the amplitude could be allowed, which would increase
the maximum power four times, up to a level. of 14 kW.

it is somewhat uncertain whether the overdriving of the diode
described here can be allowed. If so, the diode temperature and
the average power must definitely be kept very low. In [10], both
measurements and experiments show that the diode losses increase
in the high-impedance condition with increasing power gain, and
that this gain increases rapidly when the high-frequency amplitude
is controlled in the forward bias region of the diode. (However,
a sufficiently short high-frequency pulse does not have time to
increase the temperature.) As a compromise, it is therefore
assumed here that overdriving will, at most, allow a doubling of
the peak power level.

Naturally, the construction of diodes with thicker I-junctions
will produce higher V$ values. At the same time, however, heat
dissiptation is worsened and the series resistance and the switch-
ing time is increased. Increasing the doping level can increase /187
the maximum value of the field strength which produces breakdown,
but this has the disadvantage of increasing losses. Diodes in
the future which will withstand high peak power in both the low-
resistance and high-resistance condition can probably produce Vg
values up to 3 or 4 kV. This should then allow maximum peak
powers of up to 20 kW, with Zo = 50 ohm. This power level has
been used somewhat arbitrarily in Figure 37 to indicate an absolute
limit of approximately 3 GHz. Above this, the power levels changes
with frequency are drawn.parallel to the other carves. The re-
sulting curve, labeled 2, represents the possible lever of devel-
opment in 1985 for a high-frequency breaker operating with pulsed
high-frequency power. It is interesting to observe how insignifi-
cant the increase in signal power becomes with the transition from
CW to peak power (curves 1 and 2.). This can be interpreted to
mean that with Zo approximately 50 ohm, the diode will be exerted
equally in terms of power gain and the risk of breakdown.
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a) antenna
b) transmitter
C) receiver

Sat^dareb —^-^-

Reducing ;o decreases curve 1 and increases curve 2.

FIGURE 39.

In general, the series coupling of several diodes can in-
4rease the total Vg significantly, but such a configuration always
has difficult problems with effective heat dissipation. In addition,
in all applications where the average power is relatively high, a
high-impedance shunt diode must be well cooled. An upper temper-
ature limit of 150 C is assumed in [4]. As was previously dis-
cussed, leak current will otherwise be exhibited which will lead
to high input damping or even to the destruction of the diode.

The best result obtained in 1968, [5], with a TR-switch con- /188
sisting of a large number of breaker diodes, have been drawn for
comparison in Figure 37 (the broken curve labeled 5). The broken
curve labeled S in the same figure indicates the maximum power
level for a gas-filled TR tube [5]. Therefore, by 1985, a few
(two or three) diodes in parallel can replaces the TR tube, even
at the highest power levels. The extrapolations of the curves 1-4
down to 100 W and up to high frequencies are relatively uncertain.
If one assumes that the junction capacitance must decrease in
proportion to increased frequenc_'! (mainly due to the reduction of
the area of the diode), the series resistance Rs will increase
proportionate to the frequency, and the thermal resistance will
increase proportionate to f. (Compare with the avalanche diode
oscillator 19].) Since the signal power
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At very high frequencies, the current displacement (Kelvin
effect) will increase the exponent for f. in Figure 37, it has
been assumed that Psmax is approximately proportionate to f-2.

The earlier discussed use of n-shunt diodes in parallel
couplings with TR-breakers is naturally also of great interest for
regular breakers for high CW powers. In this case as well, the
maximum signal power increases in proportion to n 2 , and the insu-
lation increases with n 2 . Because of the increased losses, however,,
the input damping must also be increased. This disadvantage can be
counteracted by reducing Zo, which would otherwise still be necessary
to avoid breakdown. A breaker with several diodes in a coaxial cir-
cuit usually takes the form outlined in Figure 40-B. with reverse
bias, the diodes are capacitive and they create a lowpass filter
with the coaxial third wire (Figure 40-B). In this manner, max-
imum bandwidth is obtained for a certain total diode capacitance.
With forward bias, the diode's low impedance produces a very large
reflection, and consequently, large insulation. With very high 	 /189
signal powers, several diodes are placed around the coaxial circuit
like the spokes of a wheel.

PIN diodes for breaking very low power levels can be designed
with very small Cj values without Rs becoming too large. If the
diode is not encapsuled in the normal manner, but is directly
coupled in a "chip" or "beam lead" design in a microstrip line,
Cp can almost be eliminated and Lb will be very low. When the
Cj and Lp values in shunt diodes have been further adapted to pro-
duce a link in a lowpass filter, very broadbanded breaker circuits
are obtained. An example of this is a breaker which covers a band
from 0.1 to 18 GHz with 0.5 dB input damping and 20 dB insulation
(with several diodes, the values 0.8 and 80 dB, respectively, can
be obtained) [6, 73. These breakers withstand signal powers of
1 to 2 W CW and 50 to 100 W pulsed [8] , and have a coupling time
of 10 to 20 ns. Any major improvement of this type of breaker
will hardly be possible. However, breakers for higher frequencies
with bandpass characteristics will certainly be developed. Band-
widths up to 30% should be obtained at 30 GHz, but around 100 GHz,
this value will have decreased to approximately 5%.

PIN diode
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Attenuators with PIN Diodes

1..

i

Because of its electrically-controllable high-frequency re- 	 /190
sistance, PIN diodes also lend themselves to the constr uction of
rapidly-variable attenuators or modulators. 	 In these cases, the
attenuator is almost always required to have a low reflection
factor at all damping values. 	 This problem is most easily solved -
by using a circulator in which the gate between the input and the
output is loaded with a PIN diode parallel to a terminator.	 In
this way, the input remains adapted despite the varying diode re-
sistance which determines how large a part of the input power is

5

reflected to the output.	 If a matched diode pair terminates two
'3,3

outputs in a 3 dB-hybrid, the input arm will also remain free of f:?
reflection at all levels of diode impedance, since the signals
reflected from the diodes are added only to the fourth output arm.
A particularly effective attenuator is achieved by interconnecting ^.a
two 3 dB--hvbrids in which each connecting circuit between them is
equipped with a shunt-coupled diode, as in Figure 41-A. 	 Both re-
flection and transmission attenuation is utilized in this case.

1 ^6	 ^0 i0—Q-
x
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FIGURE 41A.	 i
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A number of shunt--coupled diodes over a transmission line
with an interior distance of 0.257, can produce high attenuation
and low reflection simultaneously if the control current to each
diode is adjusted so that the outermost diode has high resistance
and the others have successively less resistance (see Figure 41-8).

Attenuators for low frequencies (10 to 500 MHz) usually con- /191
sist of three PIN diodes coupled in a n or T configuation. By
appropriately varying the control current to the respective diodes,
reflection can be held low with variable damping.

In evaluating the PIN diode's power durability as an atten-
uator, one must rely upon the worst case, in which a single diode
terminates a line and must, therefore, be able to absorb all of
the signal power. If the diode lies in parallel with a terminator,
it will absorb at most one-half the signal power. The use of several
diodes, as shown in Figure 41-B, increases the maximum allowable
signal power. One of today's durable PIN diodes can dissipate up
to 10 W, so that the attenuator in Figure 41-A should withstand
approximately 40 W. Based on curve 1 in Figure 37, the future
durability of PIN diodes is calculated for cases in which the
diode resistance is equal to the characteristic impedance. This
yields the following values.

Frequency	 Maximum gain
in GHz	 in W

1 50

10 10
40 1

100 0.1

Therefore, it will be possible to build attenuators for hundreds
of watts of C11 power up to the X-band with a few diodes.

Concerning the attenuator's bandwidth, it can be mentioned
that the design shown in Figure 41-A covers a 1 to 4 GHz bandwidth
with SVF < 1.6 [1]. At present, octave bandwidths are obtained up
to 18 GHz (8 to 18 GHz). The power durability for these broadband
attenuators is only Wi,CW, or 100 lv during a 1 tis pulse with
d.c. = 0.001. Maximum damping is 65 dB. The diode's parasitic
elements will decrease the bandwidth as frequency increases over
20 GHz.

Phase Shifters with PIN Diodes

The use of electrically-controlled, very rapid phase shifters /192
has become very significant in the past few years in the can--
struction of group antennae. Phase shifting is achieved in
connection with very high power levels in a ferrite material, but
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at lower frequencies, a phase shifter with PIN diodes offers
several advantages, including faster switching time and reciprocity.
The following discussion is limited to PIN diode phase shifters.

The most common phase shifter, in which a switching diode de-
termines the length of the line through the signal passes, is non-
disbursive. This is seen in Figure 42 -A, which also shows how the
phase difference, Aq), will increase with the frequency at the diode's
connection. Figures 42 B--D show the principle designs of several
different types of phase shifters using shunt diodes.
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In the disbursive phase shifter, whose qualities are char-	 /193
acterized in figure 43-A, the phase difference AV is constant
within a large frequency range. Here, the signal's time delay
is the same in the two states of the phase shifter. Two designs
of this phase shifter are shown in Figures 43-B and 43-C. The
variable susceptance in Figure 43-P can be achieved by coupling
a varactor or a PIN diode between the two different reactive
states. [2, Chapter 101 shows that the phase shift resulting
from the capacitance difference AC can be written as

Aye p 2 arctg Z01110AC [ 1 _ 
( ,1w ) 21
Wo

where Am = W — cup.
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A frequency change of 10% is
then permitted with a phase
shift of 90 1 without changing ~r,%	 ':.

4y	 more than 0.50.
A

The phase shifter in	 /195
Figure 43-C consists of a
periodic reactive loaded trans-
mission line, of which the
figure shows one unit.	 By
connecting each diode to the
main line through a transforming
Line section	 greater design

,.
a

For example, jB =
Breaker E

FIGURE 43B,

0,25'A

OU,

C,

TTJ.4.
FIGURE 43C.

freedom is achieved. Naturally,
this is aimed maintaining con-
stant impedance while obtaining
the desired phase shift. A
more complete discussion of
this problem is given in [2,
Chapter 10]

The Phase Shifter's Power Durability

For a phase shifter
Figure 42-•B, the maximum
short-circuit condition
high--frequency current's

I 2Za
P8	

1 m

with a diode of the type presented in
signal power Ps max` is achieved in a
3etermined by the mahmum value of the
effective value Imax:

With reverse bias, when the diode's impedance is assumed to
be infinitely large, the maximum signal power is determined by the
size of the allowable high-frequency voltage over the diode. As
earlier, if one assumes that the high-frequency voltage's maximum
top-to-top value will equal the breakdown voltage Vg, we obtain

V
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lmax is determined by the power gain in the diode and is
dependent upon both the diode's series resistance and the character
of the signal power (pulsed or CW). if a maximally-loaded diode
is desired with both forward and reverse bias, the following is
chosen:

ZO a` 2J I	 s3a 0, ,

In earlier breakdown calculations of the power durability of /196
switching diodes in lines with Zo-•-values of 50 ohm, it was
accepted that the maximum signal power for SW signals was deter-
mined by Ps max,. The forecast curve obtained in this manner,
labeled 1 in Figure 37, can also be applied to a diode in a phase
shifter.

In the same way, an expression for maximum peak power for
breaker diodes with high peak power and low average power can be
obtained which agrees closely with Ps max2• For an overdriven
breaker, one can state:

B
Pb mac M ^.

This yields Pa	 -pb--- =
8 sin 09"

With a normal phase shift value, a so-called bit with
= 22,5 0 , we obtain Ps max	 3 Pbmax• In this case, therefore,

the values in curve 2 in Figure 37, multiplied by a factor of 3,
can be used as a forecast for a phase shifting diode producing
T = 22.5 0 . observe that when T = 180 ° r Ps max2 decreases to
0.13 Pb max-

A phase shifter of the type outlined in Figure 42-D, in which
the diodes are included in a continuously-matched filter structure,
can withstand [2, Chapter 10] the following powers:

2
Pa max,	 =CZo9

0^	 M S- ^ Pb
g SZ©	 2
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This should mean that the forecast curve for CW operation
will produce values approximately four times higher than curve 1
in Figure 37. However, for pulse operation with a low average
power, values only one-half as large as curve 2 in the same figure
are permitted. This appears to indicate that the diode will with-
stand four times more CW power than pulsed power, which is ob-
viously unfeasible. The explanation is that the diode in the 	 /197
forward bias condition withstands the high CW powers, but would not
be able to convert to the high-resistive state without breakdown
occurring. Decreasing Zo from 50 ohm to 25 ohm will then cut the
maximum CW power in half and double the maximum peak power. This
results in the forecast curve labeled 2 in Figure 37.

Observe that the same problem develops if one calculates a
180 0 bit in the phase shifter discussed earlier. When Zo = 50 ohm,
Ps max2 ` ( Pb max)/8 , i.e., the maximum peak power will be one-
fourth of the maximum CW power. Changing Zo from 50 ohm to 25 ohm
produces the same durability for CW and peak power, and yields a
maximum power level which is half that in curve 1.

To summarize, it can be said that phase shifters, according
to Figure 42-B and 42-D, will be dimensioned for power levels lying
between 0.5 and two times the values indicated by curve 1 in Figure
37, in which 20 = 25 ohm. These forecast values are shown in
Figure 44.

If Zo is decreased under 25 ohm, the maximum peak power Level
can be increased in proportion to 1/zo.

The phase shifter shown in Figure 43-C, in which the diodes
are directly n--coupled to the transmission line, do not withstand
higher peak powers than other types of phase shifters. But, if
each diode is coupled to the main line through a short transmission
line, and is closely followed by a short-circuit, as in Figure 42-B,
the power durability can be increased significantly if each pair
of diodes contributes with only a small phase difference. This
type of phase shifter is treated in detail in [11]. If one assumes
that each pair of diodes must produce at least a 5 0 phase shift,
so that the total number of diodes does not become unmanageably
Large (in this case, 72 diodes or 180 0 phase shift), the peak--
power durability will be nine times larger than with 22.5 0 phase
shift per pair of diodes, according to measurements in [111.. The
large number of diodes also produces high durability for CW power.

A forecast curve has been estimated for the phase shifter 	 /198
shown in Figure 42-B which lies three times higher than curve 2
in Figure 37. Further multiplication by a factor of approximately
9 then produces a maximum peak power which lies approximately 30
times higher than the values in curve 2. This is presented as the
upper forecast curve in Figure 44.
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1. Phase shifter according to fi-
gure 42B, 1800 bit with a diode
Zo = 25 2. Produces the same
power durability in CW and in
pulse operation. (Peak power can
be increased as the phase shift
decreases.)

Pmax in W

1^g6

3, Phase shifter according to
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Figure 44. Forecast curves for diode phase shifters.

figure 43C, Zo = 50 st.
A-diode pair produces only
So phase shift (i.e. ^2
diodes needed for 180°).
Tolerate pulsed power.
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2. Phase shifter according to fi-
gure 42D, Z o = 25 ar producing
the same power durability in C'W	 A
and pulse operation. (Peak power
durability can be increased for 1 	 :' F
and 2 if Zo is decreased below 252.)

/199

Finally, some examples will be given here of data obtained
to date with diode phase shifters:

High-power phase shifters in coaxial or waveguide
arrangements have been built for frequenciws between
0.1 and 10 GHz, normally with 10% bandwidth. The phase
shift is usually 22.5 to 180 0 (but sometimes 3C00), and
the power durability is usually several dozen kilowatts
with pulse lengths of 10 to 100 ps and approximately
10 to 100 W CWa The input damping lies around 3 to 5 dB
and the switching time between 0,1 and 10ps. Construction
is mostly of the type shown in Figure 43--C, so that the
power is divided among several diodes within each phase
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step (bit). One such phase shifter for the C-band
with 72 diodes withstood up to 100 kW peak power
and produced a damping of 1 to 2 dB. For further
information, see [5, page 1191.

There are also several constructions of inte-
grated phase shifters, usually designed for low power
levels. In this context, diode pains are frequently
used in a branching formation (series diodes), function-
ing as converters to various lengths of a microstrip
line. With eight diode-pairs, producing a phase shift
of 22.5 to 360 , the damping in the L--band was 4 dB.
A similar 4-bit phase shifter for the S-band (2.3 GHz)
produced a lower input damping: 2.4 dB. Texas
instruments has estimated the price for such a phase
shifter, including the drive circuit, at approximately
300 kroner when manufactures in lots of 1000.

A construction in accordance with Figure 43-C
for the X-band using a microstrip arrangement of
24 shunt diodes withstood up to 3 kW peak power with
a utilization factor of 0.001. The phase shift was
22.5 to 360 0, the input damping was 2 1' 0.5 dB and
the bandwidth 0.5 GHz, [9].

! , P'
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PIN Diode Limiters

If a PIN diode is to be used as a passive limiter and a very /200
low level of leakage pulses (so-called spike leakage) 	 is required, ¢^.r
its I-junction must be made significantly thinner than in a breaker
diode.	 The charges induced in the I-layer the high-frequency field
will rapidly create a direct current which will decrease the diode
resistance.	 In this way, the power transmitted by the limiter .'
will remain at a nearly constant level of several dozen milliwatts,

..

despite increases of 40 to 50 dB or more in the applied power.
Vi 'g

In addition, the diode capacitance must be kept low so that
the input damping does not become too large nor the limiter's - =^
bandwidth too small.	 In comparison to a breaker diode, a limiter
diode will then have significantly less volume and, consequently,
will have Lower power durability. 	 This is particularly applicable! -
to high-frequency pulses which are much shorter than the diode's.'. :.
thermal time constant (approximately 100 us). 	 Thus, the heat
dissipation can be ignored, and the diode's power durability can
be estimated from the equation

0TH
gDP	 tp

where	 PDP = the allowable power gain in the diode;
t	 = the length of the high-frequency pulse;

f..

tr t;

AT	 = the allowable temperature rise	 (approx.	 1000C);

H	 = the diode's heat capacity.

H is the product of the volume, the density and the specific y
heat, and if the diode diameter is D cm and the I-junction's
thickness is W cm, we obtain

H = 1.56 D 2W	 Ws/oC.

The I-junction's capacity._
2

C j = 0.834 
W 

pF.

is obtained with E = 12:

From this we obtain

H = 1.9 C j W2	 Ws/°c.

The permitted power gain can then be written

171
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 [W]pDP	

t 

where	 Cj is given in pF;

W is given in cm;

and	 t  is given in s.

[12] gives experimentally determined maximum values for W at
various frequencies. They have been determined so that the spike
leakage is insignificant. These values, and the typical Cj values
for various frequencies (taken from the chapter on breaker diodes)
are summarized in Table 13, in which PDp with Tp = 1 us has also
been calculated.

Table 13. Data for PIN-type limiter diodes.
a

f	 Wmax	 C	 PDP at t 	 = 1 us	 min	 pSP -•'
GHz	 cm	 pF	 W	 St rr: s'

0.1	 2.7 . 10-3
	30	 41,500	 0.05	 10 MW 4

1	 1.0.10-3	 3	 570	 0.5	 14	 kIq

3	 0.5.10-3
	

1	 48	 1.5	 0.4	 kW ,ya:

10	 0.2.10-3	 0.3	 2	 5.0	 5 W CI,

30	 0.1.10-3
	

0.1	 0.2	 15.0	 0.2 W

The maximum signal power in the line can be written in the
same manner as for breaker diodes:

2 Zon ' >+

Pgp = PDp4R x
min a

According to [12], 0.7 ohm is a typical value for Rmin at h
0.3 GHz.	 Since Rmin - W/D2 , Rmin	 1/Cj.	 With the assumption ' r
that Rmin can be decreased in diodes in the future, it is assumed
that Rmin will equal 0.5 ohm at 1 GHz.	 Rmin and PSp have been ;-`r• '; >::.
calculated from this and are included in the table, with n = 1 and
Zo	 50 ohm.	 (It should be observed that if a 30 pF-diode at
0.1 GHz is replaced by 30 one--pF-diodes, the same P Sp is obtained.)

The maximum signal power in pulse operation shown in Table 13/202
has been presented as forecast curve 1 in Figure 45. 	 However,
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the values from 10 GHz have been increased significantly, since
these thin diodes are able to dissipate heat during the pulse.
The PIN diode limiter can apparently handle very high powers up
to the S-band, but above the X-band its power durability becomes
poor, even if several diodes are used. At high frequencies, it
is therefore necessary to increase the thickness of the I-junction
and, as a result, the power durability. The leakage pulse which
then occurs must be handled by a supplementary rapid limiter with
lower power durability, e.g. a varactor diode. The maximum peak
power which can be limited will then be less than for a controlled
breaker diode of maximum size, represented by curve 4 in Figure 37.
It can be estimated that PIN-varactor combinations will in the
future be able to be represented by a power-frequency curve which
lies somewhere between curve 4 in Figure 37 and the values cal-
culated above for a single PIN diode limiter. The highest power
values obtained in 1968 in pulse operation with Tp = 1 ps for a
limiter with a diode in a waveguide will help in understanding the
position of the forecast curve. The 1968 values, according to
(13], are drawn in Figure 45 and labeled "according to [13]."
Naturally, the waveguide has much higher impedance than 50 ohm,
and therefore, the limiter diode can handle proportionally higher
powers. A feasible forecast curve for Zo = 50 ohm, number 2 in
Figure 45, can be assumed to closely coincide with the values in
[131.

Curve 2 can also be assumed to represent the so-called half-
active PIN diode limiter, in which a loose-coupled detector diode
before the PIN diode detects the high-frequency pulse and emits a
control signal to the PIN diode. (In this case, a following stage
with a varactor diode is also required.)

of a PIN limiter for CW signals is estimated
same way as for a breaker. Using earlier de-

obtain for a shunt diode

ZO	 Tmax - Ts
4Rmin	 Ojs	 .

The durability
in principle in the
fined notation, we

Ps max -

In contrast to the estimation of Ps max which was done for	 /204
the breaker diodes, there are no known data upon which to base a
calculation for the limiter diode. An approximation can still be
obtained if one assumes as earlier that Rmin in the limiter diode
will be twice as large as in the breaker diode. if one further
assumes [12] that Oj s is twice as large in a limiter as in a
breaker, the forecast curve for a limiter's power durability
should be obtained by dividing the values in curve 1, Figure 37
by at least a factor of 4. Because of the great uncertainty of
this estimate, the CW power durability for the limiter diode is
indicated in Figure 45 by the lined region, 3, in which the
mentioned calculation factor varies between 50 and 5. In order
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for the maximum CW powers not to be as large as the calculated
maximum peak power (which, of course, is impossible), the re-
duction factor must be increased to 50 at frequencies over 4 GHz.

Curve 4 in Figure 45, which indicated the maximum CW power
for a relatively thick PIN diode followed by a varactor diode, has
been derived from Figure 37 using about the same method described
for the construction of curve 2. The curve has very simply been
laid in between curve 1 in Figure 37 and curve 3 in Figure 45.

For a very short description of results obtained to date with
the utilization of several diodes in coaxial structures, one can
say, based on [13], that curve 1 in Figure 45 represents the
current situation very well. The maximum power at 10 GHz is some-
what higher (approximately 100 W) and at 0.1 GHz is somewhat lower
than in this curve. The state of the art concerning waveguide
limiters has already been discussed and is drawn in Figure 45
according to [13]. One particularly interesting result is men-
tioned in [14], in which a limiter which withstood 8 kW at 9 GFz
consisted of a relatively large, homogenous cylinder of pure
silicon. (However, the spike leakage was fairly large.) Naturally,
the silicon body was contacted on both sides, but an intrinsic
PIN diode was not created. Limiters of this type, along with PIN
diodes, should be of great significance in applications at fre-
quencies over 10 GHz. This is due, among other things, to the
difficulties in producing a thin, abrupt I--junction.

ANTE ►̂P.^TA

SVF=2
CIRCULATORRC ULATOR

M ITTER

I LIZ41TER -

RECEIVER	 I

Figure 46.

It should be mentioned here that it has become very common	 /205
to combine a normal gas-filled TR-tube with a post-coupled rapid
limiter diode. In this case, the TR-tube handles all the peak
power and the diode eliminates the leakage pulse. The power dur-
ability is then determined by the TR-tube and coincides, therefore,
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with curve 6 in Figure 37.

The bandwidth for a high--power Limiter is normally approxi-
mately 10%, and in a low-power limiter ranges from 10% up to an
octave. As previously mentioned, the use of several diodes in
parallel leads to higher power durability but also to decreased
bandwidth. At those power levels shoran in the forecast curves in
Figure 45, the bandwidth will not be much greater than MO. The
limiter's recovery time after the end of the high-frequency pulse
varies with the thickness of the diode from several hundredths
to several tenths ns.

When a passive limiter is used to protect a receiver in a
radar station, as shown in Figure 46, the transmitting power in
principle will exceed the limiter's power durability by a value
corresponding to the insulation of the insulator, i.e. around
20 dB. However, in practice, the antenna's SVP is seldom .less
than two, so that the power reflected to the limiter will only
be 10 dB lower than the transmitting power.
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Other Signal Manipulation

Since the above title encompasses a particularly large area /207
of electronics, this can in no way be a complete treatment of the
adherent function principles and solid-state components. Rather,
a number of examples will be given which illustrate newer methods
of signal manuipulation within the microwave range.

Generally, the greatest interest in signal manipulation today
is oriented toward data processing techniques. In this case, the
signals are binary numbers and counting pulses which are handled
by very complicated circuits, consisting of a very large number of
electronic switching devices. These switches can change very
rapidly between on and off states and normally consist of bipolar
or FRT transistors, although tunnel diodes and rapid breaker diodes
can also be used. These semiconductors produce a large number of
different gates which comprise the building blocks of the digital
circuit. They can also be combined into flip-flops and reply--
circuits for a static or dynamic type of memory function. Data
processing today is seldom done faster than permitted by the highest
incoming switching frequency on the order of i00 MHz. The adherent
data signals can, therefore, not be included in the microwave
range, but data processing is mentioned here because it is in the
midst of a rapid development toward higher processing speeds. It
is very likely that the earlier--discussed MOS FET type of transistor,
which produces oscillations in the 40 to 60 GHz range, will in-
crease future data processing frequencies far into the microwave
range. A further developed monolithic-circuit technology will
also produce such miniaturization that the signal's transit time
between the various circuits can be reduced sharply. Computer
memories in the future will probably consist of flip-flops of
MOSFET transistors. It is possible that the utilization of the
relatively newly discovered so-called magnetic bubbles will be a
price-competitive alternative. According to [11, the price could
be as much as ten times lower. (The price per bit in MOSPET
structures is 0.03 cent.)

It should be mentioned here that very rapid breakers of the /208
same type used in data processing are now also used in connection
with so-called sampling techniques for producing directly on an
oscilloscope a microwave oscillation. Schottky-barrier diodes,
which are also part of digital frequency meters, are normally
used. These and similar diodes are also significant in the
generation and measurement of extremely small pulses as, for
instance, in the determination of discontinuities in a waveguide
by studying how the pulse is reflected (time domain reflectometer).
Step recovery, or SR diodes, are particularly suitable for pro-
ducing pulses which have rise and decay times of approximately
0.1 ns.

Gunn diodes with wanaering domain can be utilized in several
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ways to easily generate complicated forms of pulses or series of
pulses with a certain arrangement.	 The current through the diode_
is proportionate to the geometric cross-sectional surface or to
the doping in that area through which the domain passes. 	 For €
example, a pulse code is obtained if an evenly-doped diode has a"'^
number of more or less deep crevices or if the doping level is
varied in a corresponding fashion.	 Controlling the domain, and
therfore the current, through a number of capacitive, connected
electrodes along the direction of the domain's diffusion can
achieve the same result. 	 The domain's growth time, i.e., the
current pulse's rise time, is approximately 0.1 ns in GaAs. 	 The
domain's speed of motion is 10 7 cm/s.	 A 100 p--wide inhomogenity g
will then produce a current pulse lasting 1 ns. ":	 t

The use of varactors and YIG balls for electronic tuning of s
oscillators has already been discussed in connection with avalanche
and Gunn diodes.	 The same tuning devices will certainly also be of
great significance in the construction of electronically-tunable 1
filters.	 In all these active circuits, negative impedance con-
verters or NIC circuits will be common at increasingly high fre-
quencies.	 They can be described as active four-poles using {
transistors as the amplifying element. 	 An impedance connected	 /209
to one of the pole-pairs produces its inverted value at the other
pair.	 For example, this is one way to obtain a miniaturized
"integrated inductance." 	 A NIC circuit and a condenser produce a t`Y
positive reactance equal to jmC.	 NIC circuits can also produce
negative resistance which can be utilized in electronically-tunable
filters to increase their Q-values by a factor of approximately 10. r...
This negative resistance can be held constant within a fairly
large frequency range (at present, approximately 50% bandwidth at 4

1.5 GHz).	 Future NIC circuits will be built as high up in fre-
quency as transistors will allow.	 Still, negative-resistance diodes
should in principle be able to replace transistors in these circuits.
Naturally, all of the active circuits of the type described here
can only be used at low signal levels.

Signal manipulation techniques in the future will probably
utilize to an increasing extent acoustic waves in piezoelectric
crystals, and both acoustic waves and spinning waves, i.e.,
magnetoelastic waves in ferLomagnetic material. 	 Previous work
has been mainly aimed at the utilization of volume waves in these
materials, but surface waves should become dominant in the future.
Their advantage is that the signal is easily accessible at the
surface of the crystal and can be conducted by some type of `

t microstrip line.	 Since an elastic wave diffuses approximately
5 5 times slower than an electromagnetic wave, the wavelength and
consequently the dimensions of the circuit will decrease in com-
parison to coaxial circuits by a factor of 10 -5 .	 in this way,
extreme miniaturization of the signal manipulation circuits will
be possible.	 As discussed in the chapter on the electroacoustic
amplifier, difficulties in pLoducing the necessary circuits occur
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at high frequencies. In that chapter, the h ighest possible9	 q	 P	 e	 g	 p
frequencies for surface waves were given as approximately 10 GHz.`.
Since this is the maximum frequency for the electroacoustic can-
vertex which is always needed, the same maximum value applies in
general for signal manipulation with surface waves.

The following signal manipulation functions can be easily 	 /210
achieved with pure acoustic waves:~

1. Delay (with or without amplification).
2. Frequency filtration.
3. Pulse compression or expansion.
4. Coding and de-coding.
5. Spectral analysis, Fourier transformation, etc.

[ 2 , 3] •

The use of magnetoelastic waves in yttrium-iron--granite (YIG)
for signal manipulation is described in [4]. It is especially
interesting that the signal delay in a YIG rod can be changed with
an external magnetic field from, for example, several tenths of a
microsecond to four microseconds. The input damping is on the
order of 40 dB. The delay is normally frequency-dependent, but
this dependency can be reduced by suitably designing the magnetic
field. A non-disbursive delay which can be varied mechanically
from 1 to 4 as is easy to produce. (Within 10% bandwidth at 2 GHz,
the disbursion is less than 0.1 us.)

If the magnetic field is changed while a delayed signal exists
in a spin-wave condition, the signal frequency can be lowered.

Magnetoelastic waves are also very suitable for pulse com-
pression. For example, a compression ratio of 200 has been reached
at 1.5 GHz with pulses lasting 0.5 ins.

The use of magnetoelastic surface waves can, in addition to
the previously mentioned functions, also produce non-reciprocal
wave diffusion. The amplification of these waves is possible in
principle but so far has been insignificantly researched.
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Integrated Microwave Circuits

The Integration of Circuits and Active Semiconductor Devices

Since 1960, so-called microelectronics have developed very `t
rapidly simultaneously with semiconductor technology.	 The need
for greatly miniaturized, dependable and inexpensive active cir-
cuits was particularly great within computer technology and,
therefore, development was mainly oriented toward the adherent
digital or logical devices.	 Since active semiconductors and other
circuit devices are usually built as indivisible units, the name
"integrated circuits" is used.

Around 1964, the use of integrated circuit techniques within
i

the microwave range began. 	 At these high frequencies, the signals ^_
must be transmitted in as loss-free a transmission line as possible,
in which the necessary reactances can also be created for the de-
sired resonance circuits.	 The transmission pattern for such dis-
tributed circuits is transferred by photo-lithographic methods to 9

a thin metal film on the upper side of a ceramic base plate. 	 Since
the transmission thickness is increased by electrolytic coding, so
that the losses are minimized, the desired pattern is uncovered
through chemical etching. 	 In this manner, a number of different :
transmission lines can be produced. 	 Figure 47 shows the cross-
section of a number of such Lines (the direction of transmission r+
is at a right angle to the plane of the paper). 	 The microstrip

r,

lines	 [11	 in Figure 47-A is so far the most frequently used type
of line.	 The substrate material is normally aluminum oxide or
sapphire, with e = 10.	 Since the wave diffusion is not of a pure
TEM type, the wavelength will be approximately 40% of the free
wavelength.	 In the coaxial-strip line in Figure 47-B [2] 	 the
substrate lacks a ground layer, but is instead encircled by a
waveguide-like metal tube. 	 The advantage with this construction
is that the variations in the substrate's e or thickness only
insignificantly effects the characteristic impedance, and further-
more, the transition from a normal coaxial line can easily be made
with low SVF (= 1.02).	 The effective evalue is approximately 1.6,
so that dimension reduction in relation to a normal coaxial line
is insignificant.	 The slot lines	 [3]	 in Figure 47-C and the planar
strip lines [4]	 in 47-D have about the same characteristics as the /213
microstrip lines, but are less dependent on variations in the
substrate thickness and can more easily produce lines with high
characteristic impedance.	 A connection to a ferrite element can
easily be arranged to produce non-reciprocal couplings, for
example, insulators and phase shifters.	 it should be pointed out =	 i
here that microstrip lines can be built up in a ferrite substrate
and then can also be easily manipulated to produce-these circuit
functions. c

The dielectric strip line in Figure 47-E, which cannot be
produced in the same way as the other types of Lines in Figure 47,
has been suggested to be especially appropriate for very high
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frequencies (millimeter waves) [5].

Instead of obtaining the desired reactances with open or
short-circuited shunt lines of suitable length, these reactances
can be created by concentrated impedance devices. The same tech-
niques used in producing microstrip lines can be utilized to
create inductances in the form of horizontal spirals and con-
densers, consisting of two metal films separated by a thin oxide
layer. Since these impedance elements must be much smaller than
a quarter-wavelength, their dimensions will be very small at
frequencies near 10 GHz. This places high demands on the photo-- /214
resist process and the substrate's surface smoothness. Normallv,
optic plane positioned sapphire is utilized in which the practical
upper cutoff frequency will lie between 10 and 15 GHz.

If the substrate consists of a high-resistive semiconductor,
the circuits can be manufactured in the normal, way and the re-
quired active elements, both transistors and diodes, can be di-
rectly produced at the desired place through the various doping
processes. These 2o-called monolithic circuits are now very
common in transistor amplifiers for low frequencies, but within
the microwave range the manufacturing problems are still not com-
pletely solved. in general, the circuit losses will be too large
at up to 10 GHz. However, at higher frequencies where both the
dimensions and the losses per wavelength are small, these mono-
lithic circuits will represent an economically attractive alter-
native when mass produced. Integrated circuits for frequencies
over 50 GHz will probably have to be made with monolithic tech-
niques using gallium arsenide as the substrate material.

However, in the large majority of integrated circuits for the
microwave range, the active devices are produced separately and
then connected to the transmission pattern. These are then called
integrated hybrid circuits.

Since most integrated circuits to date are made with micro-
strip lines or concentrated devices, these will now be discussed
in more detail with regard to obtainable Q-values and cutoff
frequencies.

According to [6], the figure of merit for a microstrip line
(which has a linewidth w much larger than substrate thickness h)
can be written

x ,0,63he ,r'	 where 6 = the metal's conductivity in
(am)- l

w

For example, for copper we obtain

q 1780 h
CM 
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This expression applies to co r gletely smooth metal surfaces and a
loss-free dielectric.

The lane damping can be written

with the wavelength Xg	 am,
^GFt^^ .

Still with w » h, the characteristic impedance

7.	 h0 V..

With the normal substrate values h = 0.64 mm and c = 9.6, at
10 GHz we obtain

Q = 960;

m = 0.028 dB/Xg = 0.429 dB/cm.

For comparison it can be mentioned that the highest measured
Q-value in a microstrip line with Zo - 23 ohm in the X-band is
738. The practically obtainable Q-value is approximately 20%
lower than the theoretical maximum. This corresponds to an in-
crease in the a-value of 0.009 dB/Xg, which originates mainly from
the dielectric losses. These losses are indicated by tga, which
normally is frequency independent, so that the "ielectric damping
per Xg is also independent of frequently.

According to the previously-given expression, Q is pro-
portionate to ham, but to obtain high 0-values, this products can-
not be increased without limit. There is a cutoff frequency at
which point Large radiation losses arises due to the fact that a
surface wave is excited. This wave diffuses in the substrate 	 /216
independent of the strip line structure. According to [6], the
cutoff frequency is

Amax . h eV ^^

The maximum Q-value is therefore

. - M_
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X> ceramic substrate plate

.^.. 	 line or ground layer

a.

c.

Dielectricum with high E

a.

i n ^cma0tO 9

in GHz
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100
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V

Finax as a function of h and Qmax as a function of f is re-
produced in Figures 48 and 49, respectively.

Figure 47.	 Figure 48.

Since the derived Qmax-value applies when w >> h, i.e., for 	 /218
lines with very low characteristic impedance, it can be of interest
to estimate how Qmax will decrease or a will increase with in-
creasing impedance. The result of this calculation [6], which is
based on [7], is presented in Figure 50. According to this, a
has doubled (and Q reduced by half) first at an impedance of 70 ohm
(w/h = 0.45). This means that the Q-valaies obtainable with
practical linewicths does not lie so far under the calculated
Qmax-value.

There is one more factor which can reduce Q in relation to
the calculated maximum value: radiation losses caused by line
discontinuities. The largest radiation losses occur in an open
line. For example, with an effective e-value of about 4, a short-
circuited line will have approximately ten times lower radiation
losses than an open line. [61 shows that the radiation losses
from an open line will be as large as the normal resistive losses
when Zo = 10 ohm with e = 9.6, or 2 0 = 80 ohm with E = 4. When
the E-value is much over 10, the radiation losses caused by
discontinuities can be ignored, but even a_ the normal value of
9.6, the calculated Qmax-value is reduced by as high a factor
as O.S. The lower cutoff curves in Figure 49 indicate the Q-values/219
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reduced by either high Zo or high
value of 0.01 dBfxg for dielectric
losses, the curves situated lowest

radiation. if an approximate
losses is added to the previous
in Figure 49 are obtained.
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Figure 50.

By using U--farm resonators, the radiation losses can be re-
duced so that the Q-value is increased 55% in relation to a straight
open line [8].

In general, the Q-value in a microstrip circuit can be in-
creased through coupling with a YIG ball (frequency magnetically-
tunable), or to a dielectric resonator with high c (for example,
Q = 12,OOu at 3 GHz, [9]). Superconductive circuits can also be-
come useful in this context.

The Q-values obtained with concentrated circuit devices are
given in [10]. The condensers are at 1 pF and made of Si02. The
inductance device consists of a simple coil with a value of about
1 nH and a planar spiral of 4 nH. The Q-values are shown in
Figure 51. For comparison, the Qmax-values for distributed cir-
cuits are also drawn in the same figure (for e=9.6).

Maximum Frequency for Microstrip Lines and Concentrate
Impedance Devices	 '^^-'

According to Figure 48, a substrate with a thickness of several
dozen microns can be used for frequencies up to 1000 GHz. Figure
49-B indicates that a substrate with e = 9.6 should produce
sufficiently high Q-values (> 100) at this frequency. Even with
an ample safety margin, one can then assume that circuits equipped
with microstrip will be useful up to 200 GHz. A substrate thick-
nesa of ten or so microns should be relatively easy to produce
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through "sputtering" on a metal ground layer. The adherent line
widths of 1 to 30 p should be easily produced with the necessary
precision through future photoresist techniques. 	 (Line widths	 /220
of 0.3 ji have already been manufactured with electron-beam,
electron-resist processes.)	 In general, line widths of approxi-
mately 10 p should be suitable for connecting future active semi-
conductor components in "beam-lead" arrangements.

It is likely that semi-insulated GaAs can also be used as a
substrate i n monolithic constructions up to 200 GHz. 	 So far, such
monolithic circuits have been built for up to 100 GHz 	 [11], where
the damping in a 50 ohm line is approximately 0.25 dB/xg for a Tj
0.1 mm-thick substrate. 	 Monolithic techniques will probably be
applied at frequencies over 20 to 30 GHz, particularly in connection
with the manufacturing of large series for which the price will be
very low.

Concentrated circuit devices are of special significance
under 10 GHz, where, in relation to distributed circuits, they
lend themselves to often-desirable miniaturization.	 Figure 51
indicates an upper frequency range of approximately 15 GHz, at
which point the Q-value begins to be unfeasibly low.



The Power Durability of Microstrip Lines

Ceramic substrates with thicknesses of 0.5 to 1 mm can with- /221
stand maximum peak powers of approximately 10 kW. In the adherent
OSM-type coaxial junctions, 8.5 kW will produce breakdown. These
numbers show that the microstrip line will withstand significantly
higher power levels than a single active semiconductor device
would be likely to generate.

Some General Views on the Future Prospects for
Integrated Circuits -

As is evident from the above discussion, integrated circuit
techniques produce extraordinary possibilites for the miniatur-
ization of microwave circuits. The use of high-e substrates in
distributed circuits is of special significance, but the very
best results have been achieved with concentrated circuits. The
fact that the active semiconductor devices can be used in these
circuits in their natural size contributes to miniaturization.
In order to be n-coupled in a coaxial or a waveguide circuit, a
semiconductor chip which normally has a volume of 0.1 mm3 or less
must be mounted in a capsule up to one thousand times as large.
Capsulation also protects the semiconductor from atmospheric in-
fluences, but in connection with integrated circuit techniques,
a complete system function is contained in one sealed capsule.
Also, the so-called "beam-Lead" type of small semiconductor
ar capsules" can be used. In the future, these miniaturization tech-
niques should make microwave circuits for low power levels at least
one hundred times lower in weight and volume than today's coaxial
and waveguidc circuits. The subsequent cost reduction is hard to
evaluate, since it will depend on the manufacturing technique,
the size: of the series and the level of complexity in the circuit.
Price reductions of up to one hundred times might very well be
possible. one can also expect that these integrated circuits will
have a very long lifetime and high operational dependability.

The advantages of integrated circuit techniques from the
point of view of the circuit functions has been discussed se-feral
times earlier. The lowered parasitic reactances caused by the
semiconductor'sin-coupling in the circuits and the use of con-
centrated circuit devices with low reactance-frequency derivitives /222
is particularly significant for the construction of very broad-
band circuits.

Based on the rapid development of integrated microwave cir-
cuits [10, 11, 12, 131 and the characteristics outlined above,
one must assume that practically all military microwave equipment
for low power levels will be integrated before 1985, at least
within frequency ranges which are common now. The possibility
exists in principle to expand the frequency range upward to at
least 200 GHz.
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